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ABOUT THIS INDEX

This is an index of news and feature articles published in WKU’s official campus newspaper, the College Heights Herald, for the date span above. The index is arranged alphabetically by subject or name, followed by a list of article titles in chronological order (month/day/year) and the page number.

Please note the following:

Most editorials, letters to the editor, columns and commentaries have not been included.

Routine reports on the outcome of regularly scheduled athletic competitions have not been included. Where content relating to a particular sport has been included, it usually relates to the program generally, individual athletes, or other news beyond the outcome of a specific game.

Content that appeared only in an online edition of the Herald is not included.

References to “A View of the Hill” refer to an introductory edition of the Herald, customarily published prior to the first regular issue of the fall semester.

The College Heights Herald is available in paper form and/or microfilm through University Archives.
Abell, Brian G.
$15K horse statue found in student’s apartment 11/14/06: 6

Academic Advising
Top advising position filled 10/4/05: 8
Fair designed to help students choose a major 10/18/05: 5B
TLC coordinator position filled 11/8/05: 7
Additions to DUC centralize services 1/24/06: 5
Academic advising center members ambush students 3/22/07: 7B
Advising helps keep students on right track [View of the Hill] Summer 2007: 5B
Faculty learn advising pointers from course 4/29/08: 5A

Academics (See also Grading; Winter Term)
Western to add January term 8/24/04: 1A
Help for picking classes 8/24/04: 3B
Step Up program aims to help black student retention 8/31/04: 3
Academic quality initiative nearing phase two 9/9/04: 1
More states require exams 9/9/04: 5
Cheating meets technology 10/14/04: 1
Students discuss academics during forum 10/14/04: 3
Sexuality minor proposed 10/21/04: 3A
Ransdell reminds faculty, staff about using school resources to promote campaigns 10/26/04: 3
American Humanics minor proposed 11/9/04: 3A
Remedial courses get new policy 11/16/04: 1
Western watching UK’s winter term 12/7/04: 1A
Students skimping on study time 12/7/04: 1A
Lessons on Constitution may be forced 12/9/04: 1A
Online MBA program being offered 1/13/05: 3
Winter term reviewed 1/20/05: 3
Faculty worry about working over break 1/25/05: 1
Faculty examine contracts [graduation contracts] 1/27/05: 3
Homeschooled students adapting well 2/10/05: 1A
Western looking to purchase automated degree auditor 2/15/04: 3
Legislation suggests class passes 2/22/05: 1
Western pushes for more student federal funding 2/24/05: 3A
Programs earn accreditation 2/24/05: 5B
State education standards changing 3/8/05: 10A
New books raise prices 3/17/05: 1A
New centers may bring attention, grants to researchers 4/12/05: 6
University finishing up accreditation process 4/21/05: 6B
Senate wants Western removed from web site 4/28/05: 2B
Western commercials promote academics 10/4/05: 1
Professors encourage class ‘clicks’ 10/4/05: 1
Students invest state money 10/4/05: 7
Electronic auditor considered 10/13/05: 1A
Online classes gain popularity at Western 10/20/05: 1
Tutoring available to help students keep financial aid awards 10/25/05: 7
Western classes to be offered at new BGTC campus 12/1/05: 3A
Students defy gender stereotypes 12/1/05: 3B
Governor’s comments ignite intelligent design debate 1/24/06: 5
Academics (continued)

Doctorate would link Western, Eastern 1/31/06: 5
Western receives accreditation 1/31/06: 6
Transfer students become more common 2/14/06: 9
Ogden may offer Homeland Security master’s program 2/21/06: 1
Study may be done on book prices 2/23/06: 6
Skipping class may soon earn students a failing grade 3/30/06: 5A
Lectures may become podcasts 4/18/06: 13
Eight-week psychology program to draw students across country 4/25/06: 9
Students find comfort in Web classes 9/7/06: 1A
Western awards more degrees 9/12/06: 3
Faculty members question Wikipedia reliability 9/26/06: 7
New program makes scheduling classes easier 9/28/06: 3
Higher degree proposed 10/10/06: 1
Blackboard to stay through 2010 10/17/06: 1
Big Brother requests more info 10/17/06: 1
Plus/minus study concludes 10/19/06: 1
iCAP cuts down on student hassles [comment] 10/19/06: 4
Weblogs add to classroom education 11/2/06: 5A
Doctorate programs can move Western forward [editorial] 11/9/06: 4
Online course gains national recognition 11/14/06: 5
Plans developing for honors college 11/30/06: 1A
Western achieves national status by Carnegie Foundation 12/7/06: 10A
Dance degree to be added 1/30/07: 3
Education doctorate in the works 1/30/07: 3
Students to present research at Frankfort 2/15/07: 3
Internet communication opens world to students 3/6/07: 11
In college, field trips still engage students 3/27/07: 13
Students present research projects 3/29/07: 9A
Portfolios expand electronically 3/29/07: 2B
New academic programs await regents’ approval 4/3/07: 8
Western targets non-traditional undergraduates 4/24/07: 10
Western looks toward adult education field 4/26/07: 3A
Science-focused homeland security degree a possibility 4/26/07: 7A
Study spaces triple in use from students since last fall 10/18/07: 3B
New program to encourage degree completion 11/1/07: 1A
Western getting new academic programs 11/6/07: 5
WKU Finish out in front of statewide graduation plan 11/29/07: 5
WKU Finish helps nontraditional students return to the Hill 1/31/08: 9
Western plans joint enrollment, admission with community colleges 2/12/08: 5A
New program streamlines classroom scheduling 2/21/08: 5
New food processing program offered 2/26/08: 6
WKU’s first doctorate program approved 2/28/08: 1A
Western seeks to ease stress of transfer students 4/8/08: 3
Board of Regents approves new graduate certificate 4/8/08: 3
Task force assembled to review general education requirements 5/1/08: 8A

Accidents

Student hit on Mimosa 9/30/04: 3A
Truck hits apartment wall 10/19/04: 3
Accidents (continued)
   Western sign hit in wreck 3/10/05: 3A
   Derailment delays students 1/23/07: 1A
   Freshman released from hospital after car accident 4/10/07: 3
   Sophomore dies in car accident 4/12/07: 1
   Correction [to 4/10/07 story] 4/12/07: 1

Acosta, Jessica
   Travel gave student new passion 4/20/06: 10

ACT
   Western rejects ACT writing requirement 1/20/05: 6
   Western may raise ACT score requirement for credit classes 8/28/07: 7A
   ACT hearing postponed 9/13/07: 5A
   ACT hearing postponed 9/25/07: 7
   ACT proposal goes to vote 10/11/07: 6

Adams, Bethaney
   Letting her garde down 10/17/06: 12

Adams, Billy M.
   Former agriculture professor dies 2/22/05: 3

Adams, Jennifer
   Dedication brings success 11/2/06: 14A

Adams, John Mark
   Academy student dies during mission trip 1/24/08: 7A
   In memory of John Mark Adams 1/24/08: 4B
   Memorial service held for Academy of Math and Science student 1/29/08: 3

Adams, Robert (Bob)
   Journalism Hall of Fame to honor professor 3/31/05: 7A

Adams, Steven
   Travel shaped student’s outlook 4/6/06: 10

Adams-Smith, Jeannie
   Professor’s photo exhibit opens March 5 3/6/07: 1

Adams-Whitaker Student Publications Center
   Student publications to get new building 10/18/05: 1A
   Property purchase approved 11/1/05: 7
   Final location chosen for student publications 2/9/06: 1A
   Correction 2/14/06: 2
   More funds needed for construction 10/26/06: 1A
   Money on the way for publications 10/31/06: 1
   Student publications building to be dedicated on Saturday 11/8/07: 6B
   Publications get new home 11/13/07: 3

Administration
   Transportation unit expected 9/2/04: 3
   Research and development position to be filled soon 5/4/06: 4B
   Western welcomes new department heads 8/29/06: 7A
   New program makes scheduling classes easier 9/28/06: 3
   Forums will discuss three V.P. hopefuls 4/19/07: 3
   First VP candidate speaks at forum 4/24/07: 9
   VP candidates speak to forum 5/1/07: 5A
   Who’s in charge 8/28/07: 9A
   Western creating database to better schedule classes 9/13/07: 7B
Administration (continued)
Forum lets community meet candidates for admissions job 9/20/07: 10
Western plans ombudsman job to aid conflict resolution 9/25/07: 8
Candidates for director of admissions visit Western 10/2/07: 8
Candidates vie for internationalization position 10/9/07: 3
Discontinued study day raises concerns 10/11/07: 10
Council revises bereavement policy 10/16/07: 9
Committee finishes interviews for chief international officer 11/6/07: 9
Judicial affairs director interviews commence 1/31/08: 6
Western committee interviews final judicial candidates 2/5/08: 3A

Admissions, Office of
Personalized Viewbooks seek potential students 10/4/05: 9
Ambitious students willingly take SAT 9/7/06: 8A
Forum lets community meet candidates for admissions job 9/20/07: 10
Candidates for director of admissions visit Western 10/2/07: 8
Candidate hired for admissions director position 10/23/07: 6
Western plans joint enrollment, admission with community colleges 2/12/08: 5A
Admissions targets students earlier 4/3/08: 9

Advertising
Event scores success [Gameathon] 3/8/05: 11A
Gamers plug in for tournament 3/6/07: 12
Students gain Army experience with game 3/6/07: 12

African Americans
The Divine: Groups make history on Hill 2/20/07: 1
Cuts, curls provide comfort 2/27/07: 7
BMW makes return to Western 3/1/07: 7
Building bridges: Students discover Underground Railroad 3/27/07: 1
New location, same service at The Shop 4/5/07: 12

African-American Studies
Tasty events promote African-American studies program 10/18/05: 9A

Agriculture, Department of
Request for $5.6 million project awaits Senate OK 9/14/04: 1
Ag facility prepares students for future 2/10/05: 1A
Western to get federal research lab 9/13/05: 1
Shrimp farm coming to Western 9/15/05: 6A
Foul product brings federal funds to Hill 9/12/06: 5
House preserves federal funding for ag projects 2/8/07: 6
Leaves may turn up heat 2/22/07: 5
Turf management: A look inside an agricultural program 1/31/08: 8
No horsing around [pre-vet students] 4/17/08: 1A

Agricultural Exposition Center
Rodeo ropes in local crowd 2/15/04: 1

Aguilar, Chris
Sophomore attends Tonight Show 9/18/07: 10

AIDS
AIDS Day fair features free HIV testing 12/1/05: 1A
More students tested during AIDS Day 12/6/05: 1

Airo, Benard
Airo provides freshness 10/3/06: 10
Alcia, Leisha
Coach gets national spot 9/28/06: 14

Alcohol
Red Zone could get alcohol 9/21/04: 1
Selling to minors costs stores 9/30/04: 6A
Frat houses may get new alcohol regulations 10/26/04: 1
Fraternities may still go dry 11/4/04: 10A
Council makes fraternity houses go dry 1/20/05: 1
Council floats the keg 1/27/05: 1
Alcohol penalties drafted, awaiting approval 3/1/05: 1
Alcohol policy guidelines passed 3/17/05: 3A
Booze ban violations reported 9/29/05: 1
Program informs alcohol users 10/18/05: 7A
Beer goggles give ‘sobering realization’ 10/20/05: 1
Baseball to sell alcohol this season 2/7/06: 12
Alcohol to be served in Smith Stadium soon 4/27/06: 1A
DUI arrests decreasing on campus 11/30/06: 5A
Students overestimate others’ alcohol use 12/7/06: 1B
Spirits and sports don’t mix [editorial] 1/23/07: 4A
Drinking brings problems for students 5/1/07: 1B
College drinking can escalate to alcoholism 5/3/07: 1B

Alderdice, Corey
Study Abroad Winning Essay 10/27/05: 4

Alexander, Trey
Scorer shows ‘flashy shoes,’ personality 10/14/04: 12
Second former Topper soccer standout signs professional contract 4/5/05: 10

ALIVE Center
Western purchases the ALIVE Center 2/1/05: 1
ALIVE promotes public service 4/21/05: 1A
Western joins city to benefit ALIVE center 8/28/07: 10B

All, John
Professor testing for high levels of radon in faculty homes 3/8/05: 3A

Allen, Amanda
Allen thinks she can fulfill duties 4/6/06: 7

Allen, Julie
Calendar to be released this week 11/21/06: 6

Allen, Marreon D.
Student charged with indecent exposure 4/17/08: 2A

Allied Health, Department of
Dental care provided on campus at low cost 3/14/06: 9

Alpha Delta Pi
Two sororities may join Greek village 11/1/05: 1
ADPi fundraises for Ronald McDonald house 3/22/07: 9A
Three down, two to go 4/3/07: 1
Two sororities moving to Chestnut Street 11/15/07: 6A
Village, renovations part of Greek housing improvements 4/8/08: 6

Alpha Gamma Delta
Sorority member balances American, Korean cultures 9/6/07: 7B
Sorority to be recolonized 10/16/07: 10
Alpha Gamma Delta (continued)
Walk aims to raise money and awareness for diabetes 10/23/07: 1

Alpha Gamma Rho
Booze ban violations reported 9/29/05: 1
Goat incident shocks campus 2/21/06: 1
AGRs apologize for ‘unbecoming activities’ 2/23/06: 1
AGRs suspended three years 2/28/06: 1
Be consistent with punishments [letter to editor] 2/28/06: 4
AGRs get harshest penalties 3/7/06: 1A
AGR member accepts plea 3/30/06: 5A
AGRs plan to discuss fate of sign 2/27/07: 1
No decision made on sign issue 3/1/07: 9
AGRs return after hazing incident 11/20/07: 1
Reactions vary after AGR return 11/29/07: 1
Soft on hazing [editorial] 12/4/07: 4A
Punishment depends on situation, official says 12/6/07: 5A
AGRs in dispute over district housing review 2/5/08: 3A
Zoning meeting rescheduled for fraternity 3/20/08: 5B
AGR house gains city approval 4/15/08: 2A

Alpha Omicron Pi
Mud tourney aims to spike out arthritis 9/28/06: 1

Alpha Phi Alpha
Laughin’ it up 8/29/06: 2A
Alphas celebrate 100th anniversary 12/7/06: 5B

Alumni
Western wins donor challenge 9/8/05: 7A
Topper Travelers allows alumni to continue learning 10/4/05: 5
Scholarship promotes leadership 10/25/05: 7
Seniors challenged to give back 2/16/06: 7
Students paired with professional mentors 2/21/06: 6
Alumni: Success comes in variety of job fields 3/7/06: 5B
Celebrations combined to boost attendance 4/18/06: 13
Alumni donations help Western win the Kentucky Challenge 9/7/06: 8A
Alumni return to campus for jobs, careers 3/22/07: 7C
Alumni couples invited to reception at kissing bridge 10/16/07: 7

Alumni Association
Glover elected new president 9/20/05: 6
Program plans to reach legacies 9/22/05: 6
Program hopes, plans to reach new alumni 10/18/05: 8A

Amann, Mike
Alumni calculate pay for pooping 12/2/04: 8

Amazing Tones of Joy
Groups sing the gospel 4/19/05: 1
ATJ concert to be held April 23 4/4/06: 5
Gospel group to mark anniversary at concert 4/12/07: 10

Ambrose, Jack
Ambrose takes charge as walk-on 4/6/06: 13
Amnesty International
Letter-writing event 12/7/04: 6A
Amnesty International postpones lobbying 3/7/06: 7A

Anderson, Angie
Student focuses on law degree 10/21/04: 8A

Anderson, Eric
Sophomore remembered for heart, love of music 8/28/07: 3A

Anderson, Robert
Curtains open for Anderson 10/27/05: 6

Angelou, Maya
Angelou visit needs more promotion [comment] 11/7/06: 4
Angelou sings into audience’s heart 11/9/06: 3

Anthropology, Department of
Western learns to face East 8/24/04: 1B
Senior project is grave matter 4/17/08: 1B

Applied Physics Institute
Western students participate in cleanup project 9/12/06: 9

Applied Research, Office of
Research assistance offered 11/3/05: 8A

Ardrey, Saundra
Professors promote political engagement 11/8/07: 1A

Argabright, Megan
Sophomore looks to avoid slump 9/7/06: 13A

Armstrong, Corteze
Armstrong is surprise for tough-luck Tops 4/26/05: 14
Senior steals the spotlight 3/16/06: 12

Art, Department of
Art benefits shelter 4/7/05: 1B
Art sale benefits victims of southeastern storms 2/19/08: 9

Atcher, Alaina
Senior defender seizes opportunities 10/11/07: 14

Athletics
NCAA grants Western certification 11/4/04: 8A
Guides losing once important stature 12/2/04: 14
Selig’s vision breaks new ground for athletics 12/9/04: 10A
Western’s numbers don’t add up [column - basketball wins] 2/17/05: 12
Athletes score well in class, too 3/3/05: 1
Coaches get more flexibility in sick leave policy 11/10/05: 1
New TV deal to expand Western coverage 12/8/05: 11A
Camp contracts may change 4/4/06: 13
Arrests draw negative attention 4/13/06: 12A
Athletics department starts incentive program 11/16/06: 6A
Some senators unhappy with committee members 11/21/06: 5
Rituals bring comfort 12/5/06: 12A
Offseason feels strange for trainers 12/5/06: 5B
Athletes’ grades show moderate improvement 12/7/06: 14A
Athletes to hear behavior talk 1/23/07: 12A
Athletes get ‘Hand’ in conduct 1/25/07: 12A
Committee members won’t be recalled 1/30/07: 9
Athletics (continued)
   Western recruiting extends international reach 2/1/07: 11A
   It's a man's world but . . . Female coaches continue to make strides 2/1/07: 12A
   Hall, Hawkins honored at banquet 5/1/07: 11A
   Hard work, money put into events 5/3/07: 12A
   Russell Athletic to supply uniforms, fan apparel 8/28/07: 16A
   Athletics director updates regents on division change 1/29/08: 3

Athletics – Academics
   Academics take priority 11/15/05: 11

Atolagbe, Simisola
   Senior’s determination makes impact 2/8/07: 7

Aubrey, William "Finley"
   52-year-old man pursues college degree after unemployment 12/6/05: 11

Auburn, Ky.
   Life in Auburn 42206  4/15/08: 6B

Ault, Doug
   Facilities director promoted 2/24/05: 5B

Ausbrooks, Nancy
   Aneurisms claim life of Western employee 11/16/04: 1

Autry, Melissa "Katie"
   Qualifications to be collected 8/31/04: 7
   Goodrum murder trial moved a week earlier 11/23/04: 1
   Judge denies motion to release Goodrum 12/2/04: 1
   Ruling on Autry civil suit expected soon 1/11/05: 1A
   Judge stops advertisements 1/11/05: 1A
   Judge lifts gag order in Autry case 1/27/05: 1
   Goodrum’s attorneys seek venue change 2/3/05: 1
   Goodrum trial moves to Owensboro 2/15/04: 1
   Goodrum trial may be moved to Louisville 2/17/05: 1
   Owensboro home for trial 2/22/05: 1
   Another motion filed to move Goodrum trial 2/24/05: 1A
   Is he responsible? Trial, jury selection start 3/1/05: 1
   Jury selection under way in Goodrum trial 3/3/05: 1
   Immunity holds up in wrongful death suit 3/8/05: 1A
   Big stories [letter to editor] 3/8/05: 4A
   Jury not yet selected 3/8/05: 6A
   Soules: He threatened me and my family 3/10/05: 1A
   Defense requests verdict 3/15/05: 1A
   In his own words 3/17/05: 1A
   Defense presents eighteen witnesses 3/17/05: 5A
   Not guilty 3/31/05 [special section]
   Families’ reactions to verdict predictable 3/31/05 [special section]
   Despite criticism, Western defends campus police 3/31/05 [special section]
   Verdict does not surprise most students and faculty 3/31/05 [special section]
   Legal issues continue in Autry case 3/31/05 [special section]
   Goodrum threatening lawsuit 4/12/05: 1
   An apology for Lucas Goodrum [letter to editor] 4/14/05: 4A
   Goodrum deserves apology [letter to editor] 4/14/05: 4A
   Student Life Foundation appeals immunity ruling 4/14/05: 5B
Autry, Melissa “Katie” (continued)

Police made mistakes investigating [letter to editor] 4/21/05: 4A
Wrongful death suit on hold 9/1/05: 5A
ABC News segment focuses on campus security 11/22/05: 3
Kentucky State Supreme Court to review Autry estate appeals 1/31/06: 3
Autry case appeal set for Jan. 18 12/7/06: 1A
Court hears Autry case 1/23/07: 3A
Immunity challenged in liability cases 3/1/07: 1
Western ‘bears some moral responsibility’ in Autry case [letter] 3/22/07: 4A
Western found not liable 4/24/07: 1
Goodrum to appear in court today 4/24/07: 8
Restraining order filed against Autry defendant 4/26/07: 5A
Scheduling conference to be held in Autry case 11/8/07: 3A
Stepfather of acquitted Autry suspect found dead Friday 1/29/08: 1
Police say rumors haven’t aided investigation of Dugas’ death 1/31/08: 3
Car-fire death ruled accidental 2/26/08: 3
Board of claims will hear testimony concerning Autry death 4/15/08: 1A
A grim anniversary approaches 4/22/08: 1A
Five lawsuits against Western still pending 5/1/08: 7A

Awards
President’s Honor Roll for Service names Western honoree 2/21/08: 7

Bailey, Brandon
Student assistant helps Tops after injury 10/27/05: 12

Bailey, Chelsea
Hygiene steps can prevent spread of staph infections 11/6/07: 3

Bailey, Graham
‘Indian River Boys’ no longer just faces 12/8/05: 9A

Baker, Jerry
Western to get $15 million gift 4/20/06: 1
Donor gives money, estate to Western 4/25/06: 1
Herald should have hesitated [letter to editor] 4/27/06: 4A

Baker House and Arboretum
Arboretum cultivates research 2/27/07: 1

Balcus, Ieva
Foreign-born success 3/14/06: 16

Ball, Joseph
Couples cope with graduation changes 5/4/06: 7C

Banas, Christi
Original member now a leader 10/27/05: 10

Baptist Student Union
Athlete arrested for BSU burglary 3/30/06: 1A
BSA hosts annual Apollo talent show at DUC 4/4/06: 5

Baptiste, Hornaval
‘Military brats’ ordinary college students, they say 3/27/08: 7B

Barley, Joe
Vacant director, assistant positions filled 4/28/05: 6A

Barnes-Campbell Hall
Sprinkler rains in Barnes Hall 8/24/04: 10A
Officials still investigating cause of visitor’s death 12/4/07: 1A
Barnes-Campbell Hall (continued)
Man found dead in dorm described as funny, loving 12/6/07: 3A
Soldier death in Barnes ruled accidental 2/28/08: 3A

Bartch, Danny
Holding his own wallet 9/21/04: 7

Baseball
Western to open 2005 baseball season tomorrow 2/10/05: 1B
Preseason Player of the Year works to kill early slump 3/17/05: 8A
Armstrong is surprise for tough-luck Tops 4/26/05: 14
Baseball to sell alcohol this season 2/7/06: 12
Changes abound this year 2/14/06: 12
New coach gets first two wins 2/28/06: 14
Youth on the mound allows bullpen depth 5/4/06: 8A
Interstate recruiting nets nine 11/30/06: 8A
Fielder’s choice 2/8/07: 12
Batters swing to a different beat 3/1/07: 13
On top of their game: Baseball players play video games 4/19/07: 14
Topper baseball gains notoriety 9/27/07: 12
A blend of talent and experience opens 2008 season 2/14/08: 12
JuCo players help boost Tops’ roster 2/28/08: 10A
New baseball clubhouse funded by private donor 4/15/08: 9A

Basketball – Men
EKU returns to schedule 8/24/04: 14A
Horn adds Florida State transfer 8/26/04: 13
Red eyed Madness 10/19/04: 1
Youth Movement [preview section] 11/4/04: 1B
Soft schedule makes for easy wins 1/11/05: 10A
Freshmen maturing fast in Sun Belt play 2/17/05: 11
Toppers dropped in Denton 3/8/05: 1A
Western plays in NIT 3/15/05: 1A
Tops make improvements, look to future 3/31/05: 11A
Higgins to leave Western 3/31/05: 12A
Tops sign JUCO guard 4/14/05: 10A
Winchester picks up three awards 4/26/05: 12
‘Most challenging schedule’ awaits Tops 9/8/05: 10A
Madness to occur before midnight 9/29/05: 12
Hoops drills to open with Hysteria on Hill 10/13/05: 14A
Tops display athleticism 10/18/05: 11A
Great expectations [preview section] 11/3/05: 1B
Call may have cost Western chance at glory of NCAA title 1/31/06: 10
Senior leadership spurs Tops 2/7/06: 12
Tops draw Gamecocks in NIT opener 3/14/06: 16
Gamecocks end NIT hopes 3/16/06: 12
Toppers sign forward [Jeremy Evans] 4/20/06: 12
Toppers sign center [Japeth Aguilar] 8/31/06: 8A
‘Hysteria’ to open practice tomorrow 10/12/06: 16
Fans sneak peek at new season 10/17/06: 10
Media day brings eternal optimism 10/31/06: 9
On the edge of greatness [preview section] 11/2/06: 1B
Basketball – Men (continued)
   Horn leads cheer practice 11/7/06: 11
   Western nets seven for ’07 11/9/06: 14
   Bench makes impact 12/7/06: 14A
   Basketball teams face lineup changes 1/23/07: 12A
   Mr. Basketball would make nice addition [column] 4/26/07: 12A
   Tops nab state Mr. Basketball 5/1/07: 1A
   Pegues out for season 10/11/07: 14
   Toppers make debut in scrimmage 10/30/07: 10
   Well Rounded [special section] 11/1/07: 1B
   Tops ready for season opener 11/8/07: 12A
   Toppers sign three in fall signing period 11/15/07: 8A
   Lee, Rich named Sun Belt players of the week 11/15/07: 10A
   Schedule stretch may define Toppers season [column] 12/6/07: 10A
   Farewell to five 2/26/08: 12
   Big dance. Double dates 3/20/08: 1A
   With Horn gone, search begins for new coach 4/3/08: 12
   Rogers’ shot earns school $100,000 4/8/08: 14
   Western, Louisville agree in principle to four-game series 4/24/08: 10A
   Tops honored at Sweet 16 celebration 4/29/08: 10A

Basketball – Women
   Post player add balance 10/14/04: 12]
   Youth Movement [preview section] 11/4/04: 1B
   Cowles values exhibitions 11/11/04: 14
   Roster shrinks for Lady Tops 1/11/05: 7A
   Lady Tops struggle with non-conference foes 1/11/05: 10A
   Western plays in NIT 3/15/05: 1A
   Illness, injuries hurt Lady Tops 3/31/05: 10A
   Arkansas prep star adds to Cowles’ class 4/14/05: 7A
   Lady Tops to face familiar foes 9/8/05: 10A
   Tops display athleticism 10/18/05: 11A
   Great expectations [preview section] 11/3/05: 1B
   Women’s basketball player quits team [Shardae Butler] 11/8/05: 11
   Kelly scores 1000th point 2/7/06: 12
   At-large bid appears likely 3/9/06: 16
   Selection night shocker 3/14/06: 16
   Kopple to transfer 4/27/06: 12A
   Former WNBA star to assist Lady Tops 8/29/06: 5C
   Western won’t recover money 10/10/06: 1
   ‘Hysteria’ to open practice tomorrow 10/12/06: 16
   Fans sneak peek at new season 10/17/06: 10
   Media day brings eternal optimism 10/31/06: 9
   On the edge of greatness [preview section] 11/2/06: 1B
   Western nets seven for ’07 11/9/06: 14
   Basketball teams face lineup changes 1/23/07: 12A
   NCAA may ban male athletes from practice 2/15/07: 10
   West Coast golden for Cowles 2/22/07: 12
   For WKU, brother knows best 4/26/07: 12A
   Lady Toppers receive challenge gift 10/18/07: 9A
Basketball – Women (continued)
Well Rounded [special section] 11/1/07: 1B
Lady Toppers begin season with high hopes and excitement 11/8/07: 11A
Lee, Rich named Sun Belt players of the week 11/15/07: 10A
Lady Topper basketball inks four 11/20/07: 10
Big dance. Double dates 3/20/08: 1A

Bate Shop
Movie rentals available at the Bate Shop 1/13/05: 7

Bates-Runner Hall
Honors dorms expanding to Minton, Bates 12/5/06: 1A

Beard, Katie
Woman with a plan: Freshman works for dream 9/2/04: 7
Local Greek honored nationally 4/19/07: 5

Beard, Sean
Freshman believes in magic 3/22/07: 2B

Bell, Cary
Roster shrinks for Lady Tops 1/11/05: 7A

Bell, Michelle
Fort Campbell junior fosters unity and progress on campus 2/6/07: 1
I will always be a Hilltopper 5/1/08: 7C

Bell, Robert
Music festival raising money 9/21/04: 1

Bemis Lawrence Hall
Bemis Lawrence residents start dorm knitting group 2/2/06: 1B

Benko, David
Chess tournament to feature math professor’s work 10/18/07: 4B

Bennett, Becky
Career Services director has experience, passion 11/8/05: 7

Bennett, Codie
Styling hair is more than cuts and colors for student 11/30/06: 2B

Bennett, John
Baseball hits home with student 10/26/06: 8A

Best Expectations
Program ready to aid disabled 9/16/04: 1

Beta Alpha Psi
Group teaches youths how to save 2/27/07: 9

Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Students help local ‘siblings’ 9/13/05: 8

Big Red
Big Red celebrates 25 years 10/21/04: 2A
Suit against Gabibbo maybe decided next year 4/26/05: 5
Gabibbo ruling expected in early 2006 8/30/05: 5B
Alumna’s book featuring Big Red debuts today 9/29/05: 6
Belly jiggle inspires student 10/4/05: 11
Ruling delayed in Big Red copyright case 2/7/06: 8
Western’s mascot, Big Red, one of country’s favorites [View of the Hill] July 2006: 9A
Big Red and friends spread spirit in new children’s book 9/28/06: 7
Contest promotes Big Red 10/19/06: 7
Big Red makes it to semifinals 12/7/06: 5A
Big Red (continued)

Cuteness, ambiguity catapult Big Red to national stardom 3/22/07: 1B
Cuteness, ambiguity catapult Big Red to national stardom [View of the Hill] Summer 2007: 12B
Italian copyright lawsuit no closer to decision 9/6/07: 1A
Big Red loses first round to Gabibbo 1/24/08: 1A
Them’s fightin’ words: Italian lawyer trashes Big Red 1/29/08: 4
Big Red’s ‘mom’ keeps furry mascot clean, on schedule 2/5/08: 4B

Big Red Card
Big Red Cards gaining flexibility 8/31/04: 1

Big Red Dollars
Big Red Dollars may be accepted off campus 9/7/06: 5A
Plan for Dollars still stalled 1/25/07: 1A
Big Red Dollars now off campus 8/30/07: 1A

Big Red Radio Network
Western, Clear Channel agree to nine-year deal 9/1/05: 10A

Big Red Shuttle
See Shuttle Services

Big Red Way
Big Red Way is once again one way only 2/10/05: 9A
Big Red Way might get name change 4/19/05: 1
Changing street name is a Big Red mess 4/21/05: 4A
Regents to vote on tuition, budget, street renaming 4/28/05: 1A

Biggers, Roy
Western welcomes new Aramark director 4/15/08: 3A

Bilotta, Joseph
Group of professors receive grant 11/11/04: 1
Bilotta collapses at Preston 1/24/06: 7

Biology, Department of
Shrimp farm coming to Western 9/15/05: 6A
Biotech research position created 9/15/05: 6A
Western participates in national and international conferences 9/7/06: 6A

Birdwell, Michael
Former student banned 11/15/07: 3A

Bishop, John
‘Indian River Boys’ no longer just faces 12/8/05: 9A

Black, K. J.
Quarterback shuffle 9/27/07: 14

Black, Kim
Western professor, graduate recognized by Academy of Science 11/30/06: 5A

Black History Month
Read-In celebrates Black History Month 2/5/08: 2B
Month-long film series will focus on race, gender 2/7/08: 2B

Black Men at Western
Forum addresses racist language 2/19/08: 8

Black Student Alliance
Students compete for cash 3/30/06: 3B
Students make statement as they rip the runway 4/24/08: 5B
Blair, Austin
Filmmaker’s goals coming into focus 1/25/07: 3B
Two broadcast majors start production company, set sights on Nashville 1/29/08: 9

Blanding, Melanie
Exhibit to showcase 2006 graduate’s work in Congo 4/17/07: 9

Blevens, Derrick
Senior gets dream job opportunity 11/23/04: 6

Board of Regents
Zielke returns in new role 8/24/04: 11A
Hughes wants more growth 8/24/04: 11A
Regents meeting organizations 1/13/05: 3
Regents debate but still approve village 1/27/05: 7
Regents to vote on tuition, budget, street renaming 4/28/05: 1A
Board of Regents to vote on offering four-year contracts 4/28/05: 9B
New member has strong Western ties [Yvette Haskins] 8/30/05: 6A
Planning under way for Civil War center 8/30/05: 7B
Dietle seeks re-election as regent 10/4/05: 1
Emergency reserved used to buy property 10/27/05: 1
Renovation revisions accepted by board 11/1/05: 7
Dietle sole nominee for faculty regent 11/1/05: 7
Board of Regents meeting moved to Saturday 11/17/05: 1A
Regents vote to shorten college name 3/14/06: 1
Regents approve fee, one amendment 4/11/06: 1
Regents give Ransdell raise 4/11/06: 3
Regents to vote on next year’s budget 5/4/06: 1A
Staff regent to be elected 5/4/06: 8B
Fischer named chairman 8/29/06: 3A
Regents to vote on I-A move next month 10/3/06: 1
Face off 11/2/06: 1A
Board to discuss filmmaker, I-A 11/2/06: 3A
Regents clash, approve I-A 11/7/06: 1
Local filmmaker to receive honorary doctorate from Western 11/7/06: 3
Division I-A scuffle stains regents’ credibility [editorial] 11/7/06: 4
Board of Regents’ student seat available 1/23/07: 3A
Students to vote for regent 1/25/07: 1A
Board to discuss tuition, new degrees 1/25/07: 5A
Board increases tuition without student member 1/30/07: 1
Regent seat up for grabs 1/30/07: 1
Johnson wins regent election 2/1/07: 1A
History prof stepping down as faculty regent 3/22/07: 7A
Regents to vote on building 3/27/07: 1
Nominations for faculty regent end tomorrow 3/29/07: 3A
Three down, two to go 4/3/07: 1
Two professors up for vacant regent seat 4/3/07: 3
Low attendance impedes faculty regent forum 4/10/07: 1
Election results contested 4/17/07: 1
Regent seat open until August 4/24/07: 3
Regents to vote on project priorities 4/26/07: 1A
Emergency plans make agenda 5/1/07: 1A
Board of Regents (continued)

- Regents plan for construction 5/1/07: 7A
- Regent board seat up for grabs 5/3/07: 3A
- Faculty elections take place Oct. 1 8/30/07: 9A
- Faculty regent candidates to address issues today 9/25/07: 7
- Election rules spark debate 9/27/07: 1
- Minter wins faculty regent election again 10/2/07: 1
- Faculty voting system unfair [editorial] 10/2/07: 4
- Regents to swear in new members, discuss progress report 11/1/07: 6A
- Western getting new academic programs 11/6/07: 5
- Regents make reductions 1/29/08: 1
- Herald files complaint with Board of Regents 2/7/08: 3A
- Herald complaint to be reviewed by Attorney General 2/12/08: 3A
- Regents’ closed session illegal 2/28/08: 1A
- Board to vote on 9 percent tuition increase Thursday 4/22/08: 1A
- Men’s soccer team to address Board of Regents 4/22/08: 10A
- Regents to finalize cuts, raise tuition 4/24/08: 1A
- Regents approve 9 percent tuition increase, finalize 07-08 budgets 4/29/08: 1A

Bodine, Rachel
- Belly jiggle inspires student 10/4/05: 11

Boles, Johnathon
- Boles runs for executive spot 3/29/07: 7A

Bolton, Joshua
- Student handles family, school and romance 2/9/06: 1B

Bonaguro, Ellen
- Top advising position filled 10/4/05: 8

Bonaguro, John
- Dean runs for charity 11/2/06: 3A
- Dean uses airbrushed tattoo to raise money 5/1/07: 10A

Bonds
- Bill to allow more freedom with bonds 1/31/06: 6

Bookstore
- Web site to sell merchandise 10/19/04: 7
- Bookstore replaces Lemox II 1/24/06: 9
- Textbook reservations rise 10/11/07: 8
- Record Highs: Students deal with rising cost of textbooks 1/24/08: 1B
- Professors’ submissions affect book buybacks 3/27/08: 4B

Borczon, Robin
- Faculty and staff find love, culture shock in Peace Corps 12/9/04: 2B

Bosnjakovic, Anela
- Student’s homes vary from Bosnia to Bowling Green 2/22/07: 8

Boswell, Ellen
- Academy student makes the most of collegiate atmosphere 3/20/08: 1B

Bowling Green (See also Thousand Words Beyond the Hill, A)
- Outdoors offers off-campus attractions 8/26/04: 8
- 10K turns 25 9/28/04: 1
- Belly dance among the many languages spoken at festival 9/28/04: 5
- Noah’s Ark--Bowling Green style 9/30/04: 1A
- War Torn [Bosnian immigrants] 12/9/04: 1B
Bowling Green (continued)

New off-campus bookstore opens 1/11/05: 4B
City commissioners decide on minor league baseball 1/13/05: 7
Commission takes wish list to heart 2/10/05: 7A
Lemox II open for finals in former BookSmart location 4/26/05: 8
Behind the bars 4/28/05: 1B
Plaza Six movie theater closes for good 9/13/05: 1
Commission to build skate park 9/13/05: 8
Police proposal to deter drive-offs would require prepay at gas stations 9/15/05: 1A
City votes for prepay gas stations 9/22/05: 1
International food stores cater to different tastes 9/22/05: 9
Cultures meet for show-and-tell 9/27/05: 1
Church offers contemporary service—with a double shot of espresso 9/27/05: 1
Commission passes ordinance requiring prepay at gas stations 10/11/05: 1A
[10K] Race sees changes in 26th year 10/20/05: 10
City to open dog park next summer 10/27/05: 1
Prepay may not affect stations with attendants 11/3/05: 7A
DeFebbo hired as city manager 11/8/05: 3
Technical college temporarily closed 11/8/05: 5
Government to survey view of city life 11/8/05: 5
Western classes to be offered at new BGTC campus 12/1/05: 3A
Festival shows different cultures’ traditions 12/8/05: 7B
City finalizes skate park plan 2/16/06: 7
New prepay ordinance gets mixed reviews 2/28/06: 1
Local immigrants rally to protest proposed bill 4/4/06: 3
Commuters join global fight 5/2/06: 1A
Little Mexico: Immigrants, city adjust to one another 5/4/06: 1B
Greenwood Mall gets makeover with new stores & remodelling 8/29/06: 3B
Loca college bar shuts its doors [Baker Boys] 8/29/06: 6B
Skate park construction underway 8/29/06: 9B
Vigil serves to increase suicide awareness 8/31/06: 4B
Only cameras flashed at ‘Wild’ second visit 8/31/06: 5B
More coffee shops offer students options 8/31/06: 7B
Vigil sheds light on suicide prevention 9/12/06: 10
Kereiakes Park tennis courts to be renovated 9/26/06: 12
City: Festival needs to find other funding 9/28/06: 1
Festival showcases local diversity 10/3/06: 3
Commission candidates voice concern for skate park 10/10/06: 1
Big time redevelopment includes big top square downtown 10/12/06: 1
Forum focuses on development 10/19/06: 5
Taking it all in stride [10K Classic] 10/24/06: 1
Motivations vary for competitors [10K Classic] 10/24/06: 10
Smoking ban an issue in election 10/24/06: 1
Beech Bend Park may close 10/26/06: 6A
Local businesses earn more money during Homecoming 10/26/06: 9B
City officer killed on duty 11/2/06: 1A
Elections mirror national races 11/9/06: 1
Shake Rag Reed’s restaurant provides ‘homey’ atmosphere 11/14/06: 7
U. S. mayors champion environmental reform 11/21/06: 3
Bowling Green (continued)

City may house single parents 11/21/06: 3
Froggy’s replaces Baker Boys 11/30/06: 5B
Hickory smoke, cheap prices bring Bar-B-Que lovers to One Stop 11/30/06: 6B
Streets being renovated 11/30/06: 7B
New city commissioners prepare next year’s agenda 12/7/06: 10A
New sidewalks in the works 1/25/07: 5B
Local opinions split over possible downtown changes 2/20/07: 1
City commission votes to keep downtown one-way 2/22/07: 3
Park may end skater boredom 3/27/07: 7
Local poets slam with professionals 3/27/07: 8
Filtering out: City commission considers ban to extinguish smoking 3/29/07: 1A
Design plans underway for Circus Square Park 3/29/07: 1A
Throw Down [disc golf championship] 4/3/07: 12
Project designed to help low-income homeowners 4/5/07: 9
New location, same service at The Shop 4/5/07: 12
City’s tree consciousness wins award 4/19/07: 7
BG locals fill bars in summer 4/26/07: 1B
Smoking ban to be presented this summer 5/1/07: 8A
City getting closer to bringing in minor league team, stadium 5/1/07: 12A
Proposal aims to improve renting relationships 5/3/07: 1A
Smoking ban unlikely, says city mayor 8/30/07: 1A
Ashes to ashes 9/6/07: 1A
City recognized as a top small town by National Geographic Adventure 9/6/07: 3A
Students asked to conserve water during drought 9/6/07: 6B
To the core [Jackson’s Orchard] 9/13/07: 1A
Cycling club pushes for bike friendly status 9/13/07: 3A
Girls Gone Wild makes third stop in Bowling Green 9/13/07: 5A
Solar tour makes stop in Bowling Green 9/13/07: 7B
Girls Gone Wild draws moderate crowd to bar 9/18/07: 3
City smoking ban fails in second vote 3-2 9/20/07: 1
Landlord Tenant Act stalled, other options considered 9/20/07: 1
Fountain Square Park to host International Festival Sept. 29 9/20/07: 6
Hitting the brakes 9/27/07: 1
Cultures converge at annual international festival 10/2/07: 1
Man critical after shooting himself in police standoff 10/9/07: 3
A dog’s best friend [Keith Milby] 10/11/07: 2
Downtown development plans begin 10/11/07: 10
Concert aims to support small businesses 10/18/07: 4B
Concert raises awareness of local business 10/23/07: 6
New outdoor store lures customers with concert 10/23/07: 10
Rain eases dry conditions, but is too late to help crops 10/30/07: 3
The Spirit makes the Brewmaster 11/1/07: 1A
Mayor wants to improve housing affordability 11/15/07: 3A
Commissioners working on landlord-tenant alternative 12/4/07: 1A
‘Tis the season 12/4/07: 1A
Shops, housing, stadium included in redevelopment 12/4/07: 7A
Bars, bands and bowling offer nighttime activities 12/4/07: 5B
Commission approves housing, tourism initiatives for city 12/6/07: 7B
Bowling Green (continued)
After 40 years, march for equality continues 1/24/08: 3B
Alcohol recovery center gains approval despite Western’s opposition 1/29/08: 6
Making a house a home [Mitchell Reed] 1/31/08: 1
Historical play, ‘Diary of Anne Frank,’ leaves audience emotional 2/5/08: 5B
Auction features art from children, college students 2/5/08: 5B
Commission votes to fund redevelopment 2/12/08: 1A
Celebration: Fireworks, traditions mark Chinese New Year in BG 2/12/08: 1B
Western isn’t alone in budget cuts 2/26/08: 5
Local artists open their doors for the Gallery Hop 3/4/08: 9
Local venue helps enhance music scene [Bread & Bagel] 5/1/08: 2B

Bowling Green Technical College
Transpark to develop a training facility 1/25/05: 5

Boyd, Blake
A force to be reckoned with 9/14/06: 14

Bracken, Jeff
Student’s ministry reaches out to deaf community 12/7/06: 9B

Braden, Sam
Artist hones skill to “T” 1/25/07: 4B

Bradley, Dana Burr
Faculty member co-writes gender depression study 9/11/07: 1

Brantley, Harold
Campaign letter misused logo 10/26/06: 1A
Candidate used directories to send letters 10/31/06: 1
Western: Brantley’s use of lists illegal 11/7/06: 1
Campaign letter controversy reaches closure 11/9/06: 5

Brashear, Ivy
Student discovers self through community 2/23/06: 8

Bray, Jacqueline
Student’s flea market job unique 11/23/04: 8

Bray, Jarred T.
PFT resident charged with burglary, voyeuristic intent 2/12/08: 3A
Suspect of PFT peeping had criminal background 2/21/08: 1

Brazelton, Tyrone
Point guard brings drive to team 1/25/07: 12A
Tyrone Brazelton: On a ring and a prayer 11/1/07: 6B

Brewster, Ben
Student finds calling on mission trip 9/28/06: 11

Bridge (at Old Fort)
Kissers’ walkway to receive repairs 11/10/05: 7
Alumni couples invited to reception at kissing bridge 10/16/07: 7

Briggs, Tabitha
Alumna ‘lived every day to the fullest’ 3/15/05: 3A
I will always hear the rhythm [letter to editor] 3/15/05: 4A

Brooks, Carroll
Former basketball player became local doctor 4/11/06: 1

Brooks, Derrius
Cross training: Brooks mixes track, football 2/7/08: 12A
Brown, Alecia
Brown sets new mark 1/30/07: 10

Brown, Carol
Dali brought to FAC 5/4/06: 8B

Brown, Charles
Brown overcomes childhood struggles and war in Iraq 2/1/05: 6

Brown, Gina
Alumni return to campus for jobs, careers 3/22/07: 7C

Brown, Holly
Herald staffer faces DUI charges 4/29/08: 2A

Brown, Jennie
Local author hosts writing workshop 2/14/08: 3
Reporter careless, unprepared [letter] 2/21/08: 4

Brownsville, Ky.
Life in Brownsville 42210 4/10/08: 7B

Bryan, Kendrick
Officer elections start today 4/3/07: 1

Buchanan, Patrick
MTV grants fan’s wish 9/15/05: 3B
Patrick Buchanan is almost famous 3/8/07: 9

Budget
Ransdell optimistic about budget 8/24/04: 1A
Higher ed may pay for plan 10/19/04: 1
Western hoping for good news from legislature 12/9/04: 1A
Legislators optimistic about funding 1/11/05: 6A
CPE to propose new funding model 1/20/05: 1
Funds depend on economy 2/3/05: 3
Students to rally in Frankfort 2/15/04: 3
Students rally for education 2/17/05: 1
Budget encouraging for higher education 2/22/05: 1
Senate reduces allocation for Thompson renovation 3/3/05: 3
Legislators vote today 3/8/05: 10A
Newly-passed Kentucky budget includes money for Western 3/10/05: 5A
State budget fills most funding gaps 3/31/05: 5A
State may cut funding for higher education 9/22/05: 1
State lotto to benefit students 9/22/05: 5
Lewis proposes change to federal earmarks 10/11/05: 1A
CPE approves $34.8 million budget for 2006-08 11/15/05: 9
Budget won’t cover costs 1/24/06: 1
University presidents to speak on budget 1/31/06: 1
Ransdell asks House for more money 2/7/06: 1
Smaller increase expected 2/14/06: 3
Revisions may provide more money 3/7/06: 3A
Proposed funding falls short 3/9/06: 1
Students: higher ed funding a must 3/9/06: 1
House passes state budget 3/9/06: 5
Clearing the air [correction] 3/14/06: 2
Finalized budget under way 3/30/06: 6A
Budget outlook improves 4/4/06: 1
Budget (continued)

Facility assessments now required 4/4/06: 8
Western may win in state budget 4/13/06: 1A
Legislators finalize spending plans 4/18/06: 7
Fletcher to veto budget items 4/20/06: 3
Some Western projects vetoed 4/25/06: 1
Regents to vote on next year’s budget 5/4/06: 1A
Fletcher discusses surplus 1/23/07: 7A
State’s top politicians move to minority 2/1/07: 3A
Students to lobby for higher ed 2/6/07: 3
Students rally for higher education 2/8/07: 3
Gov. Fletcher debating surplus decision 2/8/07: 3
Budget awaiting changes 2/20/07: 3
Correction 2/22/07: 2
House votes to bring back vetoed projects 3/1/07: 3
Projects held until next year 3/29/07: 1A
Western’s budget gets bumped up 8/28/07: 13A
Walk Out Western 10/30/07: 1
CPE recommends increase in higher education budget 11/06/07: 8
Buried by the budget 1/24/08: 1A
Regents make reductions 1/29/08: 1
Fewer transfer students add to tuition shortfall 1/29/08: 1
Gov. pushes for additional education cuts 1/31/08: 1
Soccer cut 2/5/08: 1A
Presidents warn of reductions’ impact 2/5/08: 1A
Ransdell announces more budget cuts 2/7/08: 1A
Departments deal with budget cuts 2/14/08: 1
Students rally at Capitol 2/21/08: 1
House bills would dodge Western budget cuts 3/20/08: 1A
Senate’s budget doesn’t mesh with House version 3/25/08: 3
Budget stalled in committee 4/1/08: 1
Budget passes; education cut by additional 3 percent 4/3/08: 1
Western relieved by budget 4/8/08: 1
Four vetoed projects restored 4/8/08: 1
General Assembly continues to work on Western’s priorities 4/10/08: 6A
Forum to educate campus on budget cuts 4/15/08: 1A

Buechel, Amanda

Buechel named Sun Belt player of the week 10/9/07: 14
Fresh success 10/18/07: 10A

Buford, Heather

Student finds enjoyment in beauty pageants 3/16/06: 8

Buildings – General

Campus keeps evolving through the years 10/21/04: 4B
Renovation revisions accepted by board 11/1/05: 7
Science construction slated for fall 1/31/06: 6
Revisions may provide more money 3/7/06: 3A
Some Western projects vetoed 4/25/06: 1
Campus construction projects continue 8/29/06: 8A
Renovations planned for break 12/7/06: 1A
Buildings – General (continued)
Western projects up for discussion in legislature 12/7/06: 3A
House votes to bring back vetoed projects 3/1/07: 3
Bill could cut down on building costs 3/6/07: 3
Projects held until next year 3/29/07: 1A
Vetoes may cause delays for future projects 4/5/07: 3
Rising construction costs causing a crunch for Western projects 4/12/07: 1
Regents to vote on project priorities 4/26/07: 1A
Regents plan for construction 5/1/07: 7A
Construction plans to soldier on this summer 5/3/07: 6A
Bigger, better structures revitalize Hill 8/30/07: 1A
Legislature ignores construction in session 8/30/07: 7A
Western resubmits vetoed projects to state legislature 10/2/07: 5
Capital plan will include vetoed projects 11/6/07: 8
Buildings, classrooms to be renamed 11/6/07: 9
Progress continues on construction projects 11/8/07: 8A
PFT renovations top list of campus building projects 1/24/08: 8A
Proposed bills seek to help higher education 1/31/08: 1
Spring showers slow construction progress 3/20/08: 4B
Four vetoed projects restored 4/8/08: 1
Tight budgets slow growth 4/15/08: 8A
Construction projects put on contingency plan 4/17/08: 9A
Summer will be busy time for construction projects 5/1/08: 5A

Bunton, Cypheus
Bunton joins Horn’s staff 8/24/04: 15A

Burch, Barbara
Provost receives national award 8/30/07: 7B

Burchel, Jordan T.
Western student charged with arson 4/8/08: 2

Burch-Ragan, Kelly
A beautiful phoenix 12/6/07: 1B

Burke, Monica
Burke receives Robert Leech Award 12/2/04: 1

Burnett, David
Gallery show opening brings award-winning photographer 9/13/05: 7

Burns, Marquise
Linebacker arrested on burglary charges 1/30/07: 12

Bussey, Charles
‘It pains me, Uncle Walter, to say we have failed’ [commentary] 10/28/04: 4

Butts, William Lee
Student robbed at gunpoint 2/15/07: 3

Bynum, Bonnie
Perry names new assistant softball coaches 9/20/07: 12

Cage, Athena
Singing on the Hill 8/31/04: 1
Correction 9/2/04: 2

Calbert, La Tasha
Student refused to let obstacles keep her down 11/3/05: 9A
Calderon, Selva
Some majors still attract mostly men, despite gender revolution 5/4/06: 5C

Calendrillo, Linda
Former department head up for EKU provost position 11/30/06: 5A

Callier, Benson
Callier’s Travels 12/8/05: 10A

Campus – General
Emergency reserved used to buy property 10/27/05: 1
Some Western employees may lose land to campus expansion 10/27/05: 1
Growing pains [editorial] 11/1/05: 4
Campus becomes more pedestrian-friendly 12/8/05: 1A
Flush with statues 11/15/07: 1A
What’s wrong with natural beauty on campus? [letter to editor] 12/6/07: 4A
New sculpture to be placed in front of Gordon Wilson 4/3/08: 7

Campus Activities Board
CAB to add new flavor 9/2/04: 5
No tip for the CAB driver [editorial] 11/16/04: 4
Campus activities turn into career for adviser 9/11/07: 7

Cannon, Tom
Cannon lights up classroom with his attitude 3/2/06: 7

Capillo, Greg
The Master of his new domain 8/29/06: 1B

Career Services Center
Moving toward the Unknown 10/14/04: 1B [special section]
Director search nears a conclusion 10/13/05: 12A
Career Expo [special section] 10/18/05: 1B
Center offers students free advice, job resources 10/18/05: 6B
Career Services director has experience, passion 11/8/05: 7
Additions to DUC centralize services 1/24/06: 5
Western may enforce discrimination policy 4/18/06: 9
Career Services to help colleges counsel 8/29/06: 9B
Students can gain internships, future employment at Expo 10/17/06: 7
Transitions [job fair supplement] 3/22/07: 3A
Career expo [special section] 10/25/07: 7
Spring job fair set for 1-4 this afternoon 3/27/08: 4B

Carmichael, John
Band director takes over at South Florida 4/26/07: 7B

Carpenter, John
Board to discuss filmmaker, I-A 11/2/06: 3A
Local filmmaker to receive honorary doctorate from Western 11/7/06: 3
Carpenter honored for haunting movies 11/14/06: 6
Director to receive honorary doctorate 5/3/07: 5A

Carr, Dustin
Couples commit to lifelong love 2/9/06: 1B

Carreiro, Bridget
Rookie Carreiro making early impact 11/9/04: 8A

Carrico, Gloria
Girl Scouts weave T-shirts to earn art merit badge 4/3/08: 8
Carter, Allison
Sophomore killed in car accident 4/4/06: 1
Death investigation continues 4/6/06: 3
Sad reminder [editorial] 4/6/06: 4
Memorial service held for ‘Ali’ 4/18/06: 1
Module slows accident investigation 8/29/06: 9A
Black box info from April crash recovered 10/31/06: 1
Carter family files suit against officer 11/30/06: 1A
Data delays Carter suit 1/25/07: 1A
Officer in Carter case speaks out 2/15/07: 1
Carter didn’t stop, police say 3/22/07: 1A
Carter family settles; city to pay $1 million 4/29/08: 1A

Carter, Stephen
Western student wins Army ROTC award 4/13/06: 5A

Casas, Rafael
Officer honored for dedication 12/1/05: 7B

Castro, Johnny
Student brings reggaeton flavor to Bowling Green 11/16/06: 2B

Catron, Stephen
Former Student Life Foundation attorney disbarred by Supreme Court 8/30/07: 9A

Cave and Karst Studies, Center for
Visiting scholar from Spain to begin karst studies this fall 9/8/05: 4B
Hilltoppers help China’s water, air 10/24/06: 1
Students help turn cave into classroom 4/1/08: 7

Centennial
See Western Kentucky University – Centennial

Centennial Mosaic and Fountain
See Mosaic and Fountain, Centennial

Centennial Mall
See Mall, Centennial

Centennial Sculpture
See Mall, Centennial

Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Business expo to be held at South Campus 4/14/05: 3A

Center for Gerontology
New centers may bring attention, grants to researchers 4/12/05: 6

Center for Gifted Studies
Super Saturdays offer kids hands-on learning 1/27/05: 6
Super Saturdays offer super time 2/1/05: 1
Seminar to examine children 9/8/05: 8A

Center for Lifespan Development
New centers may bring attention, grants to researchers 4/12/05: 6

Center for Regional Development
Center to expand Hardin offerings 11/13/07: 3

Center for Research and Development
Warfare company moves home to Bowling Green 1/25/05: 1
Combustion lab moving to center 2/3/05: 2
Lab addition may help environment 9/20/05: 7
Former mall now used as research facility for Western 2/28/06: 3
Center for Research and Development (continued)
  Bill would bring defense projects to Kentucky 9/14/06: 3
  Program will display science research 3/1/07: 8
  McConnell officially opens testbed at Cyber Defense Lab 2/21/08: 7
  Chinese company settles at Western 4/10/08: 7A
Chambless, Cheryl
  Chambless retiring after 32 years 2/17/05: 1
Chandler, Lindsay
  Scouting helps women achieve 11/16/06: 1B
Chavez, Cassie
  Missing former student was staying at friend’s house 3/8/07: 3
Cheatham, Morganlee
  Weather changes can cause asthma flares 11/6/07: 1
Cheerleading
  Cheerleaders proud to support Arizona-bound Toppers 3/27/08: 1B
Cherry Hall
  Cherry Hall ‘thrown open to conquer ignorance’ 1/26/06: 1B
  Correction 1/31/06: 2
  Arson damages Cherry 4/25/06: 1
  Cherry reopens for classes 4/27/06: 1A
  Western should not be deterred by arson attacking Cherry [letter to editor] 5/2/06: 4A
  Cherry Hall back in business 8/29/06: 1A
  Cherry Hall elevator had history of problems 11/14/06: 1
  Bells note music, time across Hill 4/5/07: 1
  Bells note music, time across WKU campus [View of the Hill] Summer 2007: 11B
Cherwak, Debby
  Thanks for 27 years 9/1/05: 4A
Chi Omega
  Sophomore killed in car accident 4/4/06: 1
Child Care
  Child care issues mature in resolution 3/1/07: 11
Chrisler, Rob
  Western employee resigns amid harassment allegations 10/19/04: 1
Christian, Alli
  Height not a factor for outside hitter 10/4/05: 13
Cipolla, John
  Faculty saxophonist exhibits abilities 11/11/04: 10
  Live jazz album recorded 3/31/05: 1A
  Teacher strikes national chord 12/7/06: 8B
Clark, Anna
  Manitou junior wins marketing scholarship 5/1/07: 3A
Clark, H. B.
  Western craftsman dies at 89 5/4/06: 3A
Clark, Ryan
  Author, WKU Grad Smith to sign new book 1/24/08: 10A
Claybourn, Brian
  Claybourn defies punter stereotypes 10/14/04: 12
  Ex-Tops, football player charged 11/1/05: 10
Claypool, Todd “Cleazy”
“Watch Ya Girl” 2/24/05: 2A

Clayton, Neal
The Secret still unknown following MTV snub 2/20/07: 6

Clinical Education Complex
Clinical Compassion 11/11/04: 1
Complex meets goals after donations 12/7/04: 1A
Building demolition creates site for Clinical Education Complex 4/7/05: 5A
Local businesses help fund Clinical Education Complex 8/30/05: 3B
Clinical building nears completion 4/13/06: 5A
Clinical complex to serve community 8/29/06: 1A
Fletcher discusses Western’s future 8/29/06: 9A
Autism program grows 2/6/07: 5
Correction [to 2/6/07 report] 2/8/07: 2
Freshman succeeds with help of autism program 3/8/07: 1
Autism program to recognize contributors 9/27/07: 2
Kelly Autism grant offers employment support 2/19/08: 7
Donation finalizes construction of Clinical Education Complex 3/6/08: 3
Festival to bring attention to autism 4/17/08: 2B
CEC receives $1.5 million gift 4/22/08: 5A
Festival raises autism awareness 4/22/08: 1B

Cloud, Bradley
Ex-Tops, football player charged 11/1/05: 10

Clubs (See also clubs by name)
Disc golf team defends championship title 4/14/05: 1B
Student clubs offer diversity 9/20/05: 5
Student artwork on sale for charity 12/8/05: 6B
Student group teaches about free enterprise 4/20/06: 5
En garde! [Fencing club photo] 4/25/06: 2
Horticulture Club sale spreads Christmas cheer 12/7/06: 6B
Dodgeball club to begin 2/6/07: 8
Sports clubs roundup 2/6/07: 11
Club sports roundup 2/15/07: 9
Sports club roundup 3/1/07: 12
Club Sports Roundup 3/6/07: 15
Club Sports Roundup 3/22/07: 11A
Organization brings slam poets to Bread and Begel 3/22/07: 4B
Club Sports Roundup 3/29/07: 11A
Sports Clubs Roundup 4/5/07: 15
Sports Clubs Roundup 4/10/07: 12
Students organize badminton club 4/12/07: 9
Sports clubs roundup 4/17/07: 10
Group organizes fast to raise poverty awareness 4/19/07: 1
Sports Clubs Roundup 4/26/07: 11A
Funds limit hockey team 5/3/07: 9A
Club emphasizes Western’s international sports culture 9/11/07: 8
Meeting today for students with kids group interest 9/13/07: 4B
Pagan Student Union seeks representation 9/20/07: 5
Club Roundup 9/20/07: 13
Clubs (continued)
Students form chapter of global awareness group 9/25/07: 6
Sports Briefs 9/25/07: 11
Sports Briefs 9/27/07: 12
Student organization helps foster leadership 10/2/07: 8
Reelin’ it in [Bass Club] 10/9/07: 1
Club Sports 10/9/07: 12
Club Roundup 10/11/07: 13
Club Roundup 10/16/07: 11
Club Roundup 10/18/07: 10A
Chess960 tourney draws 60 entrants 10/23/07: 8
Women’s lacrosse club enjoys healthy expansion 10/23/07: 10
Club round up 10/23/07: 10
Scream-o-grams 10/30/07: 5
Club Sports 11/06/07: 12
Groups come together to support Invisible Children 11/15/07: 1A
Grad student forms group to celebrate CaHqN culture 11/29/07: 5
Swordplay: Club channels medieval sportsmanship 12/6/07: 1B
Campus activism 2/28/08: 1B
Club teaches students basic ballroom dance skills 2/28/08: 3B
Mock trial team member rocks the witness stand 3/4/08: 7
Schleuderball club faces stiff, only competition 3/25/08: 11
Club sports 4/1/08: 12

Cobane, Craig
‘Honoring’ the director 9/27/05: 3

Cocchiarella, Kristin
Knee injury can’t keep sophomore off field 10/10/06: 10

Colbert, Sarah
Students defy gender stereotypes 12/1/05: 3B

College of Education and Behavioral Sciences
Teachers graduate from a distance 11/4/04: 9A
Program offers educational help [Just Think] 12/2/04: 3
Higher degree proposed 10/10/06: 3
Education doctorate in the works 1/30/07: 3
Two colleges to create themed communities 3/8/07: 3
Regents to vote on building 3/27/07: 1
Three down, two to go 4/3/07: 1
Hall will recognize outstanding teachers 4/5/07: 12
Building plans developing 5/3/07: 3A
One more property left to buy for building site 11/06/07: 7
Property purchase may lead to court proceedings 11/13/07: 9
Condemnation proceedings seek to upstart further Western construction 11/20/07: 5
Normal house appraised at $205,306 11/29/07: 9
Western claims domain 1/29/08: 6
Hearing on Normal Street property today 2/19/08: 7
Condemnation case heard; no ruling by judge 2/21/08: 1
WKU’s first doctorate program approved 2/28/08: 1A
Judge awards property to Western 3/6/08: 1
Clark dispute against eminent domain continues with appeal 3/20/08: 6B
College of Education and Behavioral Sciences (continued)
- Family appeals eminent domain ruling 4/10/08: 7A
- Residents vacate last house on education building site 4/15/08: 5A
- New building could receive earth-friendly LEED certification 4/22/08: 6A
- Five lawsuits against Western still pending 5/1/08: 7A
- House to be used to created doctoral community home 5/1/08: 10A
- New building designed to eliminate mold problem 5/1/08: 12A

College of Health and Human Services
- Faculty to help in service project in Belize 3/10/05: 5B
- Freshmen to be honored for academic achievement 2/7/08: 5A

College Heights Herald
- Herald celebrates 80th anniversary Jan. 27 1/20/05: 9
- Editorial cartoons significant to paper 1/27/05: 9
- Ahead of its time 2/3/05: 6
- Herald alumni learned more than just writing 2/24/05: 5B
- Big stories mean long nights, special sessions 3/3/05: 5
- Advertising: the Herald’s financial backbone 3/10/05: 2B
- Herald printing process evolves with advanced technology 3/17/05: 5B
- Clearing the air [correction] 3/31/05: 2A
- Herald, Talisman win awards 11/3/05: 8A
- Newspaper, yearbook nominated for Pacemaker awards 9/26/06: 8
- Staffers will miss food, fun and friends 5/3/07: 7C
- A new look for a new year 8/28/07: 4A
- Publications get new home 11/13/07: 3

Collins, Josh
- Student helps Texas town rebuild 9/29/05: 3

Colonnade
- Western planning colonnade rehab 10/16/07: 6
- Colonnade facelift delayed by weather 4/1/08: 8

Color Guard
- With Flying Colors 10/21/04: 7A

Colt, Scotty
- Tops armed with a Colt 3/2/06: 12

Coming Home
- Coming Home includes marching the Hill and meeting alumni 2/23/06: 6

Commencement (See also Graduation)
- Commencement will differ from past years 4/28/05: 2C
- No changes to winter graduation 12/6/05: 7
- Mom and son to graduate together 12/8/05: 1B
- 100 years of tradition 5/4/06: 1C
- Fall class biggest in Western’s history; 1,237 graduating Dec. 16 12/7/06: 2B
- Graduation to be Webcasted 5/3/07: 3C
- Graduation numbers continue to increase 5/3/07: 5C
- All graduates to wear gowns of same color 5/3/07: 5C

Communication, Department of
- Students help open store 11/1/05: 8
Communication Disorders Program
More hands learning to speak [American Sign Language] 9/15/05: 1A
Online course gains national recognition 11/14/06: 5
Major aims at making communication easier 9/6/07: 7B

Community College
Success Center waiting for state 1/27/05: 6
Community college gains ‘honors’ 11/7/06: 5
Nursing programs to merge into one school 3/6/07: 5
Western seeks to ease stress of transfer students 4/8/08: 3

Computer Information Systems
Western offers computer degree online 2/15/04: 1

Concerts
Playing the big red blues [Clayton Miller Blues Band] 9/14/04: 1
Music festival raising money [RevFest] 9/21/04: 1
Cable guy to visit Hill [Dan Whitney] 9/23/04: 6
CAB brings Comedy Central veteran to Hill 10/19/04: 9
Native Traditions 11/9/04: 1A
Emerson driving to Western 11/16/04: 7
Driving the crowd [Emerson Drive] 11/18/04: 1
DUC nabs wild Ace [Adam Ace] 1/13/05: 11
Prism concert a sensual treat 1/25/05: 1
Saliva brings tour to Van Meter Hall 1/27/05: 9
Students rock out to Saliva 2/15/04: 1
Guerilla Girls spread feminism awareness 3/10/05: 1A
Smiling out loud [Ricky Smiley] 3/15/05: 1B
Reno Collier lightens mood in DUC 3/15/05: 1B
White shows his ‘Blue Collar’ 4/5/05: 1
Revolution 91.7 rocks out 4/7/05: 1A
Comedian performs for small crowd [Lee Camp] 4/7/05: 3B
Concert aids Katrina victims 9/20/05: 5
Concert to ‘Rev’ audiences 10/4/05: 9
Comedian to arouse ‘smiles’ [Steve Brown] 10/13/05: 10A
Grunge band headlines campus concert [Trapt] 10/13/05: 6B
Reba’s niece, local band to perform at Redz 11/17/05: 3B
Western gets into mind of Mencia 2/16/06: 1
Gospel music fills DUC theater 2/23/06: 1
“Weild N’ Out” comedian to hit Hill tonight 4/6/06: 10
Comic teaches with laughter [Rasika Mathur] 4/11/06: 5
The Muckrakers to return to Hill 5/4/06: 3B
He got the vote, now he’s coming to college [Efren Ramirez] 9/19/06: 8
‘Pedro’ finally had something to say [Efren Ramirez] 9/21/06: 9
Dierks Bentley to sing tonight at Western 10/26/06: 1A
Rain is nothing for Dierks Bentley fans 10/31/06: 7
Prism Concert offers blend of musical tastes 1/23/07: 1B
Artist to bring edge, humor to downtown [Joe Jack Talcum] 1/25/07: 3B
AFTERdark organizers bring show into spotlight 2/1/07: 2B
Comedian voices jokes through puppets [Jeff Dunham] 4/10/07: 11
Diddle to host popular music acts 8/28/07: 10B
Hip without the hop [Eve & Young Lloyd] 9/6/07: 1B
Concerts (continued)
Festival of Heroes concert will raise money for St. Jude 9/6/07: 7B
Comedian to address Muslim stereotypes 9/13/07: 4B
Two-day concert kicks off tonight with big names 9/13/07: 7B
Festival of Heroes brings big names, small crowds 9/18/07: 8
RevFest rocks south lawn 9/27/07: 3
Western students compete for Dave Matthews concert 9/27/07: 5
The devil went down [Charlie Daniels Band] 11/8/07: 6B
News brief [Kevin Locke Dance ensemble] 11/15/07: 5B
Kweller makes up for canceled concert 11/20/07: 1
PRISM concert brings different ensembles, music styles to Western 1/29/08: 8
It went down: Yung Joc’s concert canceled 2/19/08: 1
Concert aims to spotlight depression, addiction 4/17/08: 2B
Free concert raises depression awareness 4/22/08: 3B

Concrete Canoe Team
See Engineering

Conkin, Lauren
Freshman guitarist rivals professional musicians 11/20/07: 7

Consumer and Family Sciences, Department of
Gallery exhibit opens [interior design seniors] 5/3/07: 2A

Continuing Education
Wilderness medical course to be taught during winter term 11/17/05: 6B

Cornelius, Russell
Former internal auditor dies 4/4/06: 7

Counseling and Testing Center
Counseling and testing center offers variety of services [View of the Hill] Summer 2007: 5B
Depression screening available Oct. 11 10/2/07: 5
CTC to host depression screening 10/11/07: 6

Counseling and Student Affairs, Department of
Programs earn accreditation 2/24/05: 5B

Cousin, Madonna
Life lessons carried through college 10/20/05: 5

Covington, Kristina
Lady Top grad assistant arrested 4/13/06: 1A
Attorney to contest search’s legality in drug case 4/18/06: 5
Drug trafficking case awaits date for grand jury hearing 8/31/06: 3A
Western won’t recover money 10/10/06: 1
Missing money shakes faith in athletics [editorial] 10/12/06: 4

Cowles, Mary Taylor
Horn, Cowles may receive contract extensions 10/3/06: 10
West Coast golden for Cowles [recruiting] 2/22/07: 12
Cowles in company with elite women’s coaches 3/1/07: 14
Mary Taylor Cowles: Coach has extra drive in year five 11/1/07: 4B

Cox, Montez
Attorney to contest search’s legality in drug case 4/18/06: 5

Crabtree, Lindsay
Theater major pursues acting, dancing with Disney 4/1/08: 8

Crawford, Maxine
DUC Food Court worker dies, a ‘wonderful employee and friend’ 4/22/08: 3A
Crawford, Nicholas
Western professor finds cave at Transpark 2/15/04: 6

Credit Union
Credit union gets facelift 10/12/04: 6

Cregar, Chad
Chad the Impaler 4/22/08: 10A

Crennel, Romeo
‘Teacher’ ready to tackle Browns job 2/10/05: 1B
Crennel hire was long overdue [column] 2/10/05: 1B
NFL coach speaks at Western 4/11/06: 12
Crennel needs to be honored [column] 10/2/07: 12

Cricket
A wicket good time 10/12/06: 1

Crime (See also Rape)
Two charged with ‘peeping’ 9/9/04: 1
Background discrepancies [criminal background checks] 9/21/04: 1
Peeping tom pleads guilty 9/30/04: 6A
Peeping tom arrested again 10/28/04: 1
Shooting investigation continues 10/28/04: 3
Trial set for alleged peeper 11/16/04: 1
Man arrested for computer theft 11/16/04: 3
Police recognize crime tippers 12/7/04: 1A
Movie theft soars on college campuses 2/3/05: 1
Students risk credit card fraud 2/8/05: 1A
Three students arrested in Owensboro robbery 3/3/05: 6
Classes disrupted by bomb threat 3/15/05: 5B
Campus car crimes rise recently 9/27/05: 1
Students told to keep phones in pockets, purses to avoid theft 10/18/05: 9A
Prank vandalism causes higher student fees 10/20/05: 1
Bomb threat causes evacuation 11/15/05: 3
Student robbed at gunpoint 11/22/05: 3
Bomb not found in Grise 11/22/05: 3
Two fights reported on Hill 12/6/05: 5
Student robbed at knifepoint; investigation ongoing 12/8/05: 1A
Student arrested during class [Montez Johnson] 1/31/06: 3
Racks, registration to combat bike theft 2/2/06: 1A
Sorority houses get offensive phone calls 2/2/06: 5A
Correction [2/2/06 stories] 2/7/06: 2
Freshman arrested for theft in PFT 2/16/06: 1
Car thefts increase on campus 3/14/06: 3
Athlete arrested for BSU burglary 3/30/06: 1A
Vandalism problem grows 3/30/06: 3A
Stolen lumber truck recovered 3/30/06: 6B
Robbery prompts safety pole checkup 8/29/06: 1A
Prior acts may affect new hires 8/29/06: 1A
Candy worth more than $500 stolen from Diddle Arena 9/7/06: 8A
Don’t delay: Fast reports help police 9/26/06: 1
Seven cars broken into in campus lots 10/17/06: 8
$15K horse statue found in student’s apartment 11/14/06: 6
Crime (continued)
Crime rates on campus declining 11/16/06: 1A
DUI arrests decreasing on campus 11/30/06: 5A
Student arrested for shoplifting 12/5/06: 3A
Man snatches woman’s purse near campus 12/5/06: 6A
Leads freeze in Western cold case investigations 2/13/07: 1A
Student robbed at gunpoint 2/15/07: 3
Campus crimes vary by building 3/6/07: 1
Western aims to stop illegal downloading 3/6/07: 5
Three arrested after robbery 4/19/07: 3
String of south campus parking lot crimes worries police 9/25/07: 2
Campus theft common, preventable 9/25/07: 8
Campus thefts on upswing in October 10/30/07: 1
Police increase patrol in area of sexual assault 2/5/08: 1A
PFT resident charged with burglary, voyeuristic intent 2/12/08: 3A
While crimes decrease nationwide, property crimes increase at Western 3/4/08: 1
Woman reports sexual abuse in McCormack Hall 3/6/08: 9
Police warn of new groper after unverified tip 3/20/08: 1A
Police: rape accusation false 3/20/08: 3A
Parking Structure crimes flare during spring break 3/20/08: 5A
Assault e-mail claim unverified 3/27/08: 3A
Western student charged with arson 4/8/08: 2
Student charged with indecent exposure 4/17/08: 2A
Assault reported in Cravens Library 4/17/08: 2A

Cromwell, Anna
Musical minors learn fundamentals from Western professional’s classes 10/18/07: 2A

Cross Country
See Track and Cross Country

Cultural Enhancement Series
Annual series celebrates culture 11/7/06: 8
African musician kicks off Cultural Enhancement Series 10/18/07: 3B

Daday, Rebekah
Surviving the storm 3/22/07: 1B

Dalby, Alicia and Jenny
Family atmosphere gives team added chemistry 9/1/05: 12A

Daniel, Charles
First Western volleyball coach dies 9/15/05: 8A

Davids, Paula
Big Red’s ‘mom’ keeps furry mascot clean, on schedule 2/5/08: 4B

Davies, Chris
Defense duo provides offense 9/14/06: 14
I will always look back on my Western experience 5/1/08: 3C

Davis, Chester L.
Chester L. Davis, former professor, dies at 84 4/17/08: 2A
Retiree remembered as hardworking 4/22/08: 3A

Davis, Jessica
Love and War: Honeymoon put on hold for tour in Iraq 1/26/06: 5B

Davis, Skates
Alumni calculate pay for pooping 12/2/04: 8
Dawson, Katie
SGA president-elect making plans 3/31/05: 1A

Dayleg, Terrence
Players learn leadership in top summer league 8/28/07: 7B

Deeb, Barbara
Storyteller’s hard work pays off with an Emmy 9/26/06: 5

DeGaris, Scott
Saying goodbye to a lifelong classmate 12/7/04: 10A

Deignan, Ashley
Libero learned game from brother 10/13/05: 13A
Lady Tops take tourney title; libero named MVP 9/7/06: 13A

Delta Sigma Theta
Krimson & Kream 2/15/04: 5
Child abuse awareness march is tonight 4/19/07: 5

Denes Field
Brick wall being erected at Denes Field 1/13/05: 15
Field getting more seating 1/23/07: 9A
Going Yard: Ground crew puts in hours to cultivate ‘the Nick’ 4/24/08: 10A
Former player donates $500K to new clubhouse 4/24/08: 10A

Dental Hygiene Program
Dental care provided on campus at low cost 3/14/06: 9
Students clean up at dental hygiene clinic 9/21/06: 10
Students clean up at dental clinic [View of the Hill] Summer 2007: 9B
WKU brings health care to Belize 10/11/07: 1

Development (See also Gifts and Bequests)
Record-breaking fund-raising year eases budget stress 8/26/04: 1
Western on mission for funds 11/9/04: 6B
Administration makes wish list 1/20/05: 1
Western winning six-school alumni challenge 2/17/05: 1
Financial support rises 9/8/05: 3A
Western wins donor challenge 9/8/05: 7A
Seniors challenged to give back 2/16/06: 7
Universities worry about ‘privatization’ 2/28/06: 1
Cupola Society awards donors 2/28/06: 5
Endowment donations increase, help faculty 3/7/06: 6A
Top five things you missed this summer 8/29/06: 3B
Alumni donations help Western win the Kentucky Challenge 9/7/06: 9A
1-A move spurs more donor gifts 2/8/07: 1
Western sees increase in endowments 2/15/07: 6
Western progresses toward endowment goal 2/20/07: 5
Western sets fundraising record in March 4/10/07: 5
Proactive fundraising leads to record cash gifts 8/28/07: 7B
A leading university 9/18/07: 1
Officials travel around U.S. to kick off campaign 9/27/07: 9
Two hundred million dollar endowment goal halfway met 11/1/07: 3A

Devore, Lucas and Susan
Mom and son to graduate together 12/8/05: 1B

Dewalt, Terrez
Senior strives to ignite passion through music 10/9/07: 8
Dial, Jordan
   Need for diversity leads student to Western 3/15/05: 4B

Diddle Arena
   Diddle Arena symbolic of school spirit 3/2/06: 7
   Diddle Arena refinancing delayed 9/12/06: 3
   The suite life 2/22/07: 12
   For BSAs, work begins after buzzer in Diddle 2/5/08: 3B

Dieball, Hannah
   Teacher-in-training learns from parents, hometown 4/12/05: 10

Diebate, Arame
   Freshman released from hospital after car accident 4/10/07: 3
   Correction 4/12/07: 1

Dietle, Robert
   Dietle seeks re-election as regent 10/4/05: 1
   Dietle sole nominee for faculty regent 11/1/05: 7
   History prof stepping down as faculty regent 3/22/07: 7A

Dillon, Ryan
   Aspiring police officer was inspired by dad 4/7/05: 5B

Dining Services
   See Food Services

Disabled Students
   Program ready to aid disabled 9/16/04: 1
   Standing tall [Quinton Head] 11/16/04: 1
   Rugby helps roll in Disability Month 10/17/06: 3
   Letting her garde down [Bethaney Adams] 10/17/06: 12
   Student’s ministry reaches out to deaf community 12/7/06: 9B
   Signs of learning [technology for deaf students] 2/27/07: 1
   Disabled students find Western’s Hill accessible 3/6/07: 1

Diversity
   Live bands showcased for fifth-annual Diversity Rocks 4/14/05: 3B
   Diversity concert rocks DUC south lawn 4/19/05: 6
   Taking the next step [editorial] 12/6/05: 4
   Kwanzaa to be celebrated today 12/6/05: 5
   Program teaches Kwanzaa to students 12/8/05: 5A
   Race machine brings diversity to DUC 1/24/06: 1
   Correction [1/14/06 story] 1/26/06: 2A
   Journalist to open Black History Month 1/26/06: 5A
   Bill may create diversity council 1/31/06: 10
   Speaker reflects on diversity [Clarence Page] 2/2/06: 1A
   Integration celebrated 2/14/06: 1
   Student organizations discuss diversity 2/14/06: 5
   Film depicts ‘Intolerable Burden’ 2/16/06: 6
   Program to show gospel music’s impact 2/21/06: 5
   Gospel music fills DUC theatre 2/23/06: 1
   Encyclopedia to tell stories of black Kentuckians 2/23/06: 10
   Night to offer taste of culture 4/6/06: 6
   Students participate in International Night 4/11/06: 8
   Students speak out on discrimination 4/11/06: 9
   Celebrations combined to boost attendance 4/18/06: 13
Diversity (continued)

Western to rock out to celebrate diversity 4/27/06: 6B
Police conquer cultural barriers 9/28/06: 1
The up Hill battle for recognition [Black History Month] 2/6/07: 1
Redefining racial identity 9/25/07: 7

Diversity Committee
Diversity committee to focus on increasing awareness on campus 9/27/07: 5

Djuran, Marija
Djuran uses connections, consistency in journey 2/26/08: 11

Dobler, Scott
Geographer calls Hill home 8/31/06: 5A

Dobring, Justin
Performers entertain, spur thought 11/9/04: 1B

Doctorates, Honorary
Doctorates awarded for good deeds 10/12/06: 9

Dogs
Ransdell, master of Spirit and Topper 1/25/07: 1B

Donahue, Claire
Phenominal Flyer 10/9/07: 14

Donaldson, Jessi
Living a Legacy 8/24/04: 1B

Downing University Center  (See also Red Zone)
The Final Strike 9/29/05: 1
Bowling classes may be cut 9/29/05: 5
Some construction nears completion, more to come 10/11/05: 5A
Bowling blues [editorial] 10/13/05: 4A
Additions to DUC centralize services 1/24/06: 5
Professional copy service center to open in DUC by fall 4/20/06: 9
Center to fulfill ‘copying fantasies’ 9/7/06: 6A
Students weigh in on DUC 3/8/07: 1

Drake, Lee Eric
Concert to be held for deceased Western student [letter to editor] 9/7/06: 4A

Drugs
Meth Madness 5/2/06: 1B
‘Meth mouth’ is sign of abuse 5/2/06: 1B
Warren County is hotbed for meth labs 5/2/06: 6B
Drug has long history of uses 5/2/06: 7B

Duck, Dominique
Big Duck, Small Pond 1/26/06: 10A
Sports briefs 10/23/07: 10

Dudas, Andrea
TopperWell adviser named Adviser of the Year 3/29/07: 8A

Dunaway, Sam
New scholarship helps students 10/13/05: 7A

Dynamic Leadership Institute
Leadership group sees growth 11/8/05: 1
Student organization helps foster leadership 10/2/07: 8
Eaton, Steve
Western alum donates 150K 1/20/05: 12

Egger, Rachel
Senior defies detractors after stroke 4/29/08: 4B

Eggleton, Freida
Alumni return to campus for jobs, careers 3/22/07: 7C

Eisenbrey, Emily
Freshman dances to her own beat 10/30/07: 7

Elizabethtown/Fort Knox Campus
Fort Knox enrollment may climb 3/14/06: 6
Elizabethtown campus gets land donation for expansion 9/13/07: 1A

Elliott, Christy
Attorney to contest search’s legality in drug case 4/18/06: 5

Elson, David
Shame on those who booed Coach Elson [letter to editor] 9/22/05: 4
Elson to lead defense 10/18/05: 10A
Elson inks raise, contract extension 1/24/06: 12
Super signing [editorial] 1/26/06: 4A
Free fallin’: President, coach skydive into a new era of I-A football 5/3/07: 1B
Get to know Coach Elson 8/28/07: 10B
Elson’s show now on national television 10/25/07: 16

Emby, Aaron
Student looks to hero’s wisdom 1/25/05: 8

Emerson, Daniel
Emerson heading to Mercer 3/29/07: 12A

Energy
Western close to exceeding energy limit 9/15/05: 1A
Energy problems may be solved 10/11/05: 7A
Indiana coal may cut costs at Western 1/31/06: 5
Energy costs increase 2/2/06: 6A
Hill to get energy assessment 4/6/06: 6
Western debates extending central air system to additional buildings 4/13/06: 6A
Western working to save energy and money 5/3/07: 7A
Western to choose utility surveyor 9/11/07: 5
Western seeks to evaluate, improve energy efficiency 3/25/08: 11

Engineering, Department of
Leaves may turn up heat 2/22/07: 5
Float the Boat 3/27/07: 2
Grant helps engineers develop water-purification prototype 9/18/07: 7
Engineering department to host robotics competition 11/06/07: 8
Ready, set, robot: Kids compete at Western 11/13/07: 5
Student project could fuel campus vehicles 11/20/07: 1
Canoe team unable to compete at nationals because of paperwork 4/29/08: 5B

Engineering and Biological Sciences Complex
New building could create pollution 9/9/04: 3
Completion of new science building behind schedule 10/5/04: 3
New science building open for classes 1/11/05: 1A
New building opening doors for students 1/13/05: 13
Dedication is a ‘dream come true’ 2/1/05: 1
Engineering and Biological Sciences Complex (continued)
    New buildings have heating problems 3/17/05: 6A
    New science lab to be named for Sen. McConnell 3/31/05: 1A
    Officials name new science laboratory after Sen. McConnell 4/5/05: 5

English, Department of
    Board of Regents approves new graduate certificate 4/8/08: 3

English as a Second Language
    Students taking English as a foreign language 9/30/04: 1B

Enrollment
    Freshman enrollment down this year 8/24/04: 3A
    Enrollment creeps up despite losses to Tennessee 9/30/04: 1A
    Enrollment lacks large increase 10/13/05: 7A
    More students attend Western, fewer drop out 11/10/05: 1
    Western’s black enrollment increases 7.6 percent 12/1/05: 1A
    Western breaks three enrollment records 9/21/06: 1
    Western targets non-traditional undergraduates 4/24/07: 10
    Preliminary fall enrollment sets record, breaks 19,000 9/13/07: 6B
    Western enrollment continues to grow 2/28/08: 7A

Environmental Issues
    Chemical waste may affect renovation 12/1/05: 1A
    Western can play a greener role [commentary] 2/22/07: 4
    Hybrids becoming more popular on campus 3/6/07: 13
    Teach-in to focus on climate change 1/31/08: 5

Environmental Science and Technology Building
    EST convenience store open for student business 9/19/06: 5

Etheridge, Stephen Tyler
    Student actor creates camaraderie with co-stars 10/2/07: 9

Etscorn, Frank
    Alumni: Success comes in variety of job fields 3/7/06: 5B
    Western graduates shine as role models for new students [View of the Hill] July 2006: 12B

Evans, Jeremy
    See Evans Jump 5/3/07: 12A

Events on Campus (See also Concerts; Lecturers and Speakers)
    LEGO competition coming to Western 9/20/05: 7
    ‘Creepypeaches’ art show piques interest 10/18/05: 5A
    Indie film to show on campus 10/25/05: 9
    Films focus on environment 10/25/05: 10
    Girls Gone Wild party bus comes to the Hill 11/1/05: 1
    Exhibit sparks feminist debate 11/15/05: 8
    Music flashbacks to groove audiences 11/17/05: 2B
    Exhibit honors Holocaust survivors, liberators 2/2/06: 4B
    Holocaust survivors ‘live on’ 2/7/06: 5
    Rodeo lassos in crowd 2/14/06: 1
    Local performers provide musical entertainment 2/14/06: 8
    Sweet Wranglin’ Sunday 2/28/06: 7
    Filmmaker, band to visit this semester [Angela Shelton, Nickel Creek] 3/9/06: 7
    Big Top comes to the Hilltop 4/4/06: 1
    Quartet to perform music in sync 4/6/06: 9
    Relay gets a running start 4/6/06: 11
Events on Campus (continued)
First Amendment celebration to be held 4/18/06: 7
Speakers to debate pot legalization 4/20/06: 1
Forum educates public about judicial council role 4/20/06: 6
Marijuana debate draws in large crowd, response 4/25/06: 10
Commute focuses on Uganda’s crisis 4/27/06: 3B
Western to host LEGO competition 1/25/07: 5B
Rodeo rolls into AG Center 2/8/07: 5
Roll with the punches [ultimate fighting] 4/12/07: 1
Teachers as Targets returns for second year 4/12/07: 7
Remembering: Campuses unite to mourn tragedy 4/19/07: 1
Cotton airs its dirty laundry on South Lawn 9/25/07: 5
Chess tournament to feature math professor’s work 10/18/07: 4B
Chess960 tourney draws 60 entrants 10/23/07: 8
Eighteen teams take on the Two Day Film Challenge 10/30/07: 1
Cotton tour gives jeans new life 11/15/07: 5B
Robotics competition attracts 280 youngsters to campus 1/24/08: 5B
Training course aimed at improved ATV safety 1/29/08: 5
Teach-in to focus on climate change 1/31/08: 5
On the circuit [Lone Star rodeo] 2/12/08: 1A
At the rodeo 2/12/08: 2B
Festival brings cultures to campus 3/4/08: 10
16 women gather to focus on redefining black women at Western 3/4/08: 11
Skit debunks sexual assault stereotypes 3/6/08: 11
Secretary of State visits Western to encourage students to vote 4/1/08: 6
Festival raises autism awareness 4/22/08: 1B
Western women gain strength with help of WOW factor 4/22/08: 2B

Ewald, Richard
Two education departments will benefit from Ewald gift 12/7/04: 5A

Extended Learning and Outreach, Division of
Western students train for wilderness rescue 1/25/07: 2B

Facilities Management
Construction will update electrical system 8/24/04: 8A
Blackout hits campus 8/26/04: 9
Blackout alters classes; problem discovered 8/31/04: 6
Cingular gets second tower 11/16/04: 5
Water to be turned off in buildings tomorrow 11/23/04: 5
No water, electricity force temporary move of food service to Garrett 1/27/05: 5
At work on the Hilltop 2/24/05: 1A
Electrical systems get upgrade 4/7/05: 3A
Vacant director, assistant positions filled 4/28/05: 6A
Some construction nearing completion, more to come 10/11/05: 5A
New staff member heads landscaping 11/1/05: 5
Cards may replace keys on campus 2/23/06: 1
Bike path to hit Hill 3/16/06: 1
Facility assessments now required 4/4/06: 8
Western debates extending central air system to additional buildings 4/13/06: 6A
Campus updates, repairs picked based on priority 5/2/06: 3A
Campus fountain to be transformed into tile mosaic 5/4/06: 5A
Facilities Management (continued)

New rules added for university drivers 8/29/06: 5B
Toilets fixed; many relieved 8/31/06: 6A
SGA helps, but others do job daily 10/17/06: 1
New bicycle path to offer alternate route for students 10/17/06: 5
Staff members clean up what Homecoming leaves behind 10/26/06: 7B
Time for a change at Western [clocks] 10/31/06: 1
Renovations planned for break 12/7/06: 1A
Electrical work will cause more trenching 3/1/07: 6
Slip & slide [Centennial Fountain] 3/8/07: 1
Stalled projects might cost more next year 3/29/07: 6A
Vetoes may cause delays for future projects 4/5/07: 3
Money needed to expand facilities 4/26/07: 1A
April showers bring problems 4/26/07: 3B
Noise from renovations annoys some on Normal 10/25/07: 1
About 120 lamps to be added to Hill by January 10/25/07: 1
Western to replace trees killed by drought 12/4/07: 5A
Officials repair, add sidewalks 12/6/07: 3A
Winter construction to include trenching, bagel shop addition 12/6/07: 6B
Storm causes fire alarm malfunction 1/31/08: 1
For BSAs, work begins after buzzer in Diddle 2/5/08: 3B
‘Lake Wallace’ to be drained 2/28/08: 1A
Tight budgets slow growth 4/15/08: 8A

Faculty

Promotions bring little cash advance 9/21/04: 1
Background discrepancies 9/21/04: 1
Faculty diversity increasing 10/12/04: 1
Western to start direct deposit 10/12/04: 5
Faculty finds new ways to combat plagiarism 10/14/04: 1
Faculty worry about working over break 1/25/05: 1
Plan will pay faculty for teaching abroad 1/27/05: 3
Faculty examine contracts [graduation contracts] 1/27/05: 3
Faculty let loose on basketball courts 2/10/05: 1A
Teaching Scholars announced 2/22/05: 3
Faculty background checks approved by Administrative Council 2/22/05: 7
Retirees can no longer return to same positions 2/24/05: 1A
Maternity leave policy absent 3/8/05: 5A
Senate addresses student liability 3/31/05: 3A
More money to accompany Western faculty promotions 4/14/05: 1A
Tuition hikes permit new hires 8/30/05: 3A
Faculty attend civic engagement workshop 8/30/05: 3B
SGA evaluations continue 9/8/05: 5A
Faculty retirement plan accused of mishandling funds 9/15/05: 1A
Senate votes to postpone discussion of retirement fund misuse 9/20/05: 1
Staff requests tuition waivers 10/11/05: 7A
Ransdell, others to review ‘accused’ retirement system 10/13/05: 3A
Employee benefits improve 10/13/05: 5A
Retirement plan debated 10/18/05: 3A
Meeting to address faculty complaints 10/20/05: 5
Faculty (continued)

Senate vote asks Western to defend benefits 10/25/05: 1
Some Western employees may lose land to campus expansion 10/27/05: 1
Officials try to resolve retirement issue 11/10/05: 3
Tuition discount for employees’ kids changed 11/10/05: 6
Professors prepare for finals week 12/8/05: 2B
Study finds salary equity 1/24/06: 3
SGA reworks student evaluations 2/23/06: 5
Forum focuses on employee retirement 3/7/06: 5A
Western employees volunteer in community 3/16/06: 5
Retirement funds up for vote 3/16/06: 8
Policy would ban teacher-student dating 9/14/06: 1
Teacher evaluations may not accomplish their purpose 12/5/06: 6A
State officials set to address KTRS problems 4/10/07: 1
Western pauses partner benefit discussions 8/30/07: 7A
Council revises bereavement policy 10/16/07: 9
Committee researching evaluation revision 11/29/07: 6
Budget woes cause less than half of applicants to be approved for sabbatical 1/31/08: 7
University works to expand housing for visiting scholars 1/31/08: 8
Trivia gives professors relaxation, competition 4/24/08: 2B
Faculty learn advising pointers from course 4/29/08: 5A

Faculty House

Buildings to receive new roof 12/6/05: 10
Faculty House facelift 4/4/06: 2
Campus cabins share history 10/16/07: 11
Termites take over cabin 11/29/07: 3
Faculty House renovation nears completion 4/29/08: 3B

Fanoga, Mike

Fanoga leaves Hill for New Mexico State job 1/11/05: 7A

Farm

See University Farm

Farris, James

With Flying Colors 10/21/04: 7A

Fashion

Class Couture 9/7/06: 1B
Top five fashion fads that have worn out their welcome 9/19/06: 7

Fees, Student (See also Tuition)

Added fees have students paying up 4/14/05: 1A
Proposal suggests $45 fee 1/26/06: 1A
Fee is fine [editorial] 1/31/06: 4
Fees increase to fund projects 2/2/06: 3A
Ransdell, SGA discuss fee 2/9/06: 1A
Forum to explain need of student fees 3/30/06: 5B
Senior may be exempt from $46 student fee 4/4/06: 3
Regents to vote on fee 4/6/06: 1
Regents approve fee, one amendment 4/11/06: 1
Veto postpones FAC renovation 4/27/06: 1A
Students would pay for move to I-A football 9/14/06: 1
Fees, Student (continued)
Western to students: I-A or stay? 9/19/06: 1
Athletics isn’t the only beneficiary of fees 11/16/06: 1A
Felts Log House
Campus cabins share history 10/16/07: 11
Fencing
Letting her garde down 10/17/06: 12
Ferguson, Michael
Assault leads to car theft 11/15/07: 6A
Ferguson, Sara
GreenTopper president leads earth-friendly lifestyle 4/24/08: 1B
Film and Video Festival
Students display filmmaking skills 4/12/05: 7
Students tune into films 4/21/05: 6B
Financial Aid
Pell Grant requirements tightened 11/23/04: 1
Larger Pell Grants may substitute Perkins Loan 2/10/05: 1A
Graduate students may be getting 20 new scholarships 4/28/05: 3A
Bush’s budget proposes more Pell funding 2/9/06: 1A
More students receive Pell Grants 2/16/06: 1
Student loan rates increase 2/28/06: 1
Skipping class may soon earn students a failing grade 3/30/06: 5A
New grade to punish no-shows 8/31/06: 1A
Student loans become more common 10/10/06: 1
Students more dependent on private loans 11/14/06: 3
Minimum wage may increase 1/23/07: 1A
Western considers new aid program 1/30/07: 7
Pell Grants may increase 2/6/07: 7
Kentucky to consider wage hike 2/13/07: 1A
Student worker paychecks get boost from wage hike 8/28/07: 1A
Congress to give students financial aid 9/13/07: 1A
Ky. senators, organizations oppose college cost act 10/9/07: 1
More financial aid applicants evaluated 10/18/07: 1A
Students may suffer from Fed’s loan cuts 4/17/08: 1A
Student Loan People suspends loans to first-time borrowers 4/24/08: 6A
Finwood, Chris
New coach debuts on Hill 2/9/06: 12A
Fires and Fire Safety
Fire reported in FAC 2/8/05: 7A
Early morning fire rips through Lemox II 2/17/05: 1
Fire destroys SAE house 4/12/05: 1
Students crawl through fake smoke at fire safety event 11/3/05: 9A
Fires destroy local houses 1/24/06: 1
Students recover from loss of home 1/26/06: 1A
Correction [1/24/06 story] 1/26/06: 2A
Arrest made in arson case 2/7/06: 1
False alarms distract fire crews; cooking mishaps cause damage 3/14/06: 7
Arson damages Cherry 4/25/06: 1
Fire was not handled right [letter to editor] 4/27/06: 4A
Fires and Fire Safety (continued)
  Braving the blaze [Chandler Park] 9/11/07: 1
  Fire causes evacuation of Zacharias 9/18/07: 1

Fitzhugh, Allison
  Sophomore charged with four felonies after pursuit 4/17/08: 3A

Floods
  See Weather

Floyd, Shelly
  ‘Most determined athlete’ leads Lady Tops 4/28/05: 10A

Folk Studies Program
  Western to host first bluegrass conference 8/30/05: 7B
  Bluegrass legends, scholars to share music, research 9/1/05: 2B
  A thousand words beyond the Hill [“flocking”] 11/1/07: 2A
  Folk studies major highlights cultural traditions, beliefs 2/28/08: 7B

Food Services (See also Red Zone)
  New taco stand opens in Garrett 8/31/04: 6
  No Brown Baggin’ at Western [letter to editor] 9/28/04: 4
  Credit cards to be allowed 9/28/04: 6
  Random act of kindness by Miss Charita made this girl’s rainy day 10/21/04: 4A
  Director, associate positions open 1/11/05: 4B
  Ad-hoc committee formed 2/15/04: 8
  Later hours coming 3/8/05: 6A
  Dining Services appoints experienced chef as new director 4/14/05: 6A
  Dining Services plans changes; seating expansion expected in Garrett 4/21/05: 1A
  Commuters may get alternate meal plans 4/21/05: 3A
  Campus Subways to feature two lines for faster service 9/1/05: 1A
  Dining Services will purchase fresh produce from local farms 9/22/05: 1
  Double trouble: Renovations to Garrett Center Subway [editorial] 10/4/05: 4
  Fresh Food holds feast 11/22/05: 5
  Vending machines sell new treat 2/7/06: 3
  Inspections test food services 2/23/06: 1
  Dining services awarded for diversity 3/30/06: 5B
  DUC eateries get later hours 8/31/06: 6B
  E. coli scare forces Western to toss spinach 9/19/06: 1
  Vending problems offer food for thought [editorial] 10/10/06: 4
  Saving room for leftovers 2/8/07: 1
  Incoming students learn to adapt to new eating schedule, food variety 2/8/07: 1
  Dollars & Sense: Food shopping saves students big bucks 2/13/07: 1A
  Healthy foods need meal plan coverage [editorial] 2/13/07: 4A
  Cost, choices push students away from healthier foods 2/15/07: 1
  SGA approves vending resolution 2/15/07: 5
  Got milk? Western will 3/1/07: 5
  Mealtime limits to expire 3/22/07: 1A
  Red Zone, DUC improve health inspection scores 3/22/07: 1A
  Nickels no longer necessary at vending machines 3/27/07: 7
  Meal plans offer some healthy options [View of the Hill] Summer 2007: 12A
  Extra meals included in dining options [View of the Hill] Summer 2007: 12A
  Quick and easy access to campus junk food can pack on pounds 8/28/07: 5B
  Meal plans return to normal 8/30/07: 6B
Food Services (continued)

Alternative diets offer healthier lifestyles 9/27/07: 11
Bagel shop coming to Mass Media and Technology Hall 10/18/07: 5A
SGA to address dining concerns 11/15/07: 3A
Sushi bar may soon replace Taco Bell 11/29/07: 1
Thanksgiving turkey causes Biggers beef [commentary] 11/29/07: 4
New food court planned between PFT and Keen 1/24/08: 2B
Bagel shop causes concerns for some journalism faculty 2/19/08: 3
Einstein prepares for opening 3/4/08: 5
Bagel shop extends hours 3/20/08: 5B
Hamburgers, love make employee popular 4/8/08: 11
Western welcomes new Aramark director 4/15/08: 3A
Dietician hired to help students with health 4/15/08: 6A

Football

Tops drenched in awards 8/26/04: 14
Several starters still undecided 8/26/04: 14
Players grow up fast 9/9/04: 14
All-American honors still trickling in for football Tops 1/11/05: 7A
Hilltoppers address needs on signing day, ink 11 2/3/05: 12
Division change reviewed 2/22/05: 1
Spring drills start tonight 3/10/05: 9A
Elson brings in three new coaches 3/10/05: 9A
Offense must replace heralded lineman 3/15/05: 10A
Freshman leads race to replace All-Gateway punter Claybourn 3/17/05: 7A
Linebackers battle for starting jobs 4/5/05: 12
Western has three-way tailback race 4/7/05: 10A
Topper offense flexes muscle in Saturday scrimmage 4/12/05: 12
Receivers give offense options 4/14/05: 10A
Defense dominates Red-White game 4/19/05: 12
Senate warns against hasty division move 4/26/05: 1
Haddix, Moore to pace veteran offense 8/30/05: 12A
Football team readies for EKU faceoff on Saturday 9/8/05: 1A
Historic conflict 9/8/05: 12A
Western ranked No. 1 in I-AA 9/20/05: 10
Elson: Gateway title a must 9/29/05: 12
Injured Toppers return 10/11/05: 8A
Elson to lead defense 10/18/05: 10A
Ex-Tops, football player charged 11/1/05: 10
Football receives $1 million gift 11/3/05: 10A
Elson excited by signees 2/2/06: 10A
Titans may visit the Hill 3/30/06: 8A
Trust key for 2006 Toppers 4/4/06: 14
Players vying to be ‘safe’ this fall 4/6/06: 14
Elson: Tempo good in first scrimmage 4/11/06: 12
Defensive line competition begins 4/13/06: 12A
Defense takes charge 4/18/06: 16
Tops limp into spring finale 4/25/06: 12
Ads filmed in Smith 4/25/06: 12
Offense feels brunt of injuries 4/27/06: 12A
Football (continued)

- Red team rules uneven scrimmage 5/2/06: 10A
- Topper football preview 8/29/06: 1C
- Western to research potential move to I-A 8/29/06: 1C
- Western gets big bucks to play 8/31/06: 8A
- Still bringing the Hammer? 8/31/06: 10A
- Transfers bring hope for the football future 9/7/06: 14A
- Students would pay for move to I-A football 9/14/06: 1
- Western to students: I-A or stay? 9/19/06: 1
- Change in football status could affect all students [editorial] 9/19/06: 4
- Western, like Ivy League, does not need I-A status [letter] 9/19/06: 4
- Students question I-A move 9/21/06: 1
- Senate will meet to consider move to I-A 9/21/06: 3
- Money for I-A football transition could be better spent [letter] 9/21/06: 4
- Senate fears I-A move would take focus off academics 9/26/06: 1
- I-A move will benefit Western [commentary] 9/26/06: 4
- Big status won’t help students [commentary] 9/26/06: 4
- I-A transition would do little for Western [letter] 9/28/06: 4
- Gateway: the I-AA gauntlet 9/28/06: 14
- Regents to vote on I-A move next month 10/3/06: 1
- Numbers might not add up for I-A move [letter] 10/3/06: 4
- Western’s staff votes yes to division move 10/10/06: 3
- I-A debate may go to TopNet 10/10/06: 3
- Moore now top rusher 10/10/06: 10
- SGA approves student I-A poll 10/12/06: 1
- Elson to faculty: Keep tabs on my players 10/12/06: 16
- Students approve Division I-A move 10/26/06: 1A
- Western turns to former rival for I-A advice 10/31/06: 1
- Division I-A move would be good for Western [editorial] 10/31/06: 4
- Face off [Regents I-A vote] 11/2/06: 1A
- Poll prompts SGA vote in favor of I-A 11/2/06: 1A
- Move would fix Title IX compliance 11/2/06: 1A
- Football program receives $100,000 11/2/06: 3A
- Scouting the competition 11/2/06: 14A
- Regents clash, approve I-A 11/7/06: 1
- Ten named to All-Gateway teams 11/30/06: 8A
- New era to open in Florida ‘swamp’ 11/30/06: 10A
- I-A move spurs more donor gifts 2/8/07: 1
- Elson signs first class of D-I era 2/8/07: 12
- ‘Round the Clock: Recruiting is a year-round battle for coaches 2/15/07: 10
- Spring football practice kicks off today for Toppers 3/22/07: 12A
- Donnan offers advice at practice 3/29/07: 12A
- Etheridge, defense step up in scrimmage 4/3/07: 12
- Spreading Out 4/5/07: 16
- Players lose year, gain experience by redshirting 4/10/07: 14
- The Contenders: Four quarterbacks possible to fill Haddix’s void 4/17/07: 12
- Practice isn’t the same without new signees 4/19/07: 12
- To the victor go the sirloins [Red-White game] 4/24/07: 12
- Top opponents await Western in future seasons 5/1/07: 10A
Football (continued)

Free fallin’: President, coach skydive into a new era of I-A football 5/3/07: 1B
Players reach out to community, students 8/28/07: 14A
Western team playing for pride, a statement and a ring 8/28/07: 16A
Toppers head to the Swamp 8/30/07: 12A
Too much tough love [editorial] 9/13/07: 4A
Quarterback shuffle 9/27/07: 14
Youth shines in ‘Rubber Bowl’ game 10/9/07: 14
Attendance midterm report: So far, so good [column] 10/30/07: 10
Athletics director consults SGA on increasing football attendance 11/1/07: 7A
Inside the injury 11/8/07: 1A
Diagnoses increase among Western football players 11/8/07: 6A
Love of game prevents some players from reporting concussions 11/8/07: 7A
Finding, treating injuries difficult 11/8/07: 7A
Tops complete one year of transition 11/29/07: 12
To find Tops’ true success, look to FBS 11/29/07: 12
Tops need attitude adjustment for FBS [commentary] 12/4/07: 4A
Athletics director updates regents on division change 1/29/08: 3
Western signs 16 for 2008 season 2/7/08: 12A
Western aims for higher profile recruits with 2008 signing class 2/12/08: 10A
’08 schedule ignores ‘money game’ promise 3/20/08: 1A
Football team prepares for spring 3/20/08: 7A
Schedule to showcase FBS strength in fall 3/25/08: 13
Football team preparing for first scrimmages 3/27/08: 12A
Elson sees improvement following scrimmage 4/1/08: 12
Spring Cleaning 4/3/08: 12
Offense highlights first scrimmage 4/8/08: 14
Tops keep last season in memory 4/10/08: 8A
Offense, defense make strides 4/15/08: 12A
Toppers want big-time entrance 4/17/08: 12A
Team preps for Red-White game 4/17/08: 12A
Women learn X’s and O’s of Topper football 4/22/08: 10A
Final play heroics give White win over Red 4/22/08: 10A

Ford, Gordon
Gordon B. Ford, 1913-2005  3/8/05: 3A

Ford, Sam
Western graduate bound for MIT 4/14/05: 3B

Forensics
DebateWatch tells students to tune in 9/14/04: 1
Forensic team continues tournament success 11/9/04: 1B
Forensics team returns with 3 championships 12/2/04: 2
Forensics team notches pair of victories 1/11/05: 4B
Speakers claim top honors 1/25/05: 9
Forensic team wins national title 4/21/05: 7B
Forensic Team wins tournament honors 10/27/05: 5
Forensics win competition 11/8/05: 7B
Western students debate touring British team 11/17/05: 7B
Forensics team wins tournament title 12/6/05: 8
Debate team picks up steam 4/6/06: 11
Forensics (continued)
WKU Proudly Salutes Its Championship Forensics Team 4/25/06: 8
Searching for truth, team finds trophies 5/2/06: 1A
Western becomes a host for the National Forensic League 8/29/06: 11A
Team wins top seats 10/19/06: 7
Speech team sweeps national competition 12/5/06: 6B
Congratulations notice 3/22/07: 10A
Forensics recognized globally 3/22/07: 1B
Forensics team wins national debate tourney 3/27/07: 7
Forensics recognized globally [View of the Hill] Summer 2007: 2B
Forensics takes first in first event of season 9/20/07: 9
Forensics team victorious 10/16/07: 5
Forensic team’s preparation pays off at tournament 5/1/08: 7A

Fort Lytle
Western celebrates Civil War fort 3/2/06: 1
Digging up history 3/27/08: 1B

Fortson, Alex
Junior raises awareness about African issues 10/11/07: 1

Fountain, Centennial
See Mosaic and Fountain, Centennial

Fountain Square Players
The Urge to Pretend 2/24/05: 2B

Francis, Ashley
Some majors still attract mostly men, despite gender revolution 5/4/06: 5C

Franklin, Jasmin
Mother-to-be overcomes obstacles on hill and in life 3/8/05: 11A

Freese, Mike
Diving into life 11/14/06: 12

French, Aaron
Alumni calculate pay for pooping 12/2/04: 8

Freshman Academy
Admissions targets students earlier 4/3/08: 9

Freshman Assembly
Ceremony encourages freshmen involvement 9/2/04: 1
Western sticks it to freshmen 9/7/06: 1A

Frey, Trevor
‘Photo family’ to the rescue 12/5/06: 1B

Froedge, Jeremy
Glasgow junior makes his own way through college, life 4/26/05: 11

Fryia, Corey
Hockey lover has Hollywood aspirations 3/29/07: 4B

Gaebler, Jake
Gaebler shines in spring practice 4/20/06: 14

Gamma Sigma Alpha
Greeks start honor society 11/23/04: 1

Gamma Sigma Sigma
Sorority organizes vigil for cancer awareness 10/23/07: 3

Garland, Azurdee
Campus activities turn into career for adviser 9/11/07: 7
Garmon, Aubry
Couples cope with graduation changes 5/4/06: 7C

Garrett Conference Center
Garrett Ballroom ceiling replaced 10/25/05: 7

Gatton Academy of Mathematics and Science in Kentucky
Some construction nears completion, more to come 10/11/05: 5A
Schneider renovation planned 11/1/05: 1
Kids walking the Hill [editorial] 11/3/05: 4A
Western seeks motivated leaders for high school success program 9/14/06: 3
Math and science academy interviews director candidates 10/12/06: 5
New science academy director interviewed 10/17/06: 5
Academy director hired Friday 11/2/06: 9A
Trench gives some the ‘runaround’ 1/25/07: 1A
Academy students may not get diplomas 4/10/07: 11
Math and science academy receives $50K donation 4/26/07: 3A
Head of the class: Western academy modeled after one in Texas 5/3/07: 1A
Young Toppers 8/28/07: 1A
Security important to Academy 9/6/07: 1A
Academy students learn to adjust during first semester 1/24/08: 1A
Academy student dies during mission trip 1/24/08: 7A
Memorial service held for Academy of Math and Science student 1/29/08: 3
Retirement, academy bills making strides in assembly 2/19/08: 5
Student government to address Academy representation 3/6/08: 6
Academy student makes the most of collegiate atmosphere 3/20/08: 1B
Academy wants representation too 3/27/08: 2B
Academy students meet with SGA about representation 4/3/08: 1
Academy students experience prom 4/8/08: 9
Academy selects students for Class of 2010 4/10/08: 2A
Bill simplifies diploma process for academy 4/17/08: 9A

Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Issues (See also Outlet Alliance)
Domestic partners benefits demand discussion [editorial] 9/21/06: 4
Bill calls for end to partner benefit plans 10/19/06: 1
Students’ ‘gaydar’ may need tuning 11/16/06: 1B

Gelderman, Richard
Pluto a planet? Western instructor said ‘yes’ 8/31/06: 1A

Geography and Geology, Department of
Western’s group visits Chile during break 2/2/06: 7A
Hill to give weather info 2/1/07: 6A
Students help turn cave into classroom 4/1/08: 7

Gerontology Program
Elderly, students come together to help children 4/14/05: 4B

Ghosts
Hauntings around the Hill 10/30/07: 5
Haunted Hill Tours 10/30/07: 5

Giannini, Katrina
Miss Teen Ky. trades crowns for college life 8/30/07: 1B

Gideon, Jenna
The Leader 10/12/06: 16
Gideon’s senior year both dream and nightmare 11/1/07: 10A
Gideon, Jenna (continued)
Gideon defines Lady Tops’ resolve [column] 12/4/07: 10A

Gifts and Bequests
Two education departments will benefit from Ewald gift 12/7/04: 5A
Western to get $15 million gift 4/20/06: 1
Donor gives money, estate to Western [Jerry Baker] 4/25/06: 1
Science suffers from loss of gift 5/2/06: 6A
Dali brought to FAC 5/4/06: 8B
Football program receives $100,000 11/2/06: 3A

Gilbert Hall
PFT and Gilbert Halls to receive summer flips 3/29/07: 5A

Gilmore, Thomas
Swimmer arrested last Wednesday 11/7/06: 9

Girl Scouts
Scouting helps women achieve 11/16/06: 1B

Glass, Tasha
Student, two others shot in Horse Cave 10/24/06: 5
Four arrests made Wednesday after shooting at Horse Cave 10/26/06: 3A
Dispute prompts triple shooting 10/31/06: 3

Glover, Clarence
Glover elected new president 9/20/05: 6

Golf
Golf Channel will show a glimpse of Western 2/3/05: 11
Tops win first SBC golf title 4/20/06: 14
Long eclipses program win mark 4/17/08: 10A

Goodson, Meredith
Goodson settles into No. 1 job 9/28/04: 12
Goodson is bad for the defensive opposition 9/6/07: 10A

Gordon, Scott
Candidate hired for admissions director position 10/23/07: 6

Gordon Ford College of Business
Online MBA program being offered 1/13/05: 3
Class offers insight into small business world 3/15/05: 5A
Governor kicks off auto conference 4/7/05: 1A
Business dean says goodbye 4/7/05: 1A
Some Western projects vetoed 4/25/06: 1
Two colleges to create themed communities 3/8/07: 3
Business college receives $1 million endowment 9/6/07: 5A

Gordon Wilson Hall
Former library turned into a theater 2/23/06: 7
New sculpture to be placed in front of Gordon Wilson 4/3/08: 7

Gott, Tim
Academy director hired Friday 11/2/06: 9A

Government, Department of
Class to bring students to inauguration 11/11/04: 1

Government Relations
Top dollars spent for lobbying 4/21/05: 1A
Grading

- Plus/minus grading on hold 8/31/04: 1
- University Senate approves plus/minus plan 10/26/04: 1
- Plus/Minus program approved 11/23/04: 1
- New grade to punish no-shows 8/31/06: 1A
- University Senate to discuss plus/minus grading system 1/25/07: 4B
- Grading debate returns 2/13/07: 1A
- FN grade saves Western $60,000 1/25/07: 9A
- University Senate approves plus/minus plan 10/26/04: 1
- Plus/minus grade system still undecided 12/7/06: 1A
- SGA to host grade rally 2/15/07: 3
- [Ad re: grade rally] 2/15/07: 8
- Grading resolution protested 2/20/07: 1
- Plus/minus move has no validity [commentary] 2/27/07: 4
- Plus/minus goes to vote 3/22/07: 3A
- Plus/minus change unnecessary, maybe harmful [editorial] 3/22/07: 4A
- Burch to make grading decision next week 4/5/07: 3
- Students await provost’s decision on plus/minus 4/17/07: 6
- Plus/minus decision to be announced today 4/19/07: 3
- Grading proposal rejected 4/24/07: 1
- University Senate to revisit plus/minus 8/28/07: 1A
- Senate to revisit plus/minus 9/25/07: 1
- Committee considering plus/minus suggestions 12/6/07: 1A
- Faculty, staff revisit plus/minus grading 2/7/08: 6A
- Graduate students may be getting 20 new scholarships 4/28/05: 3A
- Health plans not given to grad workers 11/21/06: 1
- Graduate enrollment unchanged 3/8/07: 1
- Tuition waivers help to balance school, work 4/5/07: 5
- International certification coming to Hill 4/10/07: 3
- Graduate studies need stronger push [editorial] 4/10/07: 4
- Graduate studies may be getting 20 new scholarships 4/28/05: 3A
- Health plans not given to grad workers 11/21/06: 1
- Graduate enrollment unchanged 3/8/07: 1
- Tuition waivers help to balance school, work 4/5/07: 5
- International certification coming to Hill 4/10/07: 3
- Graduate studies need stronger push [editorial] 4/10/07: 4
- Students prepare for graduation and the real world 3/8/05: 1B
- Students now taking longer to graduate 4/28/05: 1A
- Board of Regents to vote on offering four-year contracts 4/28/05: 9B
- Hilltopper graduation 05 [special section] 4/28/05: 1C
- Moving into the real world [Job Fair section] 3/7/06: 1B
- Western awards more degrees 9/12/06: 3
- Job outlook holding steady 12/5/06: 1A
- Graduates remain in Ky. after college 2/6/07: 7
- Freedom: Graduation 2007 [special section] 5/3/07: 1C
Grant, Jessica
Small-town girl isn’t a ‘normal teenager’ 3/9/06: 9

Grants
Weather systems project receives government funding 12/1/05: 3A
Bill would bring defense projects to Kentucky 9/14/06: 3
Grant focuses on minorities 9/14/06: 6
Geographic Alliance gets literacy grant 10/26/06: 8A
Study will work to increase info on higher education 3/29/07: 3A
Defense department allots money for lab 11/20/07: 3
SkyTeach receives $2.4 million grant 11/20/07: 5

Graves, Lank
Officials still investigating cause of visitor’s death 12/4/07: 1A
Man found dead in dorm described as funny, loving 12/6/07: 3A
Soldier death in Barnes ruled accidental 2/28/08: 3A

Gray, Elmer
Rapid change coming for Western leadership 4/6/06: 1

Gray, Marshall
Local UPS store gives free postage for soldiers’ Valentine’s Day letters 2/9/06: 4B

Greeks (See also fraternities and sororities by name; Step Show)
Living a Legacy 8/24/04: 1B
Village location changed 8/26/04: 10
Frat houses may get new alcohol regulations 10/26/04: 1
Fraternities may still go dry 11/4/04: 10A
Council makes fraternity houses go dry 1/20/05: 1
Greek Village plans proceed after board approval 1/27/05: 1
Regents debate but still approve village 1/27/05: 7
Questions abound for Greek ground [editorial] 2/1/05: 4
Alcohol penalties drafted, awaiting approval 3/1/05: 1
Greek community takes a step toward unity 3/8/05: 8A
Correction [re 3/8/05 story] 3/10/05: 2A
Alcohol policy guidelines passes 3/17/05: 3A
Boxing competition challenges fraternities 4/12/05: 9
Spring Sing talent show opens Greek Week 4/12/05: 9
Greeks tug it out 4/19/05: 1
Rushing sisterhood 8/30/05: 1A
Streets, final designs needed before village work begins 9/1/05: 9A
Greeks ‘step up’ the competition to sponsor scholarships 10/13/05: 5A
Two sororities may join Greek village 11/1/05: 1
Kappa Sigs roller-skate to first place at charity event 11/1/05: 8
Greeks must commit to be in village 1/26/06: 1A
Hazing should never be tolerated [column] 3/2/06: 8
Stepping to greek unity 3/14/06: 1
Greeks box for charity 4/18/06: 1
Kappa Delta, Farmhouse dance to Spring Sing titles 4/25/06: 7
Tuggers trudge through mud 5/2/06: 3B
Greek Week festivities come to close on Sunday evening 5/2/06: 3B
Greeks to host fundraiser for muscular dystrophy 10/12/06: 9
Construction continues on Greek Village house 10/19/06: 1
Sororities, fraternities sacrifice to be the best 10/26/06: 2B
Greeks (continued)  
Fun, dancing reign at KD Shenanigans 11/30/06: 1B  
Greek Village plans continue to develop 1/23/07: 2B  
New plans may split Greek Village 1/30/07: 3  
The Divine: Groups make history on Hill 2/20/07: 1  
Greeks stomp and shout with united attitude 3/27/07: 1  
Greeks duke it out for cancer research 4/3/07: 1  
Not just a song and dance 4/17/07: 2  
Hard work, sacrifice go into Spring Sing 4/17/07: 3  
Local Greek honored nationally 4/19/07: 5  
I’m ready for my close-up 4/24/07:2  
Give and take 4/24/07: 6  
Joining Greek organizations helps students make friends [View of the Hill] Summer 2007: 3B  
Two sororities moving to Chestnut Street 11/15/07: 6A  
Spring recruitment more relaxed for Greek organizations 2/5/08: 2B  
Village, renovations part of Greek housing improvements 4/8/08: 6  
Western adds new fraternity 4/8/08: 12  
Spring Sing 4/22/08: 1B  
Greek Feud 4/24/08: 6B  
Greek Week 4/29/08: 1B  
Week of events good bonding experience 4/29/08: 1B  
KDs, Farm House win annual Tug competition 4/29/08: 1B  
Greeks honor leaders as climax of Greek Week 4/29/08: 2B  

Green, Tavia  
Faith prevails over ridicule 9/1/05: 7B  

GreenToppers  
Greentoppers prepare for Earth Day 3/29/07: 6A  
Greentoppers encourage reducing, reusing, recycling 4/26/07: 1B  
Grease lightnin’ 5/1/07: 2A  
Greentoppers call attention to Earth Day 5/1/07: 7B  
Greentoppers seek solution to inconvenient on-campus recycling 10/11/07: 11  
Western students advocate sustainability on campus 10/18/07: 6B  
Global warning 11/6/07: 1  
Rental program will offer free access to bikes 1/24/08: 1B  
Sophomore works to build self-sufficient home 2/5/08: 7A  
Campus groups work toward sustainability 2/7/08: 6A  
Film predicts oil depletion will be downfall of suburbia 3/27/08: 4B  
Students teach Bowling Green, campus to be greener 4/24/08: 1B  
GreenTopper president leads earth-friendly lifestyle 4/24/08: 1B  

Greenwalt, Bill  
Greenwalt suffers heart attack 1/24/06: 7  

Greer, Richard  
Greer chosen as first ombuds officer 10/18/07: 5B  

Gregory, Kinsley  
Living cheer-fully ever after 10/3/06: 1  

Grice, Patti  
Student chosen as Derby Queen 4/27/06: 6B
Grise Hall
    Bomb not found in Grise 11/22/05: 3

Grogan, Tim
    Preseason Player of the Year works to kill early slump 3/17/05: 8A

Groves, Christopher
    Groves to lead cave study group 11/18/04: 1
    Professor will speak in China 12/7/06: 3B

Guns
    Guns have no place in classrooms [commentary] 3/1/07: 4
    Gun commentary was out of line [commentary] 3/8/07: 4
    Empty holsters to protest concealed carry ban [letter] 10/11/07: 4
    Right to Carry 10/23/01: 1
    Off the mark [editorial] 10/25/07: 4
    Forum addresses concealed carry issue 11/20/07: 1
    Concealed carry: Perfect scores paint scary picture [commentary] 1/31/08: 4
    Students to protest gun-free campuses next week 4/17/08: 7A
    Packing Silent Heat 4/24/08: 1A

Guthrie Bell Tower
    More vandalism reported at Bell Tower 9/21/04: 8
    Veterans to be honored at Guthrie 11/9/04: 3B
    Bells note music, time across WKU campus [View of the Hill] Summer 2007: 11B

Habitat for Humanity
    Group gives up spring break to build 3/9/06: 3
    The house that students built 10/3/06: 1
    Habitat to help globally 4/3/07: 3
    A helping hammer 10/16/07: 1
    Habitat for Humanity to trick-or-treat for spare change 10/25/07: 6
    Habitat guts houses to prepare for new College of Education building 2/21/08: 6
    Habitat for Humanity looking for student volunteers 2/28/08: 5A
    Centennial house dedicated by Habitat 3/4/08: 1

Hackney, Richard
    Professor retained positive attitude throughout illness 3/27/07: 3
    Hackney was a boon to general education [letter] 3/29/07: 4A

Haddix, Justin
    Saying goodbye 11/16/06: 8A

Hadley, Brooke
    Grad student forms group to celebrate Cajun culture 11/29/07: 5

Hagan, Ellen
    Oregonian adapts to new role as Hilltopper 2/15/04: 8

Hagan-Booth, Sheryl
    Alumni return to campus for jobs, careers 3/22/07: 7C

Halford, Forrest
    Bike rides show Bowling Green’s beauty 5/1/08: 1B

Hall, Brooke
    Hall reaches graduation goal 8/24/04: 4B

Hall of Distinguished Alumni
    Alumni to be inducted tomorrow 10/13/05: 3B
    Alumni added to Hall 10/26/06: 8B
    Western to induct three into Hall of Distinguished Alumni 9/18/07: 2
Halloween
   Fear causes physical, mental reaction 10/27/05: 1
   Theater students bring ‘Rocky Horror’ to life 10/27/05: 8
   Children’s theater shows kids it’s OK to be scared 11/1/05: 1
   Top five Heralders’ Halloween stories 10/31/06: 7
   Students flock to ‘Horror’ show 11/2/06: 10A
Halsell, Ebony
   Cheerleader chosen to guide, chaperone 11/23/04: 6
Hamilton, Curtis
   Hamilton can succeed at next level [column] 4/29/08: 10A
Hamilton, Ed
   Louisville artist to receive honorary doctorate 12/9/04: 1A
   Sculptor to share history 9/14/06: 7
Hannah-Allen, Julie
   Alumna’s book featuring Big Red debuts today 9/29/05: 6
Happy Gas
   Happy hugs from Happy Gas 2/21/06: 2
Harbison, L. J.
   Harbison returns to starting style 9/26/06: 12
Hardin, Henry
   Former Western dean dies 3/20/08: 3A
Hardin County
   See Center for Regional Development
Hardin Planetarium
   Planetarium show combines philosophy with science 11/11/04: 10
   Elementary school students enjoy field trip on the Hill 12/1/05: 1B
   Star of Bethlehem show is tradition 12/1/05: 7B
Hargrove, Jon
   Hard love makes for harder music 9/7/06: 1B
Harris, Mari
   Former cop protects homeland 12/8/05: 9A
Harris, Matthew
   Passion drives student toward master’s degree 2/2/06: 2B
Harrod, Lacy
   Student finds niche in helping inmates 9/21/06: 5
Harryman, Gene
   Senate wants ban lifted 4/27/06: 1A
   Puzzled by ban from Preston [letter to editor] 5/4/06: 4A
Hartman, Keith A.
   Arraignment scheduled in porn case 8/28/07: 1A
Haskins, Clemette
   Haskins returns to Hill after 18 years 1/20/05: 14
Haskins, Yevette
   New member has strong Western ties 8/30/05: 6A
Hatchett, James
   Hatchett flows easily in slam poetry 12/7/06: 2B
Hayes, Nathan
   Right to Carry 10/23/07: 1
Head, Quinton
Standing tall 11/16/04: 1

Health and Human Services, College of
Learning community helps students bond 9/13/05: 6
New course on HIV prevention offered 9/28/06: 10

Health Services
Wellness plan under review 9/28/04: 1
Fad diets stay as popular as ever 9/28/04: 8
Health services staying crowded 10/14/04: 1
Western not hit hard by flu season 10/21/04: 1A
Available flu shots are limited 11/9/04: 1A
A Center for Hope [El Centro la Esperanza] 12/9/04: 1A
‘Virgins’ win first ever Sex Feud 2/17/05: 7
Health Services offers day of stress relief with Stresstivus 4/21/05: 1B
Health services looking forward to expansion in new building 9/15/05: 7A
The shot that could save your life 9/15/05: 1B
New Preston programs designed for employees 10/25/05: 8
Health Services to relocate 10/25/05: 10
Flu shots to be offered today 10/27/05: 3
Series to examine college students’ eating habits 10/27/05: 8
Student contracts TB, classmates warned 11/3/05: 1A
Source of wellness funds debated 11/8/05: 1
TB testing continues on the Hill 11/10/05: 1
Four people receive positive results in TB skin tests 11/15/05: 1
AIDS Day fair features free HIV testing 12/1/05: 1A
More students tested during AIDS Day 12/6/05: 1
Health issue myths revealed 12/6/05: 7
Health Services plans receive finalization 1/31/06: 7
Plans ready for new building 9/21/06: 6
Lt. Gov. promotes HPV vaccine 9/26/06: 1
Health services offers flu vaccine 10/19/06: 7
System increases wait at Health Services 1/30/07: 7
Federal law increases birth control prices on campus 9/27/07: 1
New Health Services building to allow expansion of services 1/24/08: 5A
WKU Health Services has moved 2/12/08: 7A
March promotes sexual assault awareness 4/1/08: 7
Health Services dedication today 4/17/08: 6B

Health and Wellness
Cost of Living: Health programs, exercise options open to faculty 2/15/07: 1
Trekking the Hill 3/1/07: 1
Western hosts week to promote health 3/6/07: 13
Faculty health fair to be held tomorrow 4/12/07: 9
8 out of 10: HPV will affect at least 80 percent of women 4/24/07: 1
Breast cancer awareness hits home for some students 11/1/07: 1A
Weather changes can cause asthma flares 11/6/07: 1
Hygiene steps can prevent spread of staph infections 11/6/07: 3
E. coli outbreak could be linked to frozen pizzas 11/6/07: 5
Winter sun presents risks for skin cancer 12/4/07: 1B
Preston Center program monitors body weight, mass 2/7/08: 5B
Health and Wellness (continued)
  Healthy Days Fair brings awareness to students 3/6/08: 10
  Caffeine addiction affects students 5/1/08: 5B

Helm-Cravens Library
  See University Libraries

Henson, Darren
  New staff member heads landscaping 11/1/05: 5

Herbst, Lukasz
  Freshman adjusts aquatically 11/3/05: 12A

Hernandez-Stevenson, Brittney
  Volunteering leads to sisterhood for student 2/16/06: 8

Herron, Jeff
  Students defy gender stereotypes 12/1/05: 3B

Hess, Herb
  Worker collapses 8/26/04: 9
  Electrician utilizes chance at free classes 3/30/06: 1B

Highland, Jim
  Foundation honors Highland 3/15/05: 5B

Hightower, Matt
  Mr. Utility 4/29/08:10A

Hillard, Christoper T.
  Supervisor indicted for stealing 11/9/04: 3A

Hilltoppers for Christ
  Group to clean New Orleans 10/3/06: 8
  Rebuilding for Christ 10/10/06: 5

Himes, Kristine
  Softball team adds assistant 9/21/06: 13

History, Department of
  History faculty set example for involvement 11/16/06: 3A

Hofmeyer, Kelley
  Libero digs her role as Lady Topper 10/19/06: 11

Holdcraft, Lauren
  Lone Star Rodeo brings out the best in Western’s cowgirls 2/13/07: 10A
  Correction 2/15/07: 2

Hollis, Michelle
  Math professor to be new senate chair 5/4/06: 1A

Holmes, Alex
  Freshman arrested on alcohol charges 11/2/06: 14A

Holmes, David
  Coach wins No. 200 at Xavier, 5-1  9/27/05: 10
  Like father, like son 10/19/06: 12

Holt, Bonnie
  Dietician hired to help students with health 4/15/08: 6A

Homecoming
  Homecoming 2004 10/26/04: 9
  Celebrating traditions, building memories 10/13/05: 1B
  Student organizations celebrate traditions 10/13/05: 4B
  Committee plans events 10/13/05: 4B
  Local stores stock popular Homecoming merchandise 10/13/05: 5B
Homecoming (continued)

Grunge band headlines campus concert 10/13/05: 6B
Queen hopefuls vie for Homecoming crown 10/13/05: 6B
Homecoming calendar of events 10/13/05: 6B
Some sports fans are more than just spectators 10/13/05: 8B
7 signs of Homecoming 2006 [special section] 10/26/06: 1B
Some athletes adjust to missing Homecoming 10/26/06: 4B
Homecoming ’06 10/31/06: 6
Western spirit reigns during tailgating 10/31/06: 7
Movin’ on Up: Hilltopper Homecoming 2007 [special section] 11/8/07: 1B
It’s a Western thing: Traditions extend beyond the Hill 11/8/07: 7B
Hilltopper Homecoming 2007 11/13/07: 6

Honors Program

Honors students getting an upgrade 9/23/04: 1
There’s no place like home [editorial] 9/28/04: 4
Honors students find success 4/19/05: 1
Director encourages post-college study 11/17/05: 7B
Advertisement 8/29/06: 6A
Community college gains ‘honors’ 11/7/06: 5
Plans developing for honors college 11/30/06: 1A
Honors dorms expanding to Minton, Bates 12/5/06: 1A
Correction 12/5/06: 2A
Honors college would boost Western [editorial] 12/5/06: 4A
More honors students starting to stick it out 2/1/07: 5A
Honors retreat to aid adjustment 3/29/07: 9A
Honors college draws students 8/28/07: 3A
Honors acquires more living options 8/30/07: 8A
Honors students party like it’s Halloween at Hogwarts 10/30/07: 3
Global events, safety issues affect study abroad plans 3/6/08: 6
Faculty to interview candidate for honors job 3/20/08: 5A
Honors College interviews assistant director candidate 3/25/08: 5

Horesky, Rebecca

Horesky’s field versatility compensates for injured ace 4/5/07: 16

Horn, Darrin

Horn’s radio show starts tonight 11/4/04: 13A
Horn gains perspective with USO 9/7/06: 16A
Horn, Cowles may receive contract extensions 10/3/06: 10
Success, NCAA hopes highlight Horn’s first 100 2/5/08: 10A
Horn resigns to coach South Carolina 4/1/08: 1
Home shouldn’t have a price tag [letter to editor] 4/3/08: 4
Horn’s success is our success [editorial] 4/3/08: 4
With Horn gone, search begins for new coach 4/3/08: 12
Coaches leaving, get used to it [column] 4/3/08: 12
And so goes the transition [column] 4/15/08: 12A

Horticulture

Arboretum cultivates research 2/27/07: 1

Hotel and Restaurant Management

Class caters to faculty and staff 11/18/04: 6
Students manage, cook for credit 10/17/06: 6
Housing, Faculty and Staff
New plans may split Greek Village 1/30/07: 3

Housing, Off-Campus
New student housing open 8/24/04: 5B
‘Futuristic’ apartments under construction 4/14/05: 3A
Year-long leases keep students from ‘getting out of Dodge’: 4/28/05: 3C
Registry nearly finished, vacancies filling rapidly 8/30/05: 6B
Local apartment costs declining 2/7/06: 9
HRL finds, fines absent students 5/4/06: 1A
Proposal aims to improve renting relationships 5/3/07: 1A
Braving the blaze [Chandler Park] 9/11/07: 1
IRS restrictions delay single-parent housing 9/18/07: 7
Western Place being unreasonable, uncaring [letter to editor] 11/6/07: 4
University works to expand housing for visiting scholars 1/31/08: 8
Keep Out: St. James Apartments to be renovated 4/15/08: 1A

Housing and Residence Life, Department of
Students practice leadership 10/21/04: 5A
HRL brochures may be misleading 3/1/05: 1
Dorms, diapers dominate lives 10/24/06: 1

Houston, Martin Ray
Former dean faces drug charges 2/17/05: 3

Hudson, Travis
Hudson demands high level 10/5/04: 10
Hudson rewarded with contract extension 1/27/05: 10

Hughes, Judi
Hughes wants more growth 8/24/04: 11A

Hughes, Luther
Administrator to step down at end of month 2/15/07: 5
Hughes retires amid harassment claim 2/27/07: 1

Humanics Program
Students to help safeguard ecosystem at Lost River Cave 4/17/08: 7B
Lost River Cave 4/22/08: 5B

Humphrey, Stevie
Injured athlete joins intramural team 5/4/06: 3B

Hunt, Charmaine
Charmaine Watch [advertisement] 2/23/06: 9
‘Apprentice’ hopeful returns to Hill 4/25/06: 1
Charmaine Hunt fired then hired—maybe 5/4/06: 4B

Hunt, Mike and Belle
Couple’s gift issues challenge to fans 1/24/06: 11
Lady Toppers receive challenge gift 10/18/07: 9A

Hunt, Samuel J.
Student writes book about science of creationism 3/29/07: 5B

Hunter, Charles
Locals have ties to “Glory Road” 1/31/06: 9

Hurricane Katrina, 2005
Hurricane, holiday contribute to rising gas prices 9/1/05: 1A
Hurricane disaster impacts students, staff 9/1/05: 1A
Katrina swamps South, soaks Hill 9/1/05: 1A
Hurricane Katrina, 2005 (continued)

Western offers aid to hurricane victims 9/8/05: 1A
Hurricane affects conference headquarters 9/8/05: 12A
Facing disaster 9/8/05: 1B
Free ice cream to benefit hurricane victims 9/13/05: 8
Benefits help victims 9/15/05: 4B
Concert aids Katrina victims 9/20/05: 5
Students in National Guard called to help 9/22/05: 7
Local restaurants unite to help Katrina victims 9/22/05: 8
Katrina benefit concert 9/29/05: 2
Benefit concert raises money for Katrina victims 10/4/05: 1
Relief volunteers to help during fall break 10/4/05: 5
Lewis proposes change to federal earmarks 10/11/05: 1A
Aid plans go into effect 10/11/05: 3A
Helping out 10/13/05: 1A
Victims top Section 8 list 10/13/05: 8A
A thousand words beyond the Hill [Jon Acosta & Finley Wilsher] 10/27/05: 2
Hill welcomes back two returning from military 10/27/05: 8
Journalist shares experience, photos from Hurricane Katrina 11/3/05: 5A
Habitat lends help to victims 11/8/05: 8
Students help with hurricane cleanup 11/17/05: 7B
Holiday was different in Katrina’s wake [commentary] 12/1/05: 4A
Katrina victims to return home 12/8/05: 6A
League offices re-open 12/8/05: 12A
Students soak up charity rays while helping Katrina victims 3/30/06: 3B
Group to clean New Orleans 10/3/06: 8
Rebuilding for Christ 10/10/06: 5
Bracelets to help Katrina rebuilding 11/9/06: 13
Surviving the storm 3/22/07: 1B

Hurricane Rita, 2005

Student helps Texas town rebuild 9/29/05: 3

Hurricane Wilma, 2005

Hurricane moves title meet to BG 10/27/05: 12

Husic, Sennida

Three students benefit from acclaimed scholarship 12/5/06: 1A

Hutchinson, Gary

Hill welcomes back two returning from military 10/27/05: 8

ImageWest

ImageWest racks up Markie Awards 12/2/04: 7
ImageWest agency turns one 3/15/05: 5A
Imagewest hosts open house in MMTH 2/28/06: 3
Imagewest internships help students prepare for careers 4/13/06: 3B

Information Technology

Free AntiVirus software offered to students after bug outbreak 9/16/04: 6
Training aims to help Web page access 10/28/04: 3
Teachers graduate from a distance 11/4/04: 9A
Self-service printing coming to labs 2/10/05: 3A
Western offers computer degree online 2/15/04: 1
Facebook is taking over campuses across America [commentary] 4/7/05: 4A
Information Technology (continued)

Virus protection begins in Bates 8/30/05: 5B
Campus may get wireless Internet access 9/8/05: 1A
Outdated computers pose problems for staff 9/8/05: 5A
Academic blogging may replace e-mails 9/20/05: 6
Fewer student using library 9/22/05: 3
Card readers frustrate students 9/22/05: 6
Activity available online 9/27/05: 5
Faster internet possible 9/27/05: 5
Professors encourage class ‘clicks’ 10/4/05: 1
‘Clicks’ for all [editorial] 10/11/05: 4A
Dream Obsession [Facebook] 10/11/05: 1B
Online classes gain popularity at Western 10/20/05: 1
Western to redo Internet networks to make monitoring easier 11/3/05: 6A
Network proposal would link state schools 1/26/06: 3A
Vending machines sell new treat 2/7/06: 3
New ‘futuristic’ classroom in planning phase 2/14/06: 6
Technology program benefits educators 2/23/06: 9
More digits, longevity to enhance e-mail 3/7/06: 5A
New e-mail a bust [editorial] 3/9/06: 4
Students warned about Internet posts 3/14/06: 1
Lectures may become podcasts 4/18/06: 13
Officials want Western wired by fall 2007 8/29/06: 7A
Students to use campus-wide clickers 8/29/06: 6B
Students find comfort in Web classes 9/7/06: 1A
Computers lose floppies 9/12/06: 10
Western seeks diversity online 10/10/06: 7
Snazzy accessory could be classroom necessity [podcasts]10/12/06: 3
Blackboard to stay through 2010 10/17/06: 1
iCAP cuts down on student hassles [comment] 10/19/06: 4
Western promotes Internet2 10/19/06: 19
Survey shows ‘phishing’ on the rise 10/19/06: 9
Western’s IT troops battle spam e-mails [letter] 10/24/06: 4
Weblogs add to classroom education 11/2/06: 5A
Online course gains national recognition 11/14/06: 5
Students protest isolation 11/21/06: 1
Some students print more than 400 pages a year in labs 11/30/06: 5A
High tech class plans change 2/1/07: 5B
Going Hi-tech [students & technology] 2/22/07: 1
Program designed to increase Internet security 3/6/07: 11
Internet communication opens world to students 3/6/07: 11
Gamers plug in for tournament 3/6/07: 12
Students gain Army experience with game 3/6/07: 12
Caution helps keep ‘Net surfing safe 3/22/07: 3B
Faculty computers behind in technological race 3/22/07: 6B
Educational opportunities just a click away with iPods 3/27/07: 5
Portfolios expand electronically 3/29/07: 2B
Campus offers a variety of technology options 9/6/07: 1B
More computers, less art [editorial] 9/20/07: 4
Information Technology (continued)
Western data center to be updated within next year 10/16/07: 3
iTheft: unlocking iPhones causes problems 10/16/07: 7
Workshops and classes teach professors about technology 10/30/07: 3
About your audience [editorial] 11/1/07: 4A
Defense department allots money for lab 11/20/07: 3
IT plans more space for student e-mail 3/6/08: 5
Ruckus bill shelved because of IT concerns 4/24/08: 3A

Institute for Combustion Science and Environmental Technology
Scientists tunnel through nine-inch manure to unlock chicken waste problem 4/6/06: 5
Mercury emissions to be reduced 8/31/06: 7A

Insurance
Wellness plan under review 9/28/04: 1
Most employee insurance premiums won’t increase 10/21/04: 1A
Western cuts state workers’ comp 2/8/05: 1A
Employee benefits improve 10/13/05: 5A
Money missing from faculty insurance fund 11/15/05: 1
Senate wants oversight on reserve fund 11/22/05: 1
Investigation accounts for money 2/7/06: 1
Insurance plan causes concern 2/9/06: 3A
Health insurance to remain untouched 2/21/06: 7
Health plans not given to grad workers 11/21/06: 1

Integration (See also Diversity)
Integration celebrated 2/14/06: 1

Intellectual Property
Campaign letter misused logo 10/26/06: 1A
New logo emphasizes change 8/28/07: 11A
New license plate features red towel 3/4/08: 11

International Programs
Plan will pay faculty for teaching abroad 1/27/05: 3
Many Western students earning credit overseas 2/15/05: 7
Students spend summer studying abroad 8/31/04: 1
Students share dinner, culture 4/12/05: 7
Decreased study abroad prices help student travel plans 9/1/05: 8A
Fair to help study abroad 10/25/05: 3
Study Abroad Winning Essay 10/27/05: 4
Students to experience the British invasion 12/6/05: 10
Students should give study abroad a chance [letter to editor] 4/20/06: 4
Start planning now for study abroad [View of the Hill] July 2006: 12A
Students organize research exchange 8/31/06: 7B
Western pushes international programs 9/7/06: 5A
Hilltoppers help China’s water, air 10/24/06: 1
More students to study overseas 12/5/06: 3A
Students study abroad 1/25/07: 7A
International Film Series continues through April 2/1/07: 3B
‘Amazing Race: WKU Edition’ to begin soon 2/1/07: 3B
World of recipes available on International Night 4/5/07: 10
Position created to internationalize 4/10/07: 7
Crossing cultures: children of immigrants 5/1/07: 1B
International Programs (continued)

- Scholarship renamed to preserve memory of Virginia Tech shootings 9/6/07: 4B
- Students cross cultures to improve English skills 9/13/07: 1A
- Candidates vie for internationalization position 10/9/07: 3
- Committee finishes interviews for chief international officer 11/06/07: 9
- Rental program will offer free access to bikes 1/24/08: 1B
- Global events, safety issues affect study abroad plans 3/6/08: 6
- New academic areas may expand study abroad programs 3/6/08: 9
- Western provides inviting atmosphere for international professors 3/27/08: 2B
- New language adds new stress in communication [column] 4/24/08: 3B

International Student Office

- Office split lightens workload 9/1/05: 8A

International Students

- Plan working to draw more international students 9/30/04: 1A
- Students to mentor international peers 11/16/04: 7
- Indians honor heritage 11/23/04: 5
- New class added [Western Civilization] 1/11/05: 2B
- Asian students coping with disaster 1/11/05: 6B
- Club celebrates ‘New Year’ 2/8/05: 5A
- Arranged marriage is still a reality for some 2/8/05: 2B
- International food stores cater to different tastes 9/22/05: 9
- Foreign students transition to the Hill 11/10/05: 1
- Students help with hurricane cleanup 11/17/05: 7B
- Longer break lets many international students visit home 12/8/05: 1B
- Chinese poised to welcome new year 1/26/06: 5A
- Chinese celebrate New Year 1/31/06: 1
- Student group creates Taiwanese newspaper 3/30/06: 2B
- International students show their moves 4/13/06: 3A
- Dancers celebrate diversity 4/18/06: 5
- Western welcomes new international students to campus 8/29/06: 8B
- Western’s welcome never faltered 9/12/06: 1
- Doctors within our borders 9/28/06: 1
- Police conquer cultural barriers 9/28/06: 1
- Western seeks diversity online 10/10/06: 7
- A wicket good time 10/12/06: 1
- On a wing and a prayer 10/19/06: 1
- Group offers international spouses a chance to adapt 2/22/07: 1
- Correction 3/22/07: 2A
- Club emphasizes Western’s international sports culture 9/11/07: 8
- New surroundings make fasting hard for Muslim students 9/25/07: 1
- International students share Asian culture with school children 2/12/08: 1B
- In the midst of violence, Kenyan students worry about family, friends 2/26/08: 1
- Chinese group visits Lincoln’s birthplace 4/1/08: 9
- International night on Friday 4/8/08: 9
- Gathering brings together world cultures 4/15/08: 7B

Internships

- Think tanks aid students 9/29/05: 9
- Interns get glimpse of the real world 3/22/07: 5C
Intramural Sports
Faculty let loose on basketball courts 2/10/05: 1A
Hockey scores popularity 2/22/05: 5
Western team takes national title 4/19/05: 12
Flag playoffs open 11/8/05: 10
Top seeds advance in flag playoffs 11/10/05: 12
Western to host regional tournament 11/17/05: 8A
Flag football champs crowned last night 12/1/05: 7A
Intramurals satisfies the urge to stay competitive [View of the Hill] July 2006: 5A
BCM team makes nationals 11/21/06: 8
Intramural sports roundup 2/1/07: 10A
Intramurals roundup 2/8/07: 10
Club sports/intramurals roundup 2/22/07: 9
Intramural sports roundup 2/27/07: 9
Sports intramural roundup 3/8/07: 12
Passion for Pickleball 3/8/07: 14
Intramural Roundup 3/27/07: 13
Intramural Sports Roundup 4/3/07: 11
Club & Intramural Roundup 4/19/07: 12
Intramural Sports Roundup 4/24/07: 10
Regional teams to compete at Western 11/15/07: 8A
Flagged down 11/20/07: 1
‘Holiday Hoops’ relieves stress 12/4/07: 8A
Tournament more than competition 2/7/08: 11A
Intramural kicks into high gear [softball] 4/15/08: 11A
Slow-pitch intramural softball playoffs begin 4/29/08: 10A
Upsets keep tournament lively; finals tonight 5/1/08: 13A

Iota Phi Theta
Junior aims to ‘build tradition’ 9/7/06: 1B

Iraq War
Iraq photos by Western alumni on display 3/10/05: 6B
Back from the brink: embedded photojournalists discuss Iraq 3/17/05: 3B
Hill welcomes back two returning from military [Gary Hutchinson] 10/27/05: 8
Coming home [Jonathan Paull] 1/26/06: 1B
Love and War: Honeymoon put on hold for tour in Iraq 1/26/06: 5B
Western honors veterans 11/14/06: 9
Protest erupts in D. C. 1/30/07: 1
Iraq War influences training of ROTC cadets 3/8/07: 5
Protesters for, against war gather on DUC South Lawn 4/24/07: 7
Home sweet home 10/2/07: 1
Western to honor veterans at Saturday’s football game 10/23/07: 8
Instructor takes musical talent to troops in Iraq [John Martin] 12/4/07: 2B

Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts
Fire reported in FAC 2/8/05: 7A
Buildings to receive new roof 12/6/05: 10
$8 million update planned 2/2/06: 5B
FAC unites community through heritage 2/16/06: 9
Veto postpones FAC renovation 4/27/06: 1A
Jackson, Trenton
AGR member accepts plea 3/30:06: 5A

Jaggers, Scott
Anorexia: It’s not just a women’s issue 9/28/04: 1

Jarboe, Brittany
Senior expresses creativity visually, musically 4/15/08: 3B

Java City
Concert series at Java City draws musicians, listeners 9/15/05: 1B

Jefferson, Robert
Business dean says goodbye 4/7/05: 1A

Jefferson, Stanley
‘Soul Train’ reveals the spirit behind the name 12/1/05: 1B

Jenkins, Auriel
Perry names new assistant softball coaches 9/20/07: 12

Jenkins, Erik
Western coaches keep experience, talent on Hill 4/3/08: 10

Jesang, Janet
Racing to the dream 9/28/06: 14

Jewish Student Organization
Group wants absences excused 10/4/05: 10

Johnson, Brandon
Three students benefit from acclaimed scholarship 12/5/06: 1A

Johnson, Greg
Western alumnus named fire chief 12/5/06: 9A

Johnson, Jeanne
Johnson elected new speaker of the senate 12/8/05: 5A
Experience helps Johnson 4/6/06: 7
Johnson takes over SGA 12/7/06: 1A
SGA still doing its duty, working hard for Western [commentary] 12/7/06: 4A
Johnson wins regent election 2/1/07: 1A
Officer elections start today 4/3/07: 1
Johnson keeps presidency 4/5/07: 1
SGA president addresses online attacks 4/1/08: 4
It was the most unbelievable experience 5/1/08: 6C

Johnson, Kemble
Police department hires two new officers 1/13/05: 11
Officer receives governor’s award second year in a row 11/29/07: 6

Johnson, Montez
Student arrested during class 1/31/06: 3

Jordon, Nathan
Scholarships recognize employee’s generosity 3/22/07: 6B

Journalism
Mountain Workshop 2004 10/21/04: 1A
Western honors 21 Pulitzer Prize-winning alumni 11/4/04: 1A
Photojournalism alumni continue to excel 2/10/05: 8A
Iraq photos by Western alumni on display 3/10/05: 6B
Back from the brink: embedded photojournalists discuss Iraq 3/17/05: 3B
Western celebrates First Amendment 4/26/05: 1
Western to help create online photo resource 9/8/05: 6A
Journalism (continued)

Journalism, rap impact Lynch’s career 9/8/05: 6B
Gallery show opening brings award-winning photographer 9/13/05: 7
Photographer to speak at MMTH [Eugene Richards] 9/29/05: 7
Mountain Workshop 10/20/05: 1
Journalist shares experience, photos from Hurricane Katrina 11/3/05: 5A
Award-winning journalist to visit [Leonard Pitts] 12/8/05: 6A
Western to help new Jordan radio 2/7/06: 6
Overlooked [“Why Western Works” exhibit] 3/30/06: 1B
Sessions examine First Amendment 4/25/06: 3
Western places third overall in Hearst Journalism Awards 4/25/06: 5
100 hours of life at Western 9/19/06: 1
Western radio station teams with Jordan station in November 9/19/06: 9
Students broadcast election results 11/9/06: 1
International frequency [Yarmouk FM] 2/1/07: 1A
The Appalachian Cultural Project (ACP) 3/22/07: 4B
Photos of Africa win awards 3/29/07: 9A
Conan O’Brien takes your calls at seminar 4/5/07: 10
School of journalism receives donation from Gaines family 11/20/07: 3
Western works to build radio station in Jordan 2/7/08: 5A
‘Beyond Our Borders’ photo exhibit to open April 22 4/15/08: 9A

Kaleidoscope

Program helps youth achieve dreams 3/9/06: 7

Kalmikova, Rita

Sports Briefs 10/9/07: 12

Kappa Alpha

Greeks to host fundraiser for muscular dystrophy 10/12/06: 9

Kappa Alpha Psi

Krimson & Kream 2/15/04: 5
Kappa Derby adds volleyball 8/30/05: 6B

Kappa Delta

Fun, dancing reign at KD Shenanigans 11/30/06: 1B
Greeks to raise money for charity with ‘Shenanigans’ 10/23/07: 2
In Sync [Shenanigans] 10/25/07: 1
Kappa Delta sorority wins annual Unity Step Show 3/25/08: 7

Kappa Sigma

Booze ban violations reported 9/29/05: 1
Kappa Sigs roller-skate to first place at charity event 11/1/05: 8

Keating, Kyle

Going home: student fulfills father’s last wish 9/30/04: 2B

Keeling, David

Professor to travel to Libya 10/25/05: 6
Classroom: Alaska 8/28/07: 9B

Keen Hall

HRL to fix up dorm rooms, baths, roof 4/18/06: 1
Keen renovations planned for next fall 12/7/06: 5A
PFT and Gilbert Halls to receive summer flips 3/29/07: 5A
Student found dead in Keen 4/26/07: 1A
Sprinklers malfunction in Keen fire drill 9/6/07: 4B
Kelly, Crystal
Kelly juggles basketball, photo, in rookie season 11/4/04: 1B
Pair earn preseason praise from coaches, media 11/3/05: 5B
Kelly changes photo major to PR 12/8/05: 11A
Kelly scores 1,000th point 2/7/06: 12
Kelly makes WNIT All-Tournament team 4/6/06: 12
Lady Tops’ future appears Crystal clear 11/2/06: 7B
Can’t miss Kelly 1/25/07: 12A
Lady Topper breaks free throw record 1/30/07: 12
Kelly may take two prestigious awards 2/6/07: 11
Records rewritten 3/27/07: 16
Take notice: Kelly’s the real MVP [column] 3/27/07: 16
Sports briefs 10/23/07: 10
Kelly eligible again for Wooden Award 11/1/07: 10A
Crystal Kelly: Rewriting records 11/1/07: 3B
Western streaking, Kelly peaking 1/24/08: 10A
Questions & Athletes 1/29/08: 11
A ‘Top the rest 2/26/08: 1
Make your case, but Kelly tops ‘em all [column] 2/26/08: 10
Feelin’ the Draft 4/10/08: 10A

Kemble, Cory
Torn Apart 11/9/04: 1A

Kempf, Jennifer
Kempf’s workload staying strong 5/3/07: 11A

Kendrick, Phillip “Grant”
Prospective student arrested after non-life-threatening auto accident 9/25/07: 6

Kentucky Academy for Mathematics and Science
See Gatton Academy of Mathematics and Science in Kentucky

Kentucky Climate Center
Western to link state-wide weather network 4/27/06: 2B

Kentucky Library and Museum
Natcher exhibit opens soon 9/28/04: 5
Planning under way for Civil War center 8/30/05: 7B
Library to celebrate state’s history 10/13/05: 8A
Museum exhibit shows century’s spirit 1/24/06: 8
Building holds history of Western 3/9/06: 8
Campus cooks up festival for families 9/27/07: 5

Keyser, Rick
Western professors receive endowment grants 3/14/06: 9

Kiasatpour, Soleiman
Internet communication opens world to students 3/6/07: 11

Kibodeaux, Christy
Three students benefit from acclaimed scholarship 12/5/06: 1A

Kim, Youn
Professor stable after severe fall 1/31/06: 3
Professor learns from injury 9/19/06: 3

Kimbrough, Larry
Living with Uncle Larry, kids find new hero 9/30/04: 2B
King, Darren
   Baton twirler works toward medical career 4/5/07: 9

King, Natalie
   Student creates cancer support group 2/21/06: 5

Kiper, Jason
   Technician breezes through challenges 3/30/06: 7B

Kirkwood, Drea A.
   Pair arrested on charges of abuse 2/15/07: 1
   Child abuse case proceeds 3/1/07: 3

Knicely, Carroll
   Knicely, former Board of Regents member, dies at 77 11/7/06: 3

Koetter, Hayley
   Talented freshmen find roles 9/13/07: 10A

Koike, Emi
   Persistence pays off for Topperette 8/26/04: 7

Koon, Gary and Dennis
   Football receives $1 million gift 11/3/05: 10A

Kopple, Taylor
   Kopple to transfer 4/27/06: 12A

Kormelink, Jaron
   Student found dead in Keen 4/26/07: 1A
   Friends describe freshman as friendly and funny 5/1/07: 3A
   Keen death investigation awaits toxicology results 5/1/07: 5A

Kovar, Mary
   Speaker to discuss disorder 2/27/07: 3

Krampe, Brian
   Wild rides rule senior’s career 5/3/07: 4B

Krug, Tommy
   Krug’s talent has come long way 4/3/08: 11

Ladd, Ryan
   Sophomore drowns trying to save friend 3/31/05: 1A

LaFantasie, Glenn
   LaFantasie helps bring center to reality 9/26/06: 3

Lake, Greg
   Time for a change at Western 10/31/06: 1

Lane, Jeremy
   Free spirit writer lives for music, spontaneity 4/12/07: 6

Langley, Don
   Alumnus participating in FOX’s “On the Lot” 1/30/07: 9

LaPinski, Lauren
   English plus math equals Western for student 10/5/04: 7

Lartey, Grace
   Western provides inviting atmosphere for international professors 3/27/08: 2B

Lasley, Scott
   Professors promote political engagement 11/8/07: 1A

Lathrop, Adrienne
   Lady Top brings love to field 2/16/06: 12
Lecturers and Speakers

Make mine large [Morgan Spurlock] 9/16/04: 1
Maker’s Mark CEO talks on the Hill 9/23/04: 5
Powerful influence [Ron Clark] 10/5/04: 7
Former police chief to discuss sniper attacks [Charles Moose] 11/9/04: 4B
Photographer to share war story [Ozier Muhammad] 11/18/04: 5
King’s legacy inspires speaker [Patrice Gaines] 1/13/05: 1
NASA engineer warned of disaster 2/3/05: 10
Speaker to address black fraternity hazing [Rickey Jones] 2/10/05: 3A
UMass professor to speak on genocide 2/24/05: 2B
Staub talks about genocide 3/1/05: 8
Pulitzer Prize-winning scientist urges protection of diverse life [Edward O. Wilson] 3/3/05: 1
Noisy students at Straub lecture [letter to editor] 3/3/05: 4
The ills of extra credit [letter to editor] 3/8/05: 4A
Foley shares his views on ‘Man kind’ 4/28/05: 1B
Cherokee chief to speak at Mass Media and Technology Hall 9/8/05: 5B
Mankiller provides positive outlook for students 9/15/05: 1B
Child psychologist to lead workshop [Sylvia Rimm] 9/15/05: 1B
Quadriplegic inspires students [Mark Zupan] 9/27/05: 7
Photographer to speak at MMTH [Eugene Richards] 9/29/05: 7
Photographer presents work 10/4/05: 6
Porn addiction ruined life, speaker says 10/25/05: 1
Valuing others is essential, speaker says [Steve LaBoueff] 11/3/05: 1A
Journalist shares experience, photos from Hurricane Katrina 11/3/05: 5A
Panel discusses sports journalism 11/3/05: 11A
Author to speak at Western’s public radio anniversary [Fred Newman] 11/8/05: 7
Storyteller to speak tonight [Sequoyah Guess] 11/8/05: 8
Lecture celebrates ‘Don Quixote’ 11/8/05: 9
Doctor so speak on premature births [Stephen Fortunato] 11/8/05: 9
‘Simpsons’ star Cartwright keeps audience laughing 11/15/05: 1
Award-winning journalist to visit [Leonard Pitts] 12/8/05: 6A
Speaker reflects on diversity [Clarence Page] 2/2/06: 1A
Professor to address higher education challenges [Calvin Mackie] 2/9/06: 8A
Speaker to discuss animal emotion [Marc Bekoff] 2/23/06: 10
Speaker to address ‘nickel and dimed’ struggles [Barbara Ehrenreich] 3/2/06: 5
Journalist discusses ‘getting by’ [Barbara Ehrenreich] 3/7/06: 1A
Guest lecturer speaks about anti-Semitism [Helmut Wasler Smith] 3/14/06: 11
Allard: Take photos with passion 3/16/06: 3
Speaker takes it to the next level [Lorenzo Suter] 3/30/06: 4B
Speaker to discuss human rights for Constitution Week [Roslyn Satchel] 9/7/06: 2B
Educator to speak about gifted children [Del Siegle] 9/12/06: 5
Speaker shares American Indian history, culture [Geri Keams] 10/17/06: 6
Scholar to speak on news gathering [Amahl Bishara] 10/26/06: 9A
Maya Angelou to speak next Tuesday 11/2/06: 5A
Angelou visit needs more promotion [comment] 11/7/06: 4
Angelou sings into audience’s heart 11/9/06: 3
Lecturer to speak on student motivation [Robert Brooks] 1/25/07: 3A
Author to highlight Iranian life [Azar Nafisi] 2/8/07: 1
Speaker to discuss disorder [Mary Kovar, anorexia] 2/27/07: 3
**Lecturers and Speakers (continued)**

Financial gerontologist to lecture on Boomers 3/29/07: 6A
Representatives to speak about leadership 4/5/07: 3
Speaker promotes healthy choices [Jmes Hill] 9/13/07: 3B
Pushmepullyou designer to speak tomorrow 10/16/07: 5
Animal Planet star discusses conservation [Jeff Corwin] 11/1/07: 5A
Columnist discusses genocide [Nick Clooney] 11/1/07: 6A
A Pulitzer Prize winner speaks at Western [Brett Blackledge] 11/20/07: 3
Author says women face sexism, harassment in military careers [Helen Benedict] 11/20/07: 5
Director says filmmaking involves risks [Elizabeth Barrett] 2/7/08: 2B
Out of this world lecture Monday [Jeffrey Bennett] 2/7/08: 4B
Black History speaker focuses on shaping society [Lucius Outlaw] 2/14/08: 8
Science fiction writer to read in Cherry [Terry Bisson] 3/4/08: 9
Nation columnist to present book [Katha Pollitt] 3/20/08: 5A
Steinem challenges crowd to simple act of rebellion 4/3/08: 3
Louisville mayor speaks about city’s possibilities, opportunities 4/8/08: 11
Speaker discusses Mayan civil rights in Guatemala 4/15/08: 7B
Real World cast member shares her real world 4/24/08: 7B
O.C. star visits campus [Ben McKenzie] 5/1/08: 2A

**Ledbetter, Patrick**
Sophomore fulfills dream at Western 3/1/05: 9
Man sues Western for elevator injury 8/31/06: 1A
Circuit court strikes down elevator suit 10/12/06: 1
Lawsuit elevates to state level 10/24/06: 3
Cherry Hall elevator had history of problems 11/14/06: 1
Immunity challenged in liability cases 3/1/07: 1
ABC Elevator denies fault, responds to student’s lawsuit 3/1/07: 3
Deadline set for evidence submission in lawsuit 9/11/07: 3
Evidence deadline extended in lawsuit 9/27/07: 6
Ledbetter injury lawsuit ruled in Western’s favor 1/24/08: 3A
Western not at fault in lawsuit 3/4/08: 3
Ledbetter appeals after court sides with Western in negligence case 4/10/08: 2B
Five lawsuits against Western still pending 5/1/08: 7A

**Lee, Courtney**
Youth not a factor for Lee 2/23/06: 14
Courtney Lee: Taking one for the team 11/1/07: 2B
Lee named SBS Player of the Week for third time 1/29/08: 12
Questions & Athletes 2/7/08: 11A

**Lee, Jason**
Theater major develops a passion for advertising 4/26/07: 2B

**Lee, Mack and Dick**
A time of innocence, a time of confidences 4/10/08: 1B
If walls could talk: Family renovates historical home on State Street 4/10/08: 5B

**Lee, Oksana**
Western student dies from bacterial heart infection 4/18/06: 1

**Leslie, Ewan**
Alumnus hits it big in Hollywood 3/16/06: 1

**Lewis, Linda**
Hill welcomes back two returning from military 10/27/05: 8
Library
  See University Libraries

Lightfoot, Jennifer
  Student fights homelessness one can at a time 9/28/06: 5

Lim, Hae-jin
  Sorority member balances American, Korean cultures 9/6/07: 7B

Lineberry, Quentin
  NASA research conducted on campus 3/14/06: 12

Lineweaver, CHERIETH
  Lineweaver seeks re-election 3/29/07: 7A

Lists
  Top five people you love to loathe 9/12/06: 6

Litsey, Ashley
  ‘Strong women’ compete in Miss Black Western 5/1/07: 1B

Livestock Evaluation Facility
  Ag facility prepares students for future 2/10/05: 1A

Livingston, David “Doc”
  Live jazz album recorded 3/31/05: 1A
  At 81, former professor still makes music, jokes 11/30/06: 3B

Lloyd, Martha
  Fan of the spirit 2/28/08: 4B

Logo
  See Intellectual Property

Logsdon, Leslie
  Senior duo say Diddle goodbyes 3/1/05: 12

Long, Ashley
  Graduate continues family’s tradition of success at Western 5/4/06: 4C

Long, Brent
  Topper golfer receives national recognition 4/25/06: 11
  Junior Long to lead Toppers to NCAA 4/27/06: 10A
  Western golfer enjoys fall success 11/06/07: 11
  Long eclipses program win mark 4/17/08: 10A

Long, Curtiss
  Longevity 1/24/08: 10A
  Western coaches keep experience, talent on Hill 4/3/08: 10

Long, Matt
  Accelerated success 3/31/05: 1B

Lorton, Cody
  Math major likes problem solving 4/13/06: 2B

Losik, Brandon
  High Roller 9/1/05: 1B

Lost River Cave
  Students to help safeguard ecosystem at Lost River Cave 4/17/08: 7B
  Board approves lease of cave property to nonprofit group 4/29/08: 3B

Love, Rusty
  Love learns anything is possible through years of obstacles 12/1/05: 4B

Lovett, Charles
  Junior aims to ‘build tradition’ 9/7/06: 1B
Lyn, Stephie
Sophomore aimes for ‘Star’dom 4/29/08: 1A

Lynch, Michael and Louise
Football program receives $100,000 11/2/06: 3A

Lynch, Quan
Journalism, rap impact Lynch’s career 9/8/05: 6B

Lyons, Rebekah
Hill becomes stage for student 3/30/06: 1A

Magley, D. J.
Magley Magic 11/1/07: 4B

Magley, Jessica
For WKU, brother knows best 4/26/07: 12A
Magley Magic 11/1/07: 4B

Mall, Centennial
People poll [on Centennial Sculpture] 11/21/06: 4
New sculptures are out-of-place eyesores [comment] 12/5/06: 4A
More computers, less art [editorial] 9/20/07: 4
Abstract art can be a practical learning tool, too [letter to editor] 9/25/07: 4

Mammoth Cave
Mammoth Cave offers unique opportunities for students 11/15/07: 4B

Manley, Thomas
Desk clerk trades Zacharias, late nights for sorority hall 11/9/04: 5B

Mann, Jami
Freshman learns from friend 12/8/05: 6B

Marchionda, Bruce
Coach came to the Hill to assist 1/27/05: 12
Marchionda tapped to replace Powell 4/21/05: 10A
New coach enjoys early success 12/1/05: 7A

Marcus, Jeffrey
Group of professors receive grant 11/11/04: 1
Professor researching butterflies 11/18/04: 1

Maresca, Matt
Hometown Hilltopper healthy at last 11/3/05: 2B

Marquell, Cary
Elson brings in three new coaches 3/10/05: 9A

Marshall, Charlotte
Marshall maximizes medical redshirt 2/17/05: 12
Redshirt season helped Marshall’s growth 12/5/06: 11A

Martin, Charlotte
Sophomore leads freshmen in the deep water 10/25/05: 14

Martin, Clarence
Friends remember former Topper 3/15/05: 10A

Martin, Cornelius
Trial date set in Martin case 8/29/06: 9A
Woman in regent crash returns to jail 1/23/07: 6A
Plea bargain may be offered in Mosher case 3/22/07: 8A
Mosher rejects plea in regent chair murder case 3/27/07: 5
Jury selected: Mosher trial under way 4/10/07: 1
State says Mosher was impaired 4/12/07: 1
Martin, Cornelius (continued)
    Mosher acquitted of murder 4/17/07: 1
    Mosher formally sentenced 4/24/07: 5
    Mosher sentence ‘a slap in the face’ [letter] 5/3/07: 4A

Martin, Currie
    Martin’s talent shines early for Western 1/31/08: 12

Martin, James Dean
    Future trooper follows in family’s footsteps 10/12/06: 10

Martin, John
    Guitar professor’s jazz trio to perform in FAC 10/18/05: 6B
    Instructor takes musical talent to troops in Iraq 12/4/07: 2B

Martin, Lee Ann
    Living in Lee Martin 12/7/04: 1B

Mason, Carol
    Speaker defends hillbillies 10/28/04: 8

Mass Media and Technology Hall
    Journalism building still name shopping 9/9/04: 1
    Media, technology building officially opens 10/26/04: 1
    New buildings have heating problems 3/17/05: 6A
    Bomb threat causes evacuation 11/15/05: 3
    New ‘futuristic’ classroom in planning phase 2/14/06: 6
    Bagel shop coming to Mass Media and Technology Hall 10/18/07: 5A

Massey, Alonda
    New transit manager brings experience 12/5/06: 7A

M.A.S.T.E.R. Plan
    Mastering the campus 8/30/05: 10B
    The Master of his new domain 8/29/06: 1B
    Moving in 8/29/06: 11B
    Facebook fears now part of Plan 9/7/06: 3A
    Western Leader applications due next week 11/9/06: 3

Materials Characterization Center
    Some Western projects vetoed 4/25/06: 1

Mathies, Eric
    Elson brings in three new coaches 3/10/05: 9A
    Minorities struggle for position in NCAA coaching ranks 1/30/07: 12

McBrayer, Richard
    Police department hires two new officers 1/13/05: 11

McCain, Terrence
    Faculty and staff find love, culture shock in Peace Corps 12/9/04: 2B
    Hurricane Felix affects faculty from Honduras 9/6/07: 3B

McCcloud, John
    Attorney to contest search’s legality in drug case 4/18/06: 5

McCormack Hall
    McCormack getting new plaza 9/21/04: 5
    Dorms add living options 3/1/05: 3
    HRL to fix up dorm rooms, baths, roof 4/18/06: 1
    Two colleges to create themed communities 3/8/07: 3

McCoy, Tara
    Divorce helps student deal with adjustment 4/19/05: 5
McCray, Nikki
Former WNBA star to assist Lady Tops 8/29/06: 5C

McDonald, Ken
A golden opportunity 4/8/08: 1
O’I’ McDonald has a challenge [column] 4/8/08: 14

McGruder, Charles H.
Astronomy professor honored 10/11/05: 1B
Astronomy professor gets grant 8/30/07: 7B

McKinnee, Gabe
Performers entertain, spur thought 11/9/04: 1B

McKinney, Joe
Two broadcast majors start production company, set sights on Nashville 1/29/08: 9

McMichael, Andrew
New University Senate chair ready to speak 4/26/05: 3

McNulty, Chester
Technician recuperates from heart attack 2/7/06: 8

Meiners, Max
Meiners broadcasts his inherited obsession 3/1/07: 8

Menking, Cornell
Texas native travels the world before coming to Western 3/4/08: 5
International Officer boosts community awareness, events 4/10/08: 6A

Mentoring Programs
Students help kids to read 10/27/05: 1

Meredith, Thomas C.
Former Prez injured in wreck 12/2/04: 3

Meredith Hall
Money to spend? Try fixing leaky dorm roofs [letter] 4/26/07: 4A

Metzger, Jay
Alumni calculate pay for pooping 12/2/04: 8

Michael, Jason
Michael trades hilltop for rockytop 8/26/04: 14

Middleton, Haley
BCM, mission work allows junior to share her faith 2/26/08: 9

Milby, Keith
A dog’s best friend 10/11/07: 2

Mildner, Fred
Dining Services appoints experienced chef as new director 4/14/05: 6A

Military Science
ROTC brings out the best of Western students 3/15/05: 1A
Western’s ROTC members run through Washington 10/12/06: 11
Western honors veterans 11/14/06: 9
Iraq War influences training of ROTC cadets 3/8/07: 5
Nineteen ROTC students offered scholarship 9/6/07: 5B
ROTC cadet excels with strength 10/23/07: 9
ROTC to send troops entertainment 12/4/07: 5A
Cadets to be commissioned during fall graduation ceremony 12/6/07: 8B

Miller, Ashly
Ex-Tops, football player charged 11/1/05: 10
Miller, Jim Wayne
Celebration to highlight authors 9/22/05: 7
Student writers honored at workshop 10/13/05: 10A

Miller, Josephine
The degree of a lifetime 3/2/06: 1

Miller, Richard
Western welcomes new administrators 8/29/06: 5B

Miller, Virgil
The Final Strike 9/29/05: 1

Mills, Wren
www, the world’s new meeting place 12/7/04: 3B

Minority Students (See also Race Relations)
Step Up program aims to help black student retention 8/31/04: 3
Professor seeks to help minorites graduate 1/11/05: 3B
Western’s black enrollment increases 7.6 percent 12/1/05: 1A
Grant focuses on minorities 9/14/06: 6
Western breaks three enrollment records 9/21/06: 1
Minorities struggle for position in NCAA coaching ranks 1/30/07: 12
BMW makes return to Western 3/1/07: 7
Panel to explore racial stereotypes 4/17/07: 9
Recruitment efforts to boost minority enrollment 11/15/07: 1A
Forum encourages minority students to stay in college 2/7/08: 4B

Minter, Patricia
Two professors up for vacant regent seat 4/3/07: 3
Minter ‘will work to ensure our efforts are recognized’ 4/5/07: 4
Low attendance impedes faculty regent forum 4/10/07: 1
Election results contested 4/17/07: 1
Regent seat open until August 4/24/07: 3
Minter wins faculty regent election again 10/2/07: 1

Minton, John D. Jr.
Ransdell’s former roomie aims for high court 4/13/06: 1A
Forum educates public about judicial council role 4/20/06: 6
Alumnus fills vacancy on state Supreme Court 9/7/06: 3B

Minton Hall
Dorms add living options 3/1/05: 3
Learning community helps students bond 9/13/05: 6
Honors dorms expanding to Minton, Bates 12/5/06: 1A

Miss Black Western
Miss Black Western crowned at 34th annual pageant 4/26/05: 8
Pageant contestants compete for title, book scholarship 4/27/06: 5A
Dedication makes pageant success 5/2/06: 2B
Miss Black Western to be crowned tonight 4/26/07: 2B
‘Strong women’ compete in Miss Black Western 5/1/07: 1B
Correction 5/3/07: 2A

Mitchell, Dennis
Mitchell shoulders burden 9/15/05: 10A

Mitchell, Ron
Instructor helps with JA 11/16/06: 4B
Mobile Health and Wellness Unit
Mobile unit provides low-cost health care 10/25/05: 1

Modern Languages, Department of
Ambush enlightens students 4/5/05: 9
Festival spreads Hispanic culture 10/25/05: 9
Dali brought to FAC 5/4/06: 8B
German sport helps language students experience culture 10/25/07: 3

Monroe, Samuel Matt
Freshman dies in traffic accident 9/29/05: 1

Moore, Brad
Senior gains notoriety at Red Bull competition 10/16/07: 9

Moore, John A.
Professor elected to national social studies board 4/13/06: 2B

Moore, Lerron
Moore now top rusher 10/10/06: 10
Saying goodbye 11/16/06: 8A
Moore makes final mark on Toppers 11/21/06: 11
Tops face life after Lerron 4/12/07: 12

Moore, Mary Kate
Greensburg freshman dies in car accident 1/24/08: 7A

Morton, Patrice
Perseverence overcomes life’s obstacles 9/29/05: 8

Mosaic and Fountain, Centennial
Slip & Slide 3/8/07: 1

Moten, Jerry
Non-traditional student works to overcome his past 11/17/05: 3B

Moxley, Frank O.
Distinguished alumnus dies, but is still remembered 8/26/04: 6

Moyers, Charita
Hamburgers, love make employee popular 4/8/08: 11

Muckrakers, The
Band to perform tonight 3/15/05: 3A
Muckrakers rock out 3/17/05: 4B
The Muckrakers to return to Hill 5/4/06: 3B

Mukonyora, Bella
Homeland influences professor 11/16/06: 1B

Muna, Nadege
Muna fits into team with athleticism 2/1/07: 11A

Mupfudze, Richard Rashai
Boundaries continue to be crossed for interracial couples 2/8/05: 5B
Senior to leave legacy 11/3/05: 12A
Chicago Fire drafts Mupfudze in fourth round 1/31/06: 12

Murrie, Joel
Murrie an icon in the making [column] 2/22/05: 10

Music
Wind ensemble to perform concerts in Russia 4/12/05: 1
Choral students share music 11/8/05: 6
Winter Jazz Appreciation class broadens students’ horizons 1/23/07: 5B
Pep bands bring spirit to SBC tournament 3/8/07: 13
Music (continued)
  Musical minors learn fundamentals from Western professional’s classes 10/18/07: 2A
  The Red Note: jazz faces modernization 2/28/08: 6A
  Local jazz bands perform with professionals 4/22/08: 7B
Musicians (See also Muckrakers; Nappy Roots)
  Indie fans find refuge in Foxhole 10/26/04: 7
  Student brings reggaeton flavor to Bowling Green 11/16/06: 2B
  Wilkinson is an artist with a different beat 2/1/07: 9A
  Local band appearing on ‘My Super Sweet 16’ 2/8/07: 3
  The Secret still unknown following MTV snub 2/20/07: 6
  Students, alumni strum along to bluegrass music [Farewell Drifters] 4/10/07: 9
  Local band [Autifoy] narrowly misses mtvU glory 4/10/07: 10
Muslim Student Association
  Group offers dialogue on Muslims [commentary] 5/1/07: 4A
Muwwakkil, Munir
  Crossing the sound barrier 4/4/06: 14
Myers, Matt
  Pitching staff looks to improve under Myers 2/19/08: 12
Myths
  Legends give campuses greater sense of importance 10/21/04: 10A
NAACP
  Students discuss gender, racial stereotypes with NAACP 10/11/05: 3A
  NAACP discussion to address racial titles 11/1/05: 7
  Forum discusses race definitions 11/3/05: 8A
Napier, David
  Singer hopes to hit the ‘Idol’ stage 10/19/06: 9
Nappy Roots
  Concert to be at Lampkin 4/28/05: 3B
Nelms, Jamie
  Dorms, diapers dominate lives 10/24/06: 1
Nett, Corey
  Western alumnus files civil suit against restaurant 10/23/07: 5
New Snell Hall
  Snell site rebuilding planned 10/27/05: 3
  Science construction slated for fall 1/31/06: 6
  Walkway demolished to make way for Snell Hall construction 2/15/07: 1A
  One company bids on Snell 4/26/07: 10A
Newman, Lance
  Words speak loudly for poet 9/14/06: 11
Noble, Richard
  Freshman succeeds with help of autism program 3/8/07: 1
Noe, Julia
  Noe says yes to helping others 10/26/06: 12A
  Correction 10/31/06: 2
Noem, Shane
  Political involvement important to College Republican president 4/22/08: 7B
Norman, Phillip R.
  Student arrested for shoplifting 12/5/06: 3A
Nursing, Department of
  Nursing it 3/8/05: 3B
  Nursing waiting list grows long 1/31/06: 1
  Correction 2/2/06: 2A
  Nursing course added 2/14/06: 8
  Tea to be held for nurses 5/4/06: 8B
  Nursing program to be evaluated 3/1/07: 8
  Nursing programs to merge into one school 3/6/07: 5
  WKU brings health care to Belize 10/11/07: 1
  Nursing department collects children’s bedding 12/6/07: 2A

Nutter, Raymond T.
  Western honors veterans 11/14/06: 9

Oakes, Elizabeth
  Professors to broaden knowledge of poetry 11/3/05: 7A
  Professors publishes feminism books 12/8/05: 7B

O’Brien, Christy
  Moves bring freshman close to family 11/2/06: 6A

Ochoa, Jenny
  Hurricane Felix affects faculty from Honduras 9/6/07: 3B

Ogden, Amy
  On a good note 11/8/07: 6B

Ogden College of Science and Engineering
  Girls experiment with science 4/26/05: 1
  Ogden may offer Homeland Security master’s program 2/21/06: 1
  Scientists grow fertilizer on campus 4/4/06: 5
  Science suffers from loss of gift 5/2/06: 6A
  Walkway demolished to make way for Snell Hall construction 2/15/07: 1
  Ogden promotes math, science 5/3/07: 3A

Ogdon, Jennifer
  Nursing student keeps it all together 8/31/06: 3B

Olmsted, Jane
  Professors publishes feminism books 12/8/05: 7B

Ombudsman
  Western plans ombudsman job to aid conflict resolution 9/25/07: 8
  Greer chosen as first ombuds officer 10/18/07: 5B

Omega Psi Phi
  Full figured fame [Miss Omega Pageant] 4/5/07: 1
  Fraternity’s full-figured pageant crowns second winner 4/15/08: 5B

Orberson, Paul
  Former player donates $500K to new clubhouse 4/24/08: 10A

Orientation-Advisement-Registration
  Handbook provides help to parents 4/21/05: 4B
  OAR revamped for freshmen 3/29/07: 8A

Orr, Aquila
  Orr provides golden skills 10/10/06: 9

Osburn, Kaitlen
  Freshman gets published 12/5/06: 2B
Outdoor Recreation and Adventure Center
- Trail Blazers 10/12/04: 1
- Students walk on Western’s wild side 4/18/06: 11
- Preston Center, ORAC: Great fitness resources, great (cheap) adventures [View of the Hill]
  - July 2006: 14A
- Students cook up camping cuisine 11/13/07: 8

Outerbridge, Mallory
- Fresh success 10/18/07: 10A

Outlet Alliance
- Got pride? It’s gay pride week [commentary] 4/12/05: 4
- Silently stating their point 4/14/05: 1A
- Students use silence to spread message 4/27/06: 1A
- The Art of Drag 11/16/06: 1A
- ‘Drag’n the Runway’ raises $400 for Outlet 12/7/06: 3B
- Outlet shouldn’t shift its focus [comment] 1/23/07: 4A
- Outlet in danger of disbanding 4/12/07: 3
- Outlet resource center doors should stay open [editorial] 4/17/07: 4

Overby, Grace M.
- Grad was a ‘life-long Westerner’ 1/23/07: 7A

Owensboro Campus
- Western expanding campus in Owensboro 12/2/04: 6
- Owensboro may get full Western campus 1/26/06: 1A
- Legislators may fund Owensboro expansion 4/4/06: 7
- Some Western projects vetoed 4/25/06: 1
- Murray recruits in Owensboro area 1/30/07: 5
- Owensboro campus to get expansion 10/11/07: 5
- County officials help fund Owensboro campus expansion 11/6/07: 3

Palmquist, Shane
- Western professor receives national engineering honor 12/7/06: 8B

Pan, Wei-Ping
- Western professor, graduate recognized by Academy of Science 11/30/06: 5A

Pape, Adam
- Student hit on Mimosa 9/30/04: 3A

Paquin, Tony
- Faculty and staff find love, culture shock in Peace Corps 12/9/04: 2B

Parents Association
- College parents more involved 11/17/05: 1A

Parking and Transportation (See also Shuttle Services)
- Diddle Lot to close 8/26/04: 5
- Transportation unit expected 9/2/04: 3
- Diddle lot closing 9/2/04: 7
- Lot behind Happy Inn closed 9/16/04: 5
- Regents approve facility 11/4/04: 3A
- Profiting on parking danger [editorial] 1/20/05: 4
- Parking issues discussed 2/1/05: 1
- Western buys SKyPAC land 2/1/05: 3
- State Street house, lot sold 2/15/04: 8
- Few students attend parking discussion 3/8/05: 6A
Parking and Transportation (continued)

Police to write tickets electronically, may use wheel boots 4/28/05: 1A
Parking changes include zoning, higher fines 8/30/05: 1A
Parking spaces added 8/30/05: 6B
Senate opens discussion after Grise lot closes 9/1/05: 3A
Commuting incentives discussed 10/18/05: 1A
Parking citation board hears formal appeals 10/25/05: 1
Parking predicament [editorial] 10/25/05: 4
Buildings will replace parking lots 11/3/05: 1A
Parking initiative to begin 11/15/05: 1
South Campus adds parking 11/17/05: 1A
Campus becomes more pedestrian-friendly 12/8/05: 1A
Parking is more important than grass [letter to editor] 2/7/06: 4
Parking at Western is not as bad as other universities [letter to editor] 2/16/06: 4
Parking solution unresolved 2/23/06: 3
Fire lane reinforced as no-parking zone 3/2/06: 3
Apathy State U? [editorial] 3/2/06: 4
Parking problems may increase next semester 3/9/06: 12
Increased parking fees under discussion 4/18/06: 13
Parking issues incite crowd 4/20/06: 1
Parking fees increase 8/29/06: 10A
Faculty: Change parking 9/7/06: 1A
Parking problems ‘out of control’ [commentary] 9/14/06: 4
Office of Parking and Transportation relocates 9/21/06: 2
Transportation gets new space 9/26/06: 9
Online ticket payment site coming to Hill 10/3/06: 1
Construction alters parking 10/12/06: 6
Senator dedicates new transportation building 10/17/06: 3
New bicycle path to offer alternate route for students 10/17/06: 5
New transit manager brings experience 12/5/06: 7A
Parking tickets, permits get online payment options 2/1/07: 1A
Parking services emphasize cycling 4/17/07: 3
Parking services hopes cycling alleviates shortage 4/19/07: 3
State veto prevents lot paving 5/3/07: 1A
Prizes to highlight changes in parking and shuttles 8/28/07: 5A
Parking expansion in the works for Western and downtown areas 8/30/07: 9A
Parking progress [editorial] 9/6/07: 4A
Parking pushes transit over adding new lots 9/25/07: 3
Parking lot closed for construction 9/27/07: 5
Diddle lot to open early 10/25/07: 6
Parking enforcement aims to decrease tickets, increase available spaces 11/29/07: 6
Meter rates increase to pay for parking projects, abuse 1/31/08: 10
Commission votes to fund redevelopment 2/12/08: 1A
Parking proposal shot down 2/26/08: 1
Proposed parking legislation axed 2/28/08: 5A
Parking considers increase in permit prices for fall 3/6/08: 6
Lots closed for renovations 4/1/08: 5

Parnell-Grissom, Pat

Dream becomes reality for student despite tribulations 3/30/06: 3B
Parsley, Debbie
  Relay for the life of a friend 4/11/06: 1

Patterson, Lacy
  View from the top brings new perspective 9/8/05: 2B

Paul, Rand
  For Ron Paul, Grassroots are Bowling Green 2/14/08: 1

Paull, Jonathan
  Coming home 1/26/06: 1B

Paxson, J. B.
  Players learn leadership in top summer league 8/28/07: 7B

Payne, Daniel
  Midfielder no longer feeling the Payne 9/15/05: 10A

Pearce-Ford Tower
  Two charged with ‘peeping’ 9/9/04: 1
  Peeping tom pleads guilty 9/30/04: 6A
  PFT to get new roof; other repairs to come 9/22/05: 5
  HRL to fix up dorm rooms, baths, roof 4/18/06: 1
  Tallest dorm falls short of expectations 8/29/06: 10B
  AC unit causes fire in PFT dorm room 8/29/06: 10B
  PFT roof replaced after 40 years 10/26/06: 5A
  Student dies after PFT jump 11/9/06: 1
  Students say safety bars lack security 11/16/06: 1A
  30 PFT bars removed or broken in ’06 11/30/06: 1A
  Breaking out 1/23/07: 2A
  PFT and Gilbert Halls to receive summer flips 3/29/07: 5A
  Firecrackers set off PFT fire alarm 9/25/07: 2
  PFT renovations top list of campus building projects 1/24/08: 8A
  PFT resident charged with burglary, voyeuristic intent 2/12/08: 3A
  Suspect of PFT peeping had criminal background 2/21/08: 1

Pearl, Zachary
  Engineering student takes on water purification project 3/25/08: 9

Pearson, Ashley
  Farming on faith 8/30/07: 1B

Peay, Joshua
  The Art of Drag 11/16/06: 1A

Peer Assisted Study Session (P.A.S.S.)
  Peers assist younger students 10/11/05: 3B

Penhale, Sean
  Record-breaking swimmer looking toward Olympics 2/1/07: 12A

Perkins, Maurice
  Junior making most of opportunity 10/28/04: 12

Perry, Brittney
  Softball sisters 4/15/08: 12A

Perry, Nancy
  Signs of learning 2/27/07: 1

Perry, Tyra
  Western hires new softball coach 8/28/07: 16A
  New coach aims to build success 8/30/07: 10A
  Perry brings experience, discipline, winning pedigree to Lady Topper softball 2/5/08: 8A
Perry, Tyra (continued)
   Softball sisters 4/15/08: 12A

Peterson, John
   Rapid change coming for Western leadership 4/6/06: 1

Pettigrew, Steffphon
   Tops nab state Mr. Basketball 5/1/07: 1A
   Pettigrew finds home down low 1/29/08: 12

Pfaff, Edwin
   Still in training 4/1/08: 10

Phelps, Aaron
   Racial confusion 12/2/04: 9

Phelps, Jerry
   Lone major retires from campus police department 5/2/06: 5B

Phi Gamma Delta
   Western adds new fraternity 4/8/08: 12

Phi Mu
   Vigil honors Phi Mu women 2/8/05: 7A
   Two sororities may join Greek village 11/1/05: 1
   Two sororities moving to Chestnut Street 11/15/07: 6A
   Sorority remembers three sisters killed in accident 2/12/08: 1B
   Phi Mu golf scramble aids charities 4/1/08: 10
   Village, renovations part of Greek housing improvements 4/8/08: 6

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
   Concert aids Katrina victims 9/20/05: 5

Phillips, Brent
   BCM helps sophomore find faith 12/4/07: 1B

Physical Education and Recreation, Department of
   Wilderness program begins in winter term 11/16/06: 5B
   Recreation class hosts campout for charity 4/5/07: 3

Physics and Astronomy, Department of
   Global project to include Africa 9/2/04: 3
   Planetarium show combines philosophy with science 11/11/04: 10

Pi Kappa Alpha
   Pike house condemned after failing city code inspection 8/28/07: 5A
   Pikes win award 9/6/07: 3B

Pickle, Linda
   Cheers for Professor Linda Pickle, lifetime achievement award winner [letter to editor]
      9/29/05: 4
   Foreign language head to retire 10/4/05: 11

Pinkston, Renee
   A hike to health 9/25/07: 1

Pioneer Log House
   Campus cabins share history 10/16/07: 11

Plounis, Andreas
   Student from Greece follows in uncle’s footsteps 10/13/05: 11A

Plum Springs, Ky.
   Life in Plum Springs 42101 4/17/08: 3B

Plute, Ron
   Western assistant signs professional contract 2/1/05: 8
Poff, Raymond
Western student and faculty member recognized 11/8/07: 2A

Poland Hall
Mold found in Poland 10/21/04: 1A

Police
Program launched to attract prospects 8/24/04: 9A
Police department hires two new officers 1/13/05: 11
Academy offered again 1/20/05: 3
Police do superior job [letter to editor] 2/10/05: 4A
Despite criticism, Western defends campus police 3/31/05 [special section]
Police to write tickets electronically, may use wheel boots 4/28/05: 1A
Police patrol a la Segway 9/8/05: 1A
Explorers receive free vehicle 9/8/05: 7A
Explorers hope to begin police careers 11/17/05: 7B
Campus police encounter virtual criminals 12/1/05: 6B
Officer honored for dedication 12/1/05: 7B
SGA proposes new bicycles for police 12/6/05: 1
Explorers to showcase training 1/26/06: 5A
Western officers to get bikes for patrol 2/16/06: 3
Lone major retires from campus police department 5/2/06: 5B
Police need more hires, new building 5/4/06: 1A
This Hill has eyes: Police to add cameras 8/31/06: 1A
Police promote campus officers 9/7/06: 10A
New recruits face tougher requirements 9/12/06: 7
Program promotes critical thinking 9/12/06: 9
Officers train for potentially deadly situations on duty 11/9/06: 6
Cameras ready to scan crime on Hill 12/7/06: 5A
Reactions mixed to security cameras 1/25/07: 8A
Image overhaul 3/22/07: 1A
Campus officers recognized 10/9/07: 11
Gas prices cause vehicle shortages for campus police 10/11/07: 8
Explorer program offers students a look at law enforcement 10/25/07: 13
Officer receives governor’s award second year in a row 11/29/07: 6
Campus campaign designed to reward designated drivers 2/14/08: 3

Political Science
Students to emulate United Nations 11/18/04: 6
Events to focus on Constitution 9/1/05: 2A
Eminent domain debated 9/13/05: 3
Campus programs get democracy awards 11/17/05: 7B
Politics class trades book for interviews 4/13/06: 3B
Sessions examine First Amendment 4/25/06: 3
Students explore their rights 9/14/06: 10
Constitution Week: The write way 9/21/06: 1
Panelists crack down on illegal file sharing 9/26/06: 3
Building bridges: Students discover Underground Railroad 3/27/07: 1
Constitution Week 2007 [schedule] 9/13/07: 7A, 6B
Forum analyzes choices, patterns of black voters 2/14/08: 7
Pope, Cacie
Roster shrinks for Lady Tops 1/11/05: 7A
Resilient Pope returns for third round on Hill 11/3/05: 4B

Pope, Robert Wayne
Singing opera is music professor’s ‘quintessential art’ 4/6/06: 1

Porter, Brian
Walk-on draws coaches’ praise 10/21/04: 14A

Porter-Talbert, Tiffany
Porter-Talbert working to become a vocal leader 11/4/04: 2B
Pair earn preseason praise from coaches, media 11/3/05: 5B
Senior leads with skill, style 2/16/06: 12
WNBA team drafts Porter-Talbert 4/6/06: 14

Postal Services
Supervisor indicted for stealing 11/9/04: 3A
From: Home To: the Hill 9/14/06: 1

Potter College of Arts and Letters
Regents vote to shorten college name 3/14/06: 1
Regents OK Potter College name change 4/11/06: 1

Powell, Heather
Independence guides senior 4/19/07: 6

Powell, William (Bill)
Pool to be named for Powell 11/11/04: 13
After 35 years, Preston pool bears Powell’s name 11/16/04: 10
Powell announces retirement 4/21/05: 1A
Powell’s retirement end of chapter, not of book [editorial] 4/26/05: 4
Some Western employees may lose land to campus expansion 10/27/05: 1
Growing pains [editorial] 11/1/05: 4
How can you be so heartless [letter to editor] 11/3/05: 4A
Hell no, don’t make the Powells go [commentary] 11/3/05: 4A
Editorial was insensitive [letter to editor] 11/10/05: 4
Couples cope with graduation changes 5/4/06: 7C

Powerhouse Factory
Alumni power up fine arts center 9/19/06: 7

Prater, Andrea
Blessed with a Challenge 9/20/07: 1

Preston, Raymond B.
Donor and friend Preston dies at 86 8/28/07: 7A

Preston Health and Activities Center
Cell phone usage restricted 9/21/04: 8
Preston Center offering massage therapy 1/13/05: 12
Swim team trashes Preston pool [letter to editor] 2/15/04: 4
Students get free info, toothbrushes 3/17/05: 2B
Preston Center has something for everyone [View of the Hill 2005-06]: 11A
Program inspires weight loss 10/4/05: 9
Preston may get facelift 10/13/05: 1A
Slide, stomp, two-step to fitness and fun 3/14/06: 1
Hilltoppers get Healthy 3/16/06: 1
Big Red Boot Camp helps participants stay fit 4/18/06: 7
Preston Center program monitors body weight, mass 2/7/08: 5B
Price, Tommy
Painter in 42nd year beautifying campus 3/30:06: 1B

Privacy
Big Brother requests more info 10/17/06: 1
Feds need to keep hands off student records [editorial] 10/19/06: 4

Project Finish
New program to encourage degree completion 11/1/07: 1A

Prott, Dylan C.
Student dies after PFT jump 11/9/06: 1
Son, friend remembered as ‘free spirit’ 11/14/06: 1
Investigation continues in student’s death 11/14/06: 1
Decision making key in covering a tragedy [editorial] 11/14/06: 4
30 PFT bars removed or broken in ’06 11/30/06: 1A
Prott toxicology report not ready for release 12/7/06: 3A
Toxicology report not yet released 1/23/07: 1A
Drug use confirmed in Prott’s death 2/1/07: 1A
University denies liability in PFT student’s death 2/6/07: 1

Psychology, Department of
Psychology course focuses on cross-cultural awareness 2/7/06: 9
Program offers youth a way to get involved [Kaleidoscope] 2/12/08: 5B

Public Relations
Gamers plug in for tournament 3/6/07: 12
Students gain Army experience with game 3/6/07: 12

Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA)
Ransdell hosts dinner at home for student winners of PRSSA fundraising 11/16/06: 3B

Rabinovics, Stan
Senior nearing singles milestone 2/23/06: 14

Race Relations
Racial confusion 12/2/04: 9
Boundaries continue to be crossed for interracial couples 2/8/05: 5B
Students address racism on campus 2/17/05: 7

Radon
Professor testing for high levels of radon in faculty homes 3/8/05: 3A

Ragland, Samantha
Racial confusion 12/2/04: 9

Ramsey, Kige
Talk of the ‘Tube’ 9/27/07: 14

Ransdell, Gary A.
Ransdell heading to Kenya over summer break 4/28/05: 1B
Discovering Kenya 8/30/05: 1B
Ransdell named honorary chairman for NAACP event 9/15/05: 3A
Ransdell appears on ‘Good Morning America’ 11/3/05: 8A
Ransdell appointed to equine education board 11/15/05: 8
Regents give Ransdell raise 4/11/06: 3
Dream job becomes reality for President Ransdell 4/18/06: 3
Presidents make big bucks 10/17/06: 1
Ransdell fills Martin’s seat on Federal Reserve Bank Board 1/25/07: 5A
Ransdell, master of Spirit and Topper 1/25/07: 1B
Free fallin’: President, coach skydive into a new era of I-A football 5/3/07: 1B
Ransdell, Gary A. (continued)
   Ransdell to represent state universities in Kentucky capital 9/11/07: 1
   President unveils strategic plan for future growth 9/18/07: 5
   President’s contract up for approval by regents 9/20/07: 3
   Regents extend Ransdell’s contract 11/6/07: 1
   A good deal for Western [editorial] 11/8/07: 4A
   Ransdell in review 12/6/07: 1A
   President’s house used for entertaining, events, meetings 2/26/08: 9

Ransdell, Matt
   Ransdell’s ‘incredible skills’ give Tops a spark 3/3/05: 11

Rape
   Rape aggression defense classes to be offered in April 3/3/05: 7
   Rape: Survivors shed light on sexual assault 3/17/05: 1B
   Breaking the silence: documentary promotes awareness 3/31/05: 4B
   Students, families join vigil for sexual assault awareness 4/5/05: 7
   Woman alleges rape at Sigma Nu house party 2/7/06: 1
   Student questioned about alleged rape leaves Western 3/2/06: 1
   Rape reported in dorm 3/27/07: 9
   The power of voice: Victims speak out 3/29/07: 1B
   Rape Aggression and Defense program growing at Western 8/30/07: 3A
   After rape case, a look at prevention 2/21/08: 5

Ratliff, Kara
   Ratliff: Free discussion is key 4/11/06: 7
   Campaigning means hard work for candidate 4/13/06: 8A

Ravellette, Eric
   Elson brings in three new coaches 3/10/05: 9A

Rayners, Shane
   Athlete arrested for BSU burglary 3/30/06: 1A
   Arrests draw negative attention 4/13/06: 12A

Recycling (See also GreenToppers)
   Dorms reconsider recycling option 3/6/07: 8
   HRL promotes recycling; dorm recycling bins part of new initiative 8/30/07: 5B
   GreenToppers seek solution to inconvenient on-campus recycling 10/11/07: 11
   Campus groups work toward sustainability 2/7/08: 6A

Red Towel Tradition
   Red towels lie limp in Diddle [column] 2/8/05: 10A

Red Zone
   DUC adds a ‘Red Zone’ 8/26/04: 1
   Redzone opening today 9/9/04: 1
   Red Zone could get alcohol 9/21/04: 1
   Business at RedZone seems to be bustling 10/12/04: 8
   Web site to sell merchandise 10/19/04: 7
   Red Zone gets wireless access 1/13/05: 8
   DUC eateries get later hours 8/31/06: 6B
   Primetime junkies get their TV fix 10/12/06: 12
   Red Zone, DUC improve health inspection scores 3/22/07: 1A
   Students complain about RedZone 10/9/07: 7

Redmon, Ben
   Leaving the party at 10:30 5/1/08: 6C
Reid, Peter
Back pain doesn’t stop triathlete from competing 11/30/06: 1B

Reid, Sherry
Rapid change coming for Western leadership 4/6/06: 1
Western welcomes new administrators 8/29/06: 5B

Religion and Religious Activities
God’s CRU: Leading students in faith 9/9/04: 7
Defining the Bible Belt? 9/23/04: 7
Pair spreads Bible’s words 12/7/04: 1B
‘In His Name’ 2/3/05: 1
Groups sing the gospel 4/19/05: 1
Many worship options available near campus 9/8/05: 3B
Church offers contemporary service--with a double shot of espresso 9/27/05: 1
Group wants absences excused 10/4/05: 10
Jewish students celebrate, commemorate faith 10/18/05: 7A
Preacher, students clash 4/6/06: 1
On a wing and a prayer 10/19/06: 1
Gideons spread their message with Bibles 9/11/07: 9
Muslims fast in religious observance 9/18/07: 1
Local Jewish community celebrates new year with tradition, food, festivities 9/18/07: 9
Pagan Student Union seeks representation 9/20/07: 5
Healthy meals help students get through daylight fasting 10/2/07: 3
Ramadan is health opportunity 10/9/07: 1
Students mark end of Muslim holy month with weekend-long celebration 10/16/07: 5

Renaud, Donna
Western instructor seeks commission seat 11/2/06: 1A
Renaud celebrates hard work 11/9/06: 1

Renshaw, Dan and Vickie
Donation finalizes construction of Clinical Education Complex 3/6/08: 3

Residence Halls
Growth forces phone prefix change 8/24/04: 13A
Dorms may get iTunes 10/21/04: 9A
RHA schedules dance for tomorrow night 4/26/05: 7
RHA dance brings students to Garrett 4/28/05: 9B
Students to find out room assignment soon 4/13/06: 5B
HRL finds, fines absent students 5/4/06: 1A
Some buildings might go key free 2/1/07: 7A
Card readers can strengthen security in dorms [editorial] 2/6/07: 4
Card readers will breed problems [comment] 2/13/07: 4A
Dorms reconsider recycling option 3/6/07: 8
Discount housing comes with responsibilities for RAs, CAs 8/30/07: 3B
HRL promotes recycling; dorm recycling bins part of new initiative 8/30/07: 5B
Computers added to BSA break room 8/30/07: 6B
Rub-a-dub-dub, some dorm students miss their tubs 8/30/07: 7B
HRL looking into card-controlled locks 9/6/07: 5A
County approves bonds for dorm renovations 3/20/08: 6A
HRL families adjust to new life with children 4/15/08: 2B

Rich, Jamie
Rich ‘always brightened the mood’ 4/13/06: 3A
Rich, Kenzie
Rich proving her worth 12/7/06: 13A

Richards, Walter “Jody”
House speaker running for governor 1/25/07: 3A

Richman, Andy
Spring drills open Saturday 3/30/06: 10A

Rickman, Pat
Keeping the Hill’s goal 10/10/06: 10

Ricks, Jonathan
Junior always up for something new 2/1/07: 5B

Rider, Bryan
Career rehab 4/27/06: 12A

Ridings, Matt
Pitcher shows strength in debut 2/15/07: 9

Riley, Tom
Vacant director, assistant positions filled 4/28/05: 6A

Rise Over Run
Student online magazine begins publication 9/13/07: 3B

Roach, Samantha
Full-time all the time 2/28/08: 6B

Roads
Buildings will replace parking lots 11/3/05: 1A
Boulevard redesign planned 11/8/05: 1
Campus becomes more pedestrian-friendly 12/8/05: 1A
College Street construction to end soon 8/29/06: 6B

Robelot, Reid
Sports Briefs 10/9/07: 12

Roberts, Julia
Western professor elected to international council 9/6/07: 4B

Robinson, David D.
Sophomore injured by gunshot 11/13/07: 1

Robinson, Faye
Robinson, retired, dies of illness 1/24/06: 7

Rogers, Ty
No distance is too long for Dad to watch ball 3/1/07: 14

Rolfs, Bailey
Rolfs’ bat powers Western’s line-up 4/4/06: 14

ROTC
See Military Science

Roth, BryAnn
Passing on the Crown 11/8/07: 3B

Rountree, Virginia
Sisters enjoy company at apartment complex 12/5/06: 3B

Rumph, Danny
Scholarship fund to memorialize Rumph 8/30/05: 10A
Fallen Topper remembered on Euro trip 8/30/05: 12A

Rusin, Jena
Student debuts in videos 10/21/04: 10A
Russell, Ryan

Student honored for bravery 2/2/06: 5A

Rust, Verdenia

Sisters enjoy company at apartment complex 12/5/06: 3B

Safety

Lighting poses safety problem on campus 9/14/04: 3
Emergency phones getting updated 10/12/04: 5
Safety boost is proposed 11/23/04: 5
Campus safety has changed since crime 3/1/05: 1
Experts: New freedom can make students vulnerable 3/31/05 [special section]
Students try to make campus feel safer 4/14/05: 1B
Walk sheds light on campus safety 9/22/05: 1
ABC News segment focuses on campus safety 11/22/05: 3
Campus becomes more pedestrian-friendly 12/8/05: 1A
Cards may replace keys on campus 2/23/06: 1
More security cameras to be installed 2/28/06: 10
Robbery prompts safety pole checkup 8/29/06: 1A
This Hill has eyes: Police add cameras 8/31/06: 1A
SGA walks for safety 9/28/06: 8
Box failure spurs checkups 10/26/06: 1A
Cameras ready to scan crime on Hill 12/7/06: 5A
Reactions mixed to security cameras 1/25/07: 8A
Some buildings might go key free 2/1/07: 7A
Card readers can strengthen security in dorms [editorial] 2/6/07: 4
Card readers will breed problems [comment] 2/13/07: 4A
Virginia Tech shooting brings safety into focus 4/17/07: 1
Time for action 4/26/07: 1A
Emergency plans make agenda 5/1/07: 1A
Text messaging equals safety 8/28/07: 11A
Security important to Academy 9/6/07: 1A
SGA, administrators comb campus to address possible safety concerns 9/13/07: 4B
About 120 lamps to be added to Hill by January 10/25/07: 1
Administration, campus police creating emergency plans 1/24/08: 1A
Warning alert test succeeds 2/12/08: 1A
Cameras alert police to possible crimes 2/12/08: 6A
Security tightens at dances on campus 2/12/08: 6A
Shooting spotlights preparedness 2/19/08: 1
Emergency plan completed, to be tested this month 5/1/08: 1A

Sagatova, Dinara

Grad from Kazakhstan responds to ‘Borat’ craze 11/2/06: 11A

Salisbury, D. J.

Alumnus returns to direct ‘Ragtime’ 3/9/06: 1

Salvia, Jared

Golfer ‘never let a bad shot get to him’ 3/20/08: 10A

Samuels, Jeffrey

Western professors receive endowment grants 3/14/06: 9

Sasseen, Jessica

Sometimes it takes an accident to learn a lesson [commentary] 11/11/04: 5
Scarlett, Nathan
Junior combines boxing and religion 2/15/07: 6

Schaffer, Shannon
Students rally to prevent instructor’s termination 5/1/08: 1A

Schiff, Amanda
Return to sender 9/2/04: 10

Schiller, Sally E.
Memorial services planned for Phi Mu freshman 2/21/08: 3
Sorority honors memory of fun-loving freshman 2/26/08: 3

Schira, Norma
Memorial for former nursing professor to be held tomorrow 4/4/06: 7

Schneider Hall
Schneider renovation planned 11/1/05: 1
Schneider renovations continue 2/9/06: 5A
Trench gives some the ‘runaround’ 1/25/07: 1A

Schoenfelt, Betsy
Two professors up for vacant regent seat 4/3/07: 3
Throw Down 4/3/07: 12
Schoenfelt ‘will be the representative of all faculty’ 4/5/07: 4
Low attendance impedes faculty regent forum 4/10/07: 1
Election results contested 4/17/07: 1
Regent seat open until August 4/24/07: 3

Scholarships
Donor helps scholarship increase 1/24/06: 3
Couple’s gift issues challenge to fans [Mike & Belle Hunt] 1/24/06: 11
KEES may not complete goals 4/20/06: 1
Three students benefit from acclaimed scholarship 12/5/06: 1A
New scholarship may be created 1/25/07: 8A
Scholarships recognize employee’s generosity 3/22/07: 6B

Schutte, Douglas
Teacher leaves legacy 2/1/05: 1

Science and Technology Hall
Science construction slated for fall 1/31/06: 6
Some Western projects vetoed 4/25/06: 1

Scott, Rob
Rugby helps roll in Disability Month 10/17/06: 3
Disabled students find Western’s Hill accessible 3/6/07: 1

Sculpture, Centennial
See Mall, Centennial

Seeger, Scott
German sport helps language students experience culture 10/25/07: 3

Selig, Wood
Selig’s vision breaks new ground for athletics 12/9/04: 10A
AD named to selection group 11/21/06: 12

September 11 Terrorist Attacks, 2001
Western’s welcome never faltered 9/12/06: 1
‘It breaks my heart’ 9/12/06: 1
Watching history unfold 9/12/06: 4
Firefighter recounts tragedy 9/12/06: 11
Sexual Harassment
Harassment knowledge tested 8/31/06: 6A
Online quiz hardly hinders harassment [editorial] 9/7/06: 4A
Sexual harassment policy quiz delayed for employees 10/31/06: 5
Faculty, staff take harassment survey 11/14/06: 2

Shah, Sadiq
Western welcomes new administrators 8/29/06: 5B

Sharma, Nilesh
Western bioscientist files for patent 3/31/05: 6B

Shaw, Robbie
Western dominates Kauai Collegiate Cup in Hawaii 3/31/05: 8A

Sheikh, Alex
Third soccer player arrested 11/14/06: 11

Shemwell, LeMarcea
Grad student gives back to community by coaching 11/13/07: 8

Sherrod, Vanessa
Student organizes church bus travel 2/16/06: 5

Shoemaker, Ryan
Student found dead in Rockfield home 9/7/06: 1A

Shuck, Brad and Angie
Graduate couple to appear on ‘Wheel of Fortune’ 2/7/06: 7

Shuttle Services
Shuttle routes change 9/9/04: 9
Shuttle services to be discussed tomorrow 1/13/05: 8
Provide-a-ride extends service 4/7/05: 1A
Shuttle stop may move 4/7/05: 3A
Western offers winter break shuttle to Nashville airport 10/4/05: 3
Taxis confused with free rides 2/14/06: 1
Shuttles can end parking nightmare [commentary] 4/5/07: 4
Prizes to highlight changes in parking and shuttles 8/28/07: 5A
Parking loses three bus drivers, updates shuttle schedule 4/24/08: 1A

Siakam, Boris
Siakam brings energy and teamwork to court 2/1/07: 11A

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
SAEs to run 175 miles 9/16/04: 9
Fire destroys SAE house 4/12/05: 1
Four in house escape fire uninjured 4/12/05: 1
Safety standards met last fall 4/12/05: 3
SAE members search for belongings among ashes 4/14/05: 1A
SAE house intentionally set on fire, officials say 4/26/05: 1
Burned SAE house coming down 4/28/05: 1A
SAE house fire remains under investigation 8/30/05: 3B
SAE pageant pays tribute to brother 12/1/05: 3B
Be consistent with punishments [letter to editor] 2/28/06: 4
SAEs break ground on new house 5/2/06: 1A
Construction continues on Greek Village house 10/19/06: 1
Leads freeze in Western cold case investigations 2/13/07: 1A
Correction 2/15/07: 2
SAEs get first alcohol strike 2/27/07: 3
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (continued)
  Vandals raid two fraternity houses 8/28/07: 13A
  A thousand words beyond the Hill [Paddy Murphy procession] 11/29/07: 2
Sigma Chi
  Vandals raid two fraternity houses 8/28/07: 13A
  Knockout: Sigma Chi boxing draws about 1,500 people 4/1/08: 14
Sigma Nu
  Booze ban violations reported 9/29/05: 1
  Woman alleges rape at Sigma Nu house party 2/7/06: 1
  Student questioned about alleged rape leaves Western 3/2/06: 1
Sigma Phi Epsilon
  Sigma Phi Epsilon hosts seventh annual Queen of Hearts 3/1/05: 8
  Pool Party 4/5/07: 13
Silverberg, Jamie
  Lady Tops place stock in Silverbergs 8/31/06: 10A
Silverberg, Jenna
  Silverberg eases into midfield 10/21/04: 14A
  Silverberg has golden toe 9/29/05: 12
  Lady Tops place stock in Silverbergs 8/31/06: 10A
Simmons, William
  Man arrested for computer theft 11/16/04: 3
Singireggy, Vamshireddy
  Kentucky students to participate in rocket launch 11/15/07: 5A
Sippio, Bobby
  One dead, three injured in shooting 10/26/04: 1
  Shooting investigation continues 10/28/04: 3
  Arrest made in Lampkin case 11/11/04: 1
Skean, James D.
  Former professor dies of cancer 2/1/05: 5
SKyPAC
  See Southern Kentucky Performing Arts Center
Slaughter, Lon
  Former food service director dies 2/16/06: 7
Slavic, Ronald
  Western mourns employee 11/22/05: 3
Sloan, Parker
  Rock solid rock [concrete guitar] 10/12/06: 7
Smallwood, Kathy
  I am sad to leave behind my home 5/1/08: 4C
Smith, Bryant
  Family leader to earn degree 5/4/06: 8C
Smith, Charlie
  Living cheer-fully ever after 10/3/06: 1
Smith, Chris
  Student’s delivery job is ‘supreme’ 10/4/05: 1
Smith, Jessica
  ‘Gropes your breasts’ in honor of Breast Cancer Awareness Month 10/5/04: 4
Smith, Lyle
  Morning after, no regrets 3/16/06: 1
Smith, Shelby
As lone senior, Smith steps up as team leader 4/8/08: 13

Smith Stadium
Stadium to undergo renovation 8/30/05: 1A
Saving Smith Stadium [editorial] 9/13/05: 4
Smith renovations to include chair seating 11/1/05: 10
Ads filmed in Smith 4/25/06: 12
Alcohol to be served in Smith Stadium soon 4/27/06: 1A
Stadium’s plans change 8/29/06: 1C
Smith Stadium renovation delayed for contracting bids 10/19/06: 3
Materials raise stadium bids 11/21/06: 1
Plans for Smith Stadium changed 11/30/06: 3A
Scoreboard goes down at Smith Stadium 1/25/07: 10A
Stadium renovations to be celebrated 2/8/07: 10
Stadium improvements might be scaled back 3/29/07: 10A
In guts of grandstand, an arena takes shape 2/26/08: 7

Smoking (See also Bowling Green)
Smokers may get own areas 9/28/04: 1
Tobacco selling gets nixed on campus 9/30/04: 1A
Smoking zone plan approved 11/18/04: 1
Smoking areas to be enforced 2/8/05: 1A
New signs near dorms display smoking policy 9/8/05: 4B
Spell it out [Smith Stadium smoking policy; editorial] 9/15/05: 4A
State cigarette tax may be increased to offset Medicaid costs 10/13/05: 1A
Smoking areas to be created 10/20/05: 1
Up in smoke [editorial] 10/27/05: 4
Smokers unite [letter to editor] 11/8/05: 4
Program to educate smokers about health issues 11/17/05: 5B
Designated smoking signs halted until May 1/26/06: 5B
Western ahead of state on creation of smoking policies 8/31/06: 5A
Smoking conference to be held at DUC 4/12/07: 2
Smoking area enforcement proves difficult 10/2/07: 7
Smoking area policy evaluated 10/16/07: 10

Snell Hall (See also New Snell Hall)
Snell Hall still awaiting renovation 12/2/04: 1
Snell Hall’s future rests with preservation board 8/30/05: 5A
So long, Snell [editorial] 9/1/05: 4A
Snell Hall to be torn down 9/20/05: 1
The tearing down of Snell Hall is tragic [letter to editor] 9/22/05: 4

Snider, Jonathan
ROTC cadet excels with strength 10/23/07: 9

Soccer – Men
Wanted: Starting goalkeeper 8/26/04: 14
Scoring triad returns for more 9/2/04: 8
Tops look to improve in ’04 8/30/05: 10A
New blood problem solves on the fly 8/29/06: 6C
‘Shake ‘n Bake’: Soccer seniors bring Hollywood to the Hill 9/7/06: 15A
Holmes calls meeting after third player arrested 11/16/06: 6A
Soccer awards 1/25/07: 11A
Soccer – Men (continued)

Despite few upperclassmen, team has leadership 8/28/07: 15A
Western to open in tourney 8/30/07: 12A
Texas town turns out talented Tops 9/20/07: 14
Looking for a break on senior night 10/23/07: 12
Davies named third-team Academic All-America 11/20/07: 8
Soccer cut 2/5/08: 1A
The death of a family [editorial] 2/5/08: 4A
Taking it to the house: Soccer rallies at Ransdell’s 2/7/08: 1A
A thousand words [Samuel Drummond] 2/7/08: 2A
Herald files complaint with Board of Regents 2/7/08: 3A
Soccer cut: A good decision [letter] 2/7/08: 4A
Soccer: A devastating decision [letter] 2/7/08: 4A
School officials: Western complies with Title IX 2/12/08: 1A
Turning the page 2/12/08: 10A
Regents’ closed session illegal 2/28/08: 1A
‘Thry’re young, they’re strong, they’ll survive 3/4/08: 1
Men’s soccer team to address Board of Regents 4/22/08: 10A

Soccer – Women

Chemistry, speed will be assets 8/24/04: 16A
Blazing their own trail 9/23/04: 10
Lady Tops think positive despite losing seven starters 8/30/05: 11A
Record doesn’t reflect success 11/10/05: 10
Lady Topper soccer raising money for cancer research 3/2/06: 13
Teams ‘kick for cancer’ 3/7/06: 10A
Ranked opponents used to train Lady Tops 8/29/06: 6C
Lady Tops place stock in Silverbergs 8/31/06: 10A
Lady Tops ‘on a roll’ in SBC 10/12/06: 14
Youth bring maturity to field 10/19/06: 10
First round Sun Belt loss ends season 11/2/06: 13A
Soccer awards 1/25/07: 11A
Western fields high-ranked recruiting class 8/28/07: 15A
Lady Tops open season tomorrow 8/30/07: 12A
Lady Topper recruiting is a nationwide search 9/20/07: 14
Sun Belt success: Lady Tops win conference title 11/06/07: 12
Neidell, Thomas four others receive awards 11/8/07: 12A
Landmark year ends early for Lady Tops 11/13/07: 12
Murray wins Kicks for Cancer Tournament 4/3/08: 11

Softball

Softball starts tomorrow 2/17/05: 12
Freshmen bring maturity to the field 3/2/06: 13
Rogge pitches no-hitter 5/2/06: 9A
Cancer takes a hit 10/3/06: 9
Softball awards 1/25/07: 11A
Fielder’s choice 2/8/07: 12
Lady Tops improve in March 3/22/07: 12A
Sticking to the routine 4/10/07: 14
New coach, same talent as WKU begins softball season 1/31/08: 14
Trio of Lady Toppers earn all-SBC honors 2/7/08: 12A
Softball (continued)
Schedule will test Western’s toughness 2/14/08: 12
‘Bonding’ together [Big Brothers, Big Sisters] 2/28/08: 10A
Lady Tops hit the field—and the books 3/25/08: 14

Sorce, Jeff
Fall in love with a small town university 5/1/08: 8C

Southern Kentucky Book Fest
Authors visit town during Book Fest 4/6/06: 3
Book Fest features lectures, signings by best-selling authors 4/11/06: 5
Writing conference brings students, authors together 4/19/07: 10

Southern Kentucky Performing Arts Center (SKyPAC)
Western buys SKyPAC land 2/1/05: 3
SKyPAC plans moving forward 11/9/06: 5

Southwest Hall
Ceiling collapse alarms residents 9/14/06: 8
Rape reported in dorm 3/27/07: 9

Sparks, Jason
Defense duo provides offense 9/14/06: 14

Spirit Masters
Spirit Masters helping out 10/21/04: 1A

Spring Break
Got spring break plans? Move them up a week 9/14/06: 1

Springer, Dennis
Taggart heads west; defense nets new coach 1/23/07: 12A

Staff
Western to start direct deposit 10/12/04: 5
Low salary causes some to quit 10/19/04: 3
Retirees can no longer return to same positions 2/24/05: 1A
Survey says staff happy with jobs 10/11/05: 1A
Staff requests tuition waivers 10/11/05: 7A
Employee benefits improve 10/13/05: 5A
Some Western employees may lose land to campus expansion 10/27/05: 1
Tuition discount for employees’ kids changed 11/10/05: 6
Study finds salary equity 1/24/06: 3
Forum focuses on employee retirement 3/7/06: 5A
Mass retirement to come 3/16/06: 1
Western employees volunteer in community 3/16/06: 5
Retirement funds up for vote 3/16/06: 8
Overlooked [“Why Western Works” exhibit] 3/30/06: 1B
Ransdell differs with Senate on retirement 4/25/06: 5
BSAs should be thanked [editorial] 5/2/06: 4A
Prior acts may affect new hires 8/29/06: 1A
Harassment knowledge tested 8/31/06: 6A
Leadership training provided for Western employees 8/31/06: 6A
Tuition changes affect employees’ students 9/7/06: 10A
Domestic partners benefits demand discussion 9/21/06: 4
Campus outgrowing employees 1/23/07: 1A
Western delays domestic partner benefits decision 1/23/07: 3A
Student workers fill vacancies 4/17/07: 1
Staff (continued)
Faculty salaries increasing 4/19/07: 1
Summer night shift creates problems for some BSAs 4/24/07: 1
Staff Council discusses representation for BSAs 5/1/07: 1A
Western pauses partner benefit discussions 8/30/07: 7A
Council revises bereavement policy 10/16/07: 9

Staff Advisory Council
Staff Council reviewing scholarship policies 11/18/04: 3
Nine Staff Council positions up for election 3/31/05: 6B
New council to be elected 4/19/05: 1
Voting on Friday will complete Staff Council 4/26/05: 7
Six staff council positions available 4/11/06: 3
Staff Council adds new representatives 4/27/06: 2B
Staff Council election to be held April 24 4/10/07: 5
Staff Council election pushed back until May 7 4/24/07: 9
Staff Council discusses representation for BSAs 5/1/07: 1A
Staff council works toward efficiency 8/28/07: 11B
Staff Council proposes changing leave policy 9/18/07: 3

Stahl, Andy
Graduate takes “Glory Road” to success in acting 1/31/06: 9

Stansbury, Ed
Coach had good time on the Hill 10/26/06: 8B

Stapleton, Adam
Student seeks change in ‘hillbilly’ prejudices 11/9/06: 11

Stapp, Jessica
Freshman slowly adjusting to life on the Hill 8/26/04: 7

Steenbergen, Courtney M.
Car accident claims life of Glasgow sophomore 3/27/07: 3

Stellar, Lynn
Scouting helps women achieve 11/16/06: 1B

Step Show
In Unison 10/26/04: 1
Greeks ‘step up’ the competition to sponsor scholarships 10/13/05: 5A
Greek step show marches to success 10/18/05: 1A
Sororities, fraternities sacrifice to be the best 10/26/06: 2B
Students step it up 10/31/06: 3
Greeks stomp and shout with united attitude 3/27/07: 1
Steppin’ it up 11/8/07: 5B
Deltas and Kappas take first in step show 11/13/07: 1
Kappa Delta sorority wins annual Unity Step Show 3/25/08: 7

Stevens, Shannon
Sophomore dies in car accident 4/12/07: 1

Stewart, Jamie
Early graduate embraces college life 4/24/08: 7B

Stewart, Patrick
Sophomore works to build self-sufficient home 2/5/08: 7A

Stinson, Kelly
This moment is finally here 5/1/08: 5C
Stinson, Leann
Freshman keeps the peace 11/06/07: 8

Strategic Planning
Progress plan to be presented 4/19/07: 1
A leading university 9/18/07: 1
President unveils strategic plan for future growth 9/18/07: 5

Stratton, Annette
Operator connects campus 9/12/06: 6

Strolger, Louis G.
Professor in NASA teleconference today 11/16/06: 3B
Prof shines light on dark energy 11/21/06: 8

Stroot, Scott
Scott Stroot teaches 4,000-year-old martial art [Taiji] 2/2/06: 1B

Strow, Brian
Strow prepares for seat on commission 11/11/04: 1
Strow fulfills childhood goal 11/9/06: 1
Strow announces mayor candidacy 1/31/08: 5
Strow calls for merger study 4/3/08: 1

Student Activities
Bracelets raising money 9/9/04: 8
DebateWatch tells students to tune in 9/14/04: 1
Partnerships focus on current events 9/16/04: 7
Western community rocks the vote 9/21/04: 1
Students flood lawn for DebateWatch 10/5/04: 1
Group focuses on eye health and education 10/5/04: 3
Bracelets promoting breast cancer awareness 10/12/04: 8
Forum addresses gay marriage issues 10/14/04: 1
Students learn from DebateWatch 10/14/04: 1
Politics on tap for today [Speaker’s Corner] 10/26/04: 6
Students to camp out for homeless 11/9/04: 4B
Students to sell birdhouses for Habitat for Humanity 11/11/04: 8
Students keep famous seats warm at CMAs 11/11/04: 9
Shantytown raises money for Habitat for Humanity 11/16/04: 1
Trims for charity [Locks of Love] 11/18/04: 7
Shedding manes for ‘Love’ 11/23/04: 9
Crossing ‘Miss’ter Western 12/2/04: 1
Free speech gets room to roam 12/7/04: 1B
5,000 students wanted for volunteerism 1/20/05: 11
Students form service group [Volunteer Bureau] 1/25/05: 3
Film contest challenges students 2/3/05: 1
Talent show brings in crowd of 200 3/8/05: 1A
Volunteer clean up campus, get t-shirts, food 4/19/05: 3
‘Cancer doesn’t sleep,’ so campus relays for life 4/21/05: 3B
Relay honors survivors 4/26/05: 9
Students help local ‘siblings’ 9/13/05: 8
Volunteers walk for charity 9/20/05: 1
Think tanks aid students 9/29/05: 9
Film Challenge 10/11/05: 1A
Music organization hosts talent show to fund scholarships 10/11/05: 1B
Student Activities (continued)

- Peers assist younger students 10/11/05: 3B
- Students help open store 11/1/05: 8
- Leadership group sees growth 11/8/05: 1
- Shantytown to seize South Lawn 11/8/05: 8
- Students help with food drive 11/8/05: 8
- Student film festival begins 11/8/05: 9
- Students dodge, duck, dive for charity and prizes 12/6/05: 1
- Toys help bring smiles to children 12/6/05: 7
- Students ‘Up ‘til Dawn’ for charity 2/7/06: 1
- Western students support Bowl for Kids’ Sake 2/14/06: 7
- Student organizes church bus travel 2/16/06: 5
- Students offer assistance with taxes 2/21/06: 6
- Group gives up spring break to build 3/9/06: 3
- Students lobby for state health 3/9/06: 6
- Program helps youth achieve dreams 3/9/06: 7
- Relay for the life of a friend 4/11/06: 1
- Peace Corps students reach out 5/2/06: 5B
- Campaign for financial literacy comes to campus 9/21/06: 3
- Lt. Gov. promotes HPV vaccine 9/26/06: 1 [correction 10/3/06: 2]
- Mud tourney aims to spike out arthritis 9/28/06: 1
- Creativity, cardboard raise awareness [Shantytown] 9/28/06: 5
- Up ‘til Dawn efforts to help fund St. Jude 10/3/06: 1
- Students protest isolation 11/21/06: 1
- Puppy Love auction set for Feb. 13 2/1/07: 7A
- Students to present research at Frankfort 2/15/07: 3
- Up ‘Til Dawn tops $105K for St. Jude 2/20/07: 7
- Volunteers make ‘Big’ difference 2/27/07: 5
- Vigil support increases 4/3/07: 5
- Group organizes fast to raise poverty awareness 4/19/07: 1
- Teachers get pied for charity 4/19/07: 9
- Refugees for a night 5/1/07: 1A
- Cotton airs its dirty laundry on South Lawn 9/25/07: 5
- Up ‘til Dawn ups goals 10/9/07: 1
- Event aims to end poverty 10/11/07: 1
- Students build shanties to focus on homelessness 10/11/07: 3
- State of the nation: Youth vote in Kentucky 10/18/07: 1A
- Student letter-writing campaign to raise money for St. Jude 10/18/07: 2B
- Red Cross gives volunteers chance to help community 10/18/07: 6B
- Program gives students a chance to be organ donors 11/8/07: 5A
- ‘Pass the Pepper, Prez’ fund raiser returns 11/8/07: 11A
- Groups come together to support Invisible Children 11/15/07: 1A
- Relay for Life makes push for bigger event 11/15/07: 3B
- Cotton tour gives jeans new life 11/15/07: 5B
- Teachers dodge balls for charity 11/29/07: 7
- The kindest cut of all: scouts collect hair donations 12/4/07: 7A
Student Activities (continued)
On the Ropes [Intense Combat Fighting exhibition] 12/4/07: 1B
Western in top 20 in ONE campus challenge 12/6/07: 5B
Students to celebrate Kwanzaa traditions 12/6/07: 7B
National leadership program fosters friendship, vision 1/29/08: 8
Up ‘til Dawn efforts raise more than $100,000 for St. Jude 2/19/08: 1
Western in top 10 of ONE Campaign Campus Challenge 2/21/08: 1
Campus activism 2/28/08: 1B
Students trade leisure for service projects 3/6/08: 11
Students at ONE campaign amass to end poverty 3/27/08: 1A
New portfolio to showcase students’ involvement 3/27/08: 6B
Film festival premieres on April 7 4/1/08: 8
Fossil Fools’ Day raises energy use awareness 4/3/08: 6
ONE Campus Challenge will learn who’s No. 1 today 4/8/08: 8
Gamers seek glory at 2008 Gameathon 4/8/08: 10
Relay raises cancer awareness 4/8/08: 12
Western wins ONE Campus Challenge 4/10/08: 1A
Students learn from Emmy-winning filmmakers 4/10/08: 3B
ONE concert to celebrate win in national competition 4/15/08: 6A
Campus research conference spotlights student involvement 4/15/08: 8A
Concert aims to spotlight depression, addiction 4/17/08: 2B
ONE leaders lobby in D.C. 4/22/08: 1A
ONE leaders advocate education bill in D.C. 4/24/08: 5A
D.C. bands play tonight at ONE concert 1A
Blood drive grows as it reaches new donors 4/29/08: 1B
ONE: Victory concert draws large crowd 5/1/08: 1A
College Democrats inactive as primary approaches 5/1/08: 1A

Student Council on Family Relations
Teachers become sticky targets 3/30:06: 1A

Student Disability Services
Additions to DUC centralize services 1/24/06: 5
Rugby helps roll in Disability Month 10/17/06: 3

Student Government Association
Todd cites ‘personal conflicts’ in resignation 8/24/04: 1A
SGA to hold online election 8/24/04: 1A
Report recommends reimbursement of funds 8/26/04: 1
Election generates uncertainty 8/26/04: 3
Former SGA officers speak up, feel misled by Todd [letter to editor] 8/31/04: 4
SGA reacting with changes 9/2/04: 1
SGA preparing for September elections 9/2/04: 6
Johnson to run unopposed 9/9/04: 1
SGA election starts today, ends tomorrow night 9/14/04: 1
Former SGA president presents his story 9/14/04: 4
Future president introduces herself 9/14/04: 4
Johnson, 23 seniors win SGA elections 9/16/04: 1
Bailey questions Todd’s comments 9/21/04: 5
SGA budget increases 9/23/04: 3
‘Hard work should be rewarded’ 9/28/04: 3
Johnson gets sworn in 9/28/04: 9
Student Government Association (continued)

SGA to start holding Tuesday forums 9/30/04: 5B
SGA changes stance on showing students faculty evaluations 10/12/04: 6
Students discuss academics during forum 10/14/04: 3
SGA approves organizational aid for campus programs 10/21/04: 6A
SGA to hold forum 10/28/04: 6
Dialogue Day offers open forum 11/9/04: 3B
Professors to get recognition 11/11/04: 3
SGA to present evaluation plan 11/16/04: 3
Senate nixes SGA evaluation idea 11/23/04: 1
SGA proposes plan to help students graduate in fours years 12/2/04: 1
Questioning the useless questions [editorial] 12/2/04: 4
SGA geared to address issues 1/11/05: 2B
Shuttle services to be discussed tomorrow 1/13/05: 8
SGA invites students to speak to commission 1/20/05: 11
Faculty examine contracts [graduation contracts] 1/27/05: 3
SGA battles high turnover rates 2/10/05: 7A
SGA votes to add recycling center in DUC 2/10/05: 9A
Ad-hoc committee formed [food services] 2/15/04: 8
Legislation suggests class passes 2/22/05: 1
SGA to continue evaluations 2/22/05: 3
Two announce plans to run for SGA president 2/24/05: 1A
SGA passes list of 40 amendments 3/10/05: 4B
Teacher evaluations still on the table 3/10/05: 4B
Student Government Association elections [special section] 3/15/05: 1C
Candidates debate before election 3/17/05: 4B
Teacher evaluations to be more accessible 3/31/05: 1A
SGA president-elect making plans 3/31/05: 1A
Provide-a-ride extends service 4/7/05: 1A
Shuttle stop may move 4/7/05: 3A
Executive board vetos first bill in three years 4/7/05: 5B
SGA president-elect announces executive board nominees 4/14/05: 6A
Program will help 20 students buy textbooks 4/14/05: 5B
Volunteers clean up campus, get t-shirts, food 4/19/05: 3
SGA plans final spending 4/19/05: 9
SGA spends money left in budget 4/21/05: 3A
Commuters may get alternate meal plans 4/21/05: 3A
Board of Regents to vote on offering four-year contracts 4/28/05: 9B
Civic bracelets spread nationwide 8/30/05: 8A
Restructuring organizational aid program will be priority of SGA 9/1/05: 9A
SGA [faculty] evaluations continue 9/8/05: 5A
Process changes funding 9/8/05: 5A
SGA budget debated 9/15/05: 4B
Elections will fill empty seats 9/20/05: 7
Dialogue Day to close gap 9/29/05: 9
Bracelets to be trademarked 10/4/05: 3
Films to air on complex 10/11/05: 3B
Students clean campus for upcoming events 10/11/05: 5B
SGA to aid student organizations 10/13/05: 12A
Student Government Association (continued)

Bracelets to be shown at conference 10/18/05: 9A
Organizational aid given for operations, events 10/20/05: 6
Dialogue fosters familiarity 10/25/05: 5
Program voices students’ concerns for budget 10/27/05: 7
SGA won’t trademark bracelets 11/3/05: 3A
Director encourages post-college study 11/17/05: 7B
Senate to elect new speaker for spring 12/1/05: 6B
SGA proposes new bicycles for police 12/6/05: 1
SGA approves less legislation this semester 12/8/05: 1A
Johnson elected new speaker of the senate 12/8/05: 5A
SGA asks for more government funding 1/24/06: 9
Bill may create diversity council 1/31/06: 10
SGA hears rebuilding fee rationale 2/2/06: 7A
Ransdell, SGA discuss fee 2/9/06: 1A
SGA may offer new scholarship 2/14/06: 5
Scholarships possible for students who rally 2/16/06: 3
Letter-writing campaign to begin 2/21/06: 8
SGA reworks student evaluations 2/23/06: 5
SGA may advertise on Facebook 2/28/06: 5
VP of SGA: We’ve got problems 3/2/06: 1
SGA senators to ask for judicial censure 3/7/06: 1A
SGA senators delay censure decision 3/9/06: 1
Three candidates run for president 3/14/06: 1
SGA plans anniversary party 3/16/06: 6
SGA primary vote canceled 3/30/06: 1A
Spring elections postponed 3/30/06: 7A
Western to celebrate good times on the Hill 3/30/06: 5B
SGA candidates agree on many issues 4/4/06: 1
Experience helps Johnson 4/6/06: 7
Allen thinks she can fulfill duties 4/6/06: 7
SGA plans to get the vote out 4/6/06: 8
Facebook changes SGA campaigning 4/11/06: 1
Ratliff: Free discussion is key 4/11/06: 7
Watkins looks to fix problems 4/11/06: 7
See Rob run, win . . . barely 4/13/06: 1A
Judicial council to help students understand SGA responsibilities 4/13/06: 6A
Campaigning means hard work for candidate 4/13/06: 8A
SGA considers monetary incentive 4/18/06: 7
Forum educates public about judicial council role 4/20/06: 6
Time restraints halt veto appeal 4/20/06: 7
SGA wants accuracy for clocks on the Hill 4/27/06: 3A
SGA budget has $30K remaining 5/2/06: 1A
SGA seeks to involve all students 8/29/06: 9B
SGA is for every Western student [commentary] 8/31/06: 4A
SGA may increase aid to organizations 8/31/06: 3B
SGA to have interest meeting 9/7/06: 8A
SGA will vote on wiser budget for coming year 9/12/06: 3
SGA meeting informed interested students 9/14/06: 6
Student Government Association (continued)
Students prepare for SGA election 9/19/06: 5
SGA gives aid to campus organizations 9/19/06: 8
Committees take a ‘grassroots approach’ 9/21/06: 5
SGA walks for safety 9/28/06: 8
Absentee senators removed from SGA 9/28/06: 9
I-A debate may go to TopNet 10/10/06: 3
SGA approves student I-A poll 10/12/06: 1
Diversity council re-established on campus 10/12/06: 5
SGA helps, but others do jobs daily 10/17/06: 1
SGA pushes funding for library serials 10/19/06: 5
SGA to improve spending habits 10/24/06: 6
Students approve Division I-A move 10/26/06: 1A
Poll prompts SGA vote in favor of I-A 11/2/06: 1A
Aid given to Western groups 11/2/06: 11A
Students ignore ineffective suggestion boxes 11/7/06: 5
SGA limits ads for election 11/9/06: 7
‘Buy-a-Book’ scholarship implemented 11/16/06: 3B
SGA sparks dialogue for students, teachers 11/16/06: 4B
Dialogue, students missing at forum 11/21/06: 6
SGA looks ahead to spring 11/21/06: 6
SGA president steps down 11/30/06: 1A
SGA actions an embarrassment to Western [editorial] 11/30/06: 4A
Some students print more than 400 pages a year in labs 11/30/06: 5A
Used school books to be sent to Africa 11/30/06: 7B
Officers didn’t fill out SGA time sheets 12/5/06: 1A
Johnson takes over SGA 12/7/06: 1A
SGA puts issues on hold until spring semester 12/7/06: 7A
Use of leftover SGA funds still undecided 12/7/06: 10A
SGA gains new chief of staff 1/25/07: 9A
SGA focusing on new programs 1/30/07: 5
Election prompts change 1/30/07: 9
SGA energized for a new year [commentary] 2/1/07: 4A
SGA begins spring with full Senate 2/1/07: 6A
Students to lobby for higher ed 2/6/07: 3
Bills play important role in SGA 2/6/07: 3
SGA tackles time sheets 2/6/07: 9
Students rally for higher education 2/8/07: 3
SGA helping on campus, one nickel at a time 2/8/07: 5
Organizations missing out on aid opportunities 2/13/07: 3A
SGA to host grade rally 2/15/07: 3
SGA approves vending resolution 2/15/07: 5
SGA trying to increase attendance 2/22/07: 3
Got milk? Western will 3/1/07: 5
SGA meeting cut short by early adjournment 3/1/07: 5
Quorum eludes SGA at makeup meeting 3/6/07: 12
SGA passes promotional bill 3/8/07: 10
Two seek presidency 3/27/07: 1
Candidates share goals in debate 3/29/07: 1A
Student Government Association (continued)

Boles runs for executive spot 3/29/07: 7A
Lineweaver seeks re-election 3/29/07: 7A
SGA may buy dollies for dorm moves 3/29/07: 8A
Student Government Association hosting Campus Cleanup today 3/29/07: 2B
Officer elections start today 4/3/07: 1
Johnson keeps presidency 4/5/07: 1
SGA to fund traveling 4/5/07: 7
SGA tackles textbook deadlines 4/10/07: 5
Mock gubernatorial election to be held tomorrow 4/10/07: 8
SGA holds mock primary 4/12/07: 3
Outlet in danger of disbanding 4/12/07: 3
SGA spends money, supports child care 4/19/07: 10
SGA prepares students for finals 4/26/07: 9A
Shelton big on communication 4/26/07: 7B
SGA ends year on high note [commentary] 5/3/07: 4A
SGA hopes to improve student representation 5/3/07: 9B
SGA seeks student involvement 8/28/07: 11B
SGA brings back professor accountability campaign 8/30/07: 2B
SGA plans to help slow tuition hike 9/6/07: 1A
Scholarship renamed to preserve memory of Virginia Tech shootings 9/6/07: 4B
SGA encourages student involvement as vacancies persist 9/6/07: 5B
Get to know SGA President Jeanne Johnson 9/6/07: 6B
SGA to push for 24-hour study room 9/13/07: 9A
SGA, administrators comb campus to address possible safety concerns 9/13/07: 4B
SGA election to be contested when polls open Wednesday 9/13/07: 7B
SGA to hold mock primary elections 9/20/07: 10
SGA senator election voting ends tonight 9/20/07: 10
Not everyone wins in SGA fall senate election 9/25/07: 8
SGA’s org-aid budget increased to meet demand 9/27/07: 9
SGA encourages voting with mock election 10/2/07: 8
Student organizations receive financial aid 10/9/07: 5
Discontinued study day raises concerns 10/11/07: 10
SGA to stage walkout to protest state budget cuts 10/18/07: 1A
SGA resolution requests increase in state funding 10/18/07: 3A
Stand up or sit down [editorial] 10/23/07: 4
Facts and issues about Walk Out Western [commentary] 10/25/07: 4
SGA committee wants to purchase subscription to educational media 10/25/07: 6
Walk Out Western 10/30/07: 1
Student government presidents to visit Western 11/1/07: 5A
Athletics director consults SGA on increasing football attendance 11/1/07: 7A
State student government presidents gather on campus 11/8/07: 3A
SGA researching use of study day 11/8/07: 11A
SGA budgets early to maximize funds 11/8/07: 11A
SGA to address dining concerns 11/15/07: 3A
SGA coordinating Frankfort lobbying effort 11/15/07: 7A
Vote on United Streaming delayed 11/15/07: 7A
SGA makes preparations for finals week stress 12/4/07: 3A
Senate attendance improves this fall at SGA meetings 12/4/07: 3A
Student Government Association (continued)

Student body presidents to organize rally across state 12/6/07: 1A
Committee considering plus/minus suggestions 12/6/07: 1A
News Brief 1/24/08: 2A
SGA plans to increase student participation, fight budget cuts 1/29/08: 6
SGA introduces new legislation 1/31/08: 6
SGA votes to support cigarette tax increase 2/14/08: 7
Rally will put legislators and students together 2/19/08: 5
SGA revises rules for coming election 2/28/08: 5A
Proposed parking legislation axed 2/28/08: 5A
SGA addresses plus/minus 3/6/08: 6
Student government to address Academy representation 3/6/08: 6
SGA extends election deadline 3/20/08: 4B
SGA candidates square off tonight in DUC 3/25/08: 5
SGA 2008 3/27/08: 1A
Johnson picks rely on experience 3/27/08: 1A
Red Towel party seeks to energize SGA 3/27/08: 1A
Academy wants representation too 3/27/08: 2B
Student government aims to increase voter turnout 4/1/08: 1
SGA 2008: Election results announced, challenged 4/3/08: 1
Academy students meet with SGA about representation 4/3/08: 1
SGA to consider proposal to include students’ majors on their diplomas 4/3/08: 5
SGA needs overhaul [editorial] 4/8/08: 4
Jordan files complaint against Red Towel Party 4/8/08: 5
SGA reschedules Campus Clean-up for Thursday 4/8/08: 5
Elected executives plan SGA changes 4/10/08: 1A
SGA to elect a new speaker of the senate 4/10/08: 5A
Judicial Council addressing tie, campaign complaint 4/10/08: 5A
SGA to protest plus/minus 4/15/08: 7B
SGA bill pushes for free music 4/17/08: 1A
SGA to vote on digital transcript on Tuesday 4/17/08: 3A
SGA chooses longest-serving senator as speaker 4/17/08: 9A
SGA to consider proposal to add majors to diplomas 4/17/08: 7B
Council decides to take no action on complaint 4/22/08: 6A
Ruckus bill shelved because of IT concerns 4/24/08: 3A
SGA rejects diploma proposal 4/24/08: 5A
SGA helps to relieve college expenses during finals week 4/24/08: 6A
SGA in favor of Student Engagement Activity Transcript 4/24/08: 5B
SGA looks to increase involvement, cut costs 5/1/08: 8A

Student Life

Murray’s is closed, but not for good 8/26/04: 1
Voting 101 9/2/04: 1
Convention draws student voices 9/2/04: 1
Students spruce up dorm rooms 9/14/04: 1
The Western porn passage 9/23/04: 1
Brewing Company returns 9/23/04: 3
Students camp out for free chicken 9/30/04: 4B
Heels on the Hill normal for some 10/14/04: 7
Skateboarding gets the boot 11/4/04: 5A
Student Life (continued)

www, the world’s new meeting place 12/7/04: 3B
Students seek late night hangouts 2/8/05: 1A
Homeschooled students adapting well 2/10/05: 1A
iPod nation 3/10/05: 1B
New books raise prices 3/17/05: 1A
Students prepare for break 3/17/05: 1A
Western to name musical idol 3/17/05: 5B
High gas prices burden students, influence vehicle purchases 3/31/05: 6A
Facebook is taking over campuses across America [commentary] 4/7/05: 4A
Piracy cases attempting to keep students from sharing 4/21/05: 6B
Buying dorm decorations online saves time, effort 9/1/05: 5B
Nightclub opens [Hilltop Café] 9/20/05: 1
Dream Obsession [Facebook] 10/11/05: 1B
Many students work; some have unusual jobs 10/18/05: 2B
Parties inconvenience neighbors, police 11/3/05: 1A
Ind., Ky. students cope with twisters 11/8/05: 1
College parents more involved 11/17/05: 1A
Newer fake IDs don’t fool bar, liquor store owners 11/17/05: 1B
Reggaeton music ‘exploding’ on campus 11/17/05: 1B
A Glance at a Day 12/6/05: 9
Students abusing ADHD meds 12/8/05: 1A
Activities to ease final exam anxiety 12/8/05: 3A
Too Loud? Loud music could damage hearing 12/8/05: 1B
Finals week stress, anxiety can harm students 12/8/05: 1B
Students working more to pay for rising tuition 2/2/06: 1A
Bemis Lawrence residents start dorm knitting group 2/2/06: 1B
Students challenged to outwit, outlast, outplay 2/7/06: 8
Students attend services in DUC 2/9/06: 1A
Sentimental students treasure keepsakes 2/9/06: 3B
Transfer students become more common 2/14/06: 9
New bar becomes hot spot [Dark Star] 2/16/06: 1
Students slam poetry 2/28/06: 1
Students go Goodwill hunting 2/28/06: 8
Students receive help from travel agencies 3/2/06: 6
Students warned about Internet posts 3/14/06: 1
Illegal downloading declines 3/14/06: 5
Bingo game promotes safe sex precautions 3/14/06: 13
Teachers become sticky targets 3/30/06: 1A
Straight Grillin’ 4/13/06: 1B
Students use jowls to gain Internet stardom 4/18/06: 8
Students eagerly await upcoming Bonnaroo festival 4/27/06: 2B
Dream analysis may increase self-knowledge 4/27/06: 7B
Stresstivus to help relieve worries 5/2/06: 3B
Getting’ their stress out 5/4/06: 1A
Unhealthy choices carry weight 8/31/06: 1B
Occupational tax cut may increase student revenue 9/12/06: 9
It’s not all right for left-handed students 9/14/06: 10
Students give naps the nod 9/21/06: 1
Student Life (continued)

- Top five things they didn’t tell you at orientation 9/26/06: 9
- Top five reasons to T.G.I. fall break 10/3/06: 7
- Top five job-specific phrases that best roll off your tongue 10/10/06: 7
- Primetime junkies get their TV fix 10/12/06: 12
- Top five ways to keep things cordial in your crib 10/17/06: 8
- Dorms become huge palettes for displaying Western spirit 10/26/06: 5B
- Students flock to ‘Horror’ show 11/2/06: 10A
- Top five Symptoms of Senioritis 11/7/06: 9
- Top five reasons to control the Christmas season 11/14/06: 9
- Students find money without finding jobs 11/16/06: 2B
- Your mission: Get the new PS3 11/21/06: 1
- Top five ways to survive post-Thanksgiving shopping 11/21/06: 7
- Singles line up for ‘Bachelor’ 11/30/06: 1B
- A passion for the pageantry 12/5/06: 1B
- Top five ways to give the gift of cheer 12/5/06: 3B
- Trip home can be just as stressful as finals week 12/7/06: 3B
- Western students try to keep their resolutions 1/23/07: 4B
- Real World Bowling Green 1/25/07: 1B
- Saving room for leftovers 2/8/07: 1
- Incoming students learn to adapt to new eating schedule, food variety 2/8/07: 1
- Dollars & Sense: Food shopping saves students big bucks 2/13/07: 1A
- Going Hi-tech 2/22/07: 1
- Trekking the Hill 3/1/07: 1
- Cell phone loss leads to withdrawal, freedom [column] 3/1/07: 11
- Campus salon keeps loyal clients N-Style 3/6/07: 9
- Hybrids becoming more popular on campus 3/6/07: 13
- Spring break spurs last-minute workouts 3/8/07: 7
- ‘Generation Me’ makes bad impression on real world 3/29/07: 1B
- Addiction to gadgets can cause life changes 4/5/07: 11
- New web sites entertain, increase networking 4/5/07: 11
- Roll with the punches [ultimate fighting] 4/12/07: 1
- Student workers fill [staff] vacancies 4/17/07: 1
- Many components influence textbook prices 4/26/07: 7A
- Where everybody knows your name [hangouts] 4/26/07: 1B
- Ballin’ on a budget 5/3/07: 1B
- Hooked on Hookah 8/28/07: 1B
- Students in search of off-campus recreation 8/28/07: 3B
- Alternative diets offer healthier lifestyles 9/27/07: 11
- College-aged & Engaged 10/11/07: 1
- iTheft: unlocking iPhones causes problems 10/16/07: 7
- What’s Your Style 10/18/07: 1B
- How we roll 11/15/07: 1B
- Internet offers forum for student self-promotion 12/6/07: 4B
- Students take a break from stress before finals 12/6/07: 5B
- Dance, dance evolution: students enjoy different dances 12/6/07: 8B
- Record Highs: Students deal with rising costs of textbooks 1/24/08: 1B
- In the red: Scraping through college 2/7/08: 1B
- Web site allows users to gossip anonymously 2/26/08: 7
Student Life (continued)

- Winter weather can cause depressive disorder in some 2/28/08: 7B
- Celebrity gossip offers escape from real-world problems 2/28/08: 8B
- County approves bonds for dorm renovations 3/20/08: 6A
- Parents retain involvement with students into college 3/27/08: 6B
- ‘Military brats’ ordinary college students, they say 3/27/08: 7B
- Finding faith 4/10/08: 1B
- French fries and friendship draws diner to restaurant [column] 4/10/08: 6B
- Students spend 4/20 getting high on comedy 4/22/08: 6B
- Students release end-of-the-semester stress with free food, climbing, games 4/24/08: 3B
- She’s got legs 5/1/08: 1B

Student Life Foundation

- Immunity holds up in wrongful death suit 3/8/05: 1A
- Student Life Foundation appeals immunity ruling 4/14/05: 5B
- Wrongful death suit on hold 9/1/05: 5A

Student Publications Building

- See Adams-Whitaker Student Publications Center

Student Recruitment and Retention

- Personalized Viewbooks seek potential students 10/4/05: 9
- CPE plan aims to get more college grads in Ky. 10/23/07: 1

Student Success Center

- Success center part of extension 8/26/04: 6
- Center serves students 4/18/06: 12
- Center opens with food, fashion 4/20/06: 5
- Exhibit displays photos from around the world 4/27/06: 5B
- Student Success Center consolidates resources [View of the Hill] July 2006: 13B

Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE)

- Student group teaches about free enterprise 4/20/06: 5
- Professional copy service center to open in DUC by fall 4/20/06: 9
- Center to fulfill ‘copying fantasies’ 9/7/06: 6A
- Print center sees increased business 10/9/07: 11

Students Opposing Silence

- Students protest isolation 11/21/06: 1

Sturgeon, Stacy

- Student robbed at knifepoint; investigation ongoing 12/8/05: 1A

Swanson, Karl

- Swanson ‘looking forward’ to rematch 11/18/04: 10
- ‘Local boy’ leaves impact 2/2/06: 10A

Swimming and Diving

- Women start trek to fifth straight championship 10/21/04: 14A
- For roomies, two cultures collide to spark friendship [Nick Bracco, Hiro Konno] 12/9/04: 9A
- Lady Tops complete perfect season 2/8/05: 10A
- Three freshmen already making impact 2/15/05: 9
- Swimmers gun for SBC title 2/17/05: 12
- Swim teams bring home Sun Belt victories 2/22/05: 1
- Powell announces retirement 4/21/05: 1A
- Marchionda tapped to replace Powell 4/21/05: 10A
- Academics take priority 11/15/05: 11
- ‘Indian River Boys’ no longer just faces 12/8/05: 9A
Swimming and Diving (continued)
- Fires destroy local houses 1/24/06: 1
- Students recover from loss of home 1/26/06: 1A
- Arrest made in arson case 2/7/06: 1
- Men win mile-high SBC title 2/21/06: 10
- Swimmers, divers miss NCAA cut 2/28/06: 13
- New season to challenge programs 10/12/06: 16
- Swimmers disciplined 10/19/06: 10
- Swimmers, divers break records 1/23/07: 9A
- One last lap 1/30/07: 12
- Three-style 2/20/07: 10
- Tops see potential in preseason 10/2/07: 10
- Toper team looks ahead to hard road 10/11/07: 14
- International ties help Hilltoppers 10/23/07: 12
- Aspinall named SBC Swimmer of the Week 11/8/07: 12A
- Three swimmers and divers win Sun Belt weekly honors 11/29/07: 12
- Thomas named Sun Belt diver of the week 1/31/08: 14
- Month long lay off gives team time to prepare, rest 2/7/08: 10A

Taggart, Willie
- Coach brings Eagle eye 9/21/06: 14
- Taggart heads west; defense nets new coach 1/23/07: 12A

Tailgating
- Open a drink, start the coals: it’s tailgating time 9/9/04: 12
- Tailgating booming on Hill [column] 10/5/04: 10
- Mass e-mail unnecessary 10/26/04: 4
- Tailgating policies change slightly 9/1/05: 12A
- Tailgating: It’s not just for football games anymore 11/8/07: 8A

Talisman
- Talisman wins Pacemaker in first try since return to Hill 11/9/04: 4B
- Students will vote on fee to finance ‘free’ Talisman 3/10/05: 1A
- It’s ‘free’ again [View of the Hill 2005-06]: 13A
- Herald, Talisman win awards 11/3/05: 8A
- Yearbook really is your yearbook [commentary] 3/14/06: 4
- Newspaper, yearbook nominated for Pacemaker awards 9/26/06: 8
- Talisman wins Pacemaker 10/31/06: 2
- Publications get new home 11/13/07: 3

Tallon, William
- College of Business hires new dean 1/26/06: 3B

Tate Page Hall
- New education building to replace TPH 1/13/05: 1
- New education building will replace Tate Page Hall [View of the Hill 2005-06]: 15B

Taylor, Dexter
- Topper arrested on drug charge 3/27/07: 16

Taylor, Robbin
- ‘Taylor-ed’ talent: Assistant promotes bills for Western 11/29/07: 1

Teacher Education
- Program encourages teacher reform 2/21/06: 7

Teegarden, Emily
- Talented freshmen find roles 9/13/07: 10A
Telephone Services
Growth forces phone prefix change 8/24/04: 13A
Operator connects campus 9/12/06: 6
Western phones to use WKU prefix 9/12/06: 6
270 area code nears capacity 9/19/06: 3
WKU may not get 958 prefix 9/28/06: 7
Area code, prefix plans on hold; new system deemed unnecessary 9/20/07: 6

Terrorism
Campus, city evaluated for terror-attack readiness 9/15/05: 3A
Campus safety assessed 9/20/05: 3
Search not needed [editorial] 9/20/05: 4

Theatre and Dance, Department of
Playing in the Dark 9/30/04: 1B
Actors save ‘Boring Green’ 11/4/04: 11A
Students learn to drop inhibitions 11/9/04: 1B
Local youth perform with the big kids [Children of Eden] 11/9/04: 8B
Gondoliers fill theater, wow crowd 3/1/05: 1
“On top of the world” [Bicycle Riders] 3/3/05: 1
Play opens tonight [Goodnight Desdemona] 4/7/05: 7B
Stumbling into a Shakespearean tragedy 4/14/05: 1A
Warming up for An Evening of Dance 4/21/05: 1B
Actors perform historic play [Inherit the Wind] 9/29/05: 1
Theater students bring ‘Rocky Horror’ to life 10/27/05: 8
Children’s theater shows kids it’s OK to be scared 11/1/05: 1
Students to perform updated ‘Tartuffe’ 11/10/05: 1
Dancers perform student choreography 12/1/05: 1A
Western dancers perform on New York stage 1/26/06: 3B
Alumnus returns to direct ‘Ragtime’ 3/9/06: 1
Getting Ready Rag 3/14/06: 13
Edgy play will keep audience questioning [As Bees in Honey Drown] 4/13/06: 8B
Curtain opens tonight on annual dance concert 4/27/06: 1B
Students get some play time [children’s theatre season] 9/26/06: 8
Three freshmen fill roles in English musical 11/9/06: 10
Winterdance heats up the stage 12/5/06: 1B
Dance degree to be added 1/30/07: 3
Theatre and dance department gets accredited for first time 4/3/07: 6
Trojan Women 4/10/07: 1
World premiere comes to Gordon Wilson [Cairo Stories] 9/25/07: 5
All they want to do is … Dance [Winterdance] 11/29/07: 1
Winterdance the night away 12/4/07: 3B
Student play festival exposes audience to mirth, macabre 2/19/08: 6
Departments collaborate on ‘vibrant’ musical [Sweet Charity] 2/28/08: 2B
Male ‘Cinderella’ story gets start at Western [Chipper] 3/27/08: 7B
Czech play incorporates masks to deliver message 4/10/08: 2B
Dancers prepare for annual performance 4/24/08: 4B
Evening showcases variety of dances 4/29/08: 2B
‘Vacuum’ unconventional, makes people examine life 4/29/08: 4B

Thomas, Antwuan Lamar
Student arrested for attempted homicide 9/16/04: 1
Thomas, Aralashea
   In the red: Scraping through college 2/7/08: 1B

Thomas, Daniel
   Student desires to protect 10/5/04: 5

Thomas, Peyton
   Diving success is natural for Thomas 10/18/07: 9A

Thompson, Hunter S.
   Hunter S. Thompson 1939-2005 2/24/05: 1B

Thompson Science Complex
   Chemical waste may affect renovation 12/1/05: 1A
   Thompson to be closed during winter break 12/6/07: 2A

Thousand Words Beyond the Hill, A
   Lambdin family 8/24/04: 2A
   Kennedy brothers 8/31/04: 2
   Summersville Mennonites 9/14/04: 2
   Mary Gordon 9/21/04: 2
   Carl Brawner 9/28/04: 2
   Robert “Spec” Alexander 10/5/04: 2
   The Connection 10/12/04: 2
   Keeneland racetrack 10/19/04: 2
   Lebanon girls 10/26/04: 2
   Gary Crenshaw 11/9/04: 2A
   Alcoholism 11/16/04: 2
   Donald & Stacy Taylor 11/23/04: 2
   Eddie Mahome 12/7/04: 2A
   VFW Post 1298 1/11/05: 2A
   Taylor house fire 1/25/05: 2
   Iraqi voters 2/1/05: 2
   Nashville bus station 2/8/05: 2A
   Cumberland River ferry 2/15/04: 2
   Wal-Mart wedding 2/22/05: 2
   Haywood Music Barn 3/1/05: 2
   St. Joseph’s Catholic Church 3/8/05: 2A
   Magaline Meredith 3/15/05: 2A
   Cecilia Higdon 4/5/05: 2
   Barren River swimmers 4/12/05: 2
   Amish & flag 4/19/05: 2
   St. Paul Catholic School 4/26/05: 2
   Hurricane evacuees 9/8/05: 2A
   J. D. Crowe & New South 9/15/05: 2A
   Coldplay 9/22/05: 2
   Billy Cherry 9/29/05: 2
   Tony Tapia 10/13/05: 2A
   Mountain Workshop 10/20/05: 2
   Jon Acosta & Finley Wilsher 10/27/05: 2
   Kentucky High School Rodeo Association 11/3/05: 2A
   Keeneland 11/10/05: 2
   One Stop BarBQue 11/17/05: 2A
   Muhammad Ali Center 12/1/05: 2A
Thousand Words Beyond the Hill, A (continued)

“Bobcat” 12/8/05: 2A
Fillmore Wilson 1/26/06: 2A
Herald apologizes [re “A thousand words” 1/26/06] 2/2/06: 4A
Wanda Boydstun 2/2/06: 2A
BG Parks & Rec. Ctr. 2/9/06: 2A
Wright Styles Cave 2/16/06: 2
J. J. Graham 2/23/06: 2
BG Islamic Center 3/2/06: 2
Jim Westbrook 3/9/06: 2
Kessler family 3/16/06: 2
Domciono Rocha 3/30/06: 2A
Dalton Caudill 4/6/06: 2
Greg Denham 4/13/06: 2A
Boynton family 4/20/06: 2
Abby Jackson 4/27/06: 2A
Kentucky Derby 5/4/06: 2A
Jack Miller 8/31/06: 2A
Cage the Elephant 9/7/06: 2A
Knaperek home 9/14/06: 2
Concert in the Vineyard 9/21/06: 2
Howard/Kidd 9/28/06: 2
“Rabbit” 10/12/06: 2
Sam Clayton 10/19/06: 2
Stanley’s Pumpkin Patch 10/26/06: 2A
Jarrett VanCleve 11/2/06: 2A
13th Ave. residents 11/9/06: 2
Vette City wrestling show 11/16/06: 2A
Derek Mitts 11/30/06: 2A
Howard “Waterdog” Patterson 12/7/06: 2A
Jeff Clagg 1/25/07: 2A
David Dye 2/1/07: 2A
Richard Knight 2/8/07: 2
Jack Fish 2/15/07: 2
William Moore 2/22/07: 2
James Bond 3/1/07: 2
The Bottom 3/8/07: 2
Jim Risen 3/22/07: 2A
American Motorcycle Co. 3/29/07: 2A
MidSouth Championship Wrestling 4/5/07: 2
Whitesburg Women’s Club 4/12/07: 2
Virginia Tech 4/19/07: 2
Wayne Moore 4/26/07: 2A
Travis Richardson/Debbi Levey 5/3/07: 2A
Thai Hong Le 8/30/07: 2A
John Coats 9/6/07: 2A
Milard Martin 9/13/07: 2A
Rebecca Hendrick 9/20/07: 2
David & Connie Embrey 10/2/07: 2
Thousand Words Beyond the Hill, A (continued)

Suzuki violin classes 10/18/07: 2A
Hal Campbell 10/25/07: 2
Elaine Walker 11/1/07: 2A
Ward family 11/8/07: 2A
Kevin Goodnight 11/15/07: 2A
Quinton Whcyes 12/6/07: 2A
Campus tour 1/24/08: 2A
Jen-Fu Tung 1/31/08: 2
Samuel Drummond 2/7/08: 2A
Xiaowei Wang 2/28/08: 2A
Cricket 3/6/08: 2
Arun Gunna 3/20/08: 2A
Kris Murniadi 3/27/08: 2A
Saudi students 4/3/08: 2
Zheng Wang 4/10/08: 2A
Ting Ting Zhao/Yu-Pin Cheng/Po-Chien Cheng 4/17/08: 2A
Mazna Al-Marzooqi 4/24/08: 2A
Onur Demir 5/1/08: 2A

Thurman, Lindsey
Senior takes national honor 12/5/06: 7A

Timmons, Brooke
Designing her future 12/2/04: 8

Title IX
Move would fix Title IX compliance 11/2/06: 1A
School officials: Western complies with Title IX 2/12/08: 1A

Toliver, Renikka
Toliver makes big impact on Little Sister 3/1/07: 13
Toliver says she’ll return for senior day 5/3/07: 11A

Tom-Tom, The
A time of innocence, a time of confidences 4/10/08: 1B

Toompuu, Raigo
Topper takes shot at NCAA crown 3/10/05: 10A
Track and field brief 3/15/05: 8A

Toone, Stephanie
Writer finds peace upon realizing her calling 1/11/05: 3B

Topper Talent Show
Music organization hosts talent show to fund scholarships 10/11/05: 1B

Towns, Alana
Towns keeps family affair 4/18/06: 16

Towns, Antone
Towns has no regrets two years after choosing baseball 3/10/05: 10A
Towns to take bat for Otters 3/30:06: 9A

Track and Cross Country
Nichols to lead Western at Southern Regionals 11/11/04: 14
Freshman named Sun Belt performer of the Week 4/7/05: 8A
Lady Tops win Sun Belt indoor title 2/28/06: 12
Track team to move from Smith Stadium 4/20/06: 14
Lady Tops win Sun Belt title 10/31/06: 10
Track and Cross Country (continued)
- Plans on track for new facility on South Street 2/8/07: 12
- Sprinters set records in two events 2/13/07: 9A
- Displaced athletes find homes on Western’s track team 3/22/07: 1B
- Two sign with Western 2/19/08: 10
- Four Toppers receive all-American honors 3/20/08: 9A
- Collective success helps teams shine 4/1/08: 11
- Success still coming while team waits on new facility 4/24/08: 10A
- Team’s international recruiting reaches new boundaries 5/1/08: 14A

Trio Programs
- Additions to DUC centralize services 1/24/06: 5

True, Andrew
- Player faces suspension after arrest 2/7/06: 12

True, Jeff
- True success: family has deep roots 2/14/08: 11

Tsunami Disaster, 2004
- Asian students coping with disaster 1/11/05: 6B
- Vigil to show support for tsunami victims 1/20/05: 1
- Remembering those lost 1/25/05: 1
- Group sells CD for tsunami relief 2/22/05: 6
- Happy Gas turns tears into laughter 3/15/05: 1A

Tuition (See also Fees, Student)
- New option could help planning 8/24/04: 7A
- Credit card payments readmitted 8/31/04: 8
- Western recognizes KAPT students 9/23/04: 1
- Ransdell proposes long-term tuition plan 10/5/04: 1
- Western may delay dropping students who haven’t paid tuition 10/5/04: 1
- Clearing the air [correction to Oct. 5 story] 10/12/04: 2
- Staff Council reviewing scholarship policies 11/18/04: 3
- CPE reviews tuition increase policies 1/13/05: 1
- Regents to vote on long-term tuition policy 1/25/05: 3
- Board approves tuition plan 1/27/05: 1
- State tuition program on hold 4/5/05: 1
- Tuition hike may decrease next semester 4/12/05: 1
- Tuitions outpace inflation 10/25/05: 1
- Tuition discount for employees’ kids changed 11/10/05: 6
- Tuition hike may exceed expectation 2/2/06: 1A
- Some legislators want tuition money to balance budget 2/2/06: 6A
- Proposed funding falls short 3/9/06: 1
- CPE must OK tuition changes 3/30/06: 1A
- Tuition changes affect employees’ students 9/7/06: 10A
- Tuition hike to cap at 9.5 percent 11/30/06: 3A
- Board increases tuition without student member 1/30/07: 1
- CPE to approve tuition increases in March 2/6/07: 1
- Tuition rates deter state goals 2/20/07: 1
- Tuition increase approved 4/5/07: 1
- Tuition waivers help to balance school, work 4/5/07: 5
- CPE must OK tuition increase 9/27/07: 1
- Fewer transfer students add to tuition shortfall 1/29/08: 1
Tuition (continued)
    Proposed bills seek to help higher education 1/31/08: 1
    Hike looms 4/22/08: 1A
    Regents to finalize cuts, raise tuition 4/24/08: 1A
    Regents approve 9 percent tuition increase, finalize 07-08 budgets 4/29/08: 1A

Tulenko, Jamie
    ‘High School Musical’ strikes a chord with junior 8/28/07: 11B

Turley, Lou
    Professor dies while diving 8/24/04: 10A

Turner, Treg
    Staring, reflecting and remembering 2/21/08: 2

Unite for Sight
    Group focuses on eye health and education 10/5/04: 3

University Centers
    Local performers provide musical entertainment 2/14/06: 8

University College
    University College to expand 4/5/07: 9
    Officials looking for University College space 3/4/08: 6
    Provost pleased with University College progress 4/8/08: 5

University Experience Program
    Hill seeks ‘experienced’ leader 4/3/07: 9

University Farm
    Farm keeps city clean 9/7/06: 11A

University Libraries
    Helm-Cravens library elevator repairs near completion 3/31/05: 7A
    Fewer students using library 9/22/05: 3
    Library reflects campus growth 2/9/06: 9A
    Resolution passed to support library’s serial subscriptions 9/26/06: 1
    Libraries should be more than just study halls [editorial] 9/28/06: 4
    SGA pushes funding for library serials 10/19/06: 5
    New arts resource at Helm-Cravens 8/30/07: 7B

University Senate
    Faculty members disagree about Senate’s effectiveness 10/12/04: 1
    University Senate approves plus/minus plan 10/26/04: 1
    Senate nixes SGA evaluation idea 11/23/04: 1
    Winter term reviewed 1/20/05: 3
    Division change reviewed 2/22/05: 1
    Teacher evaluations still on the table 3/10/05: 4B
    Senate addresses student liability 3/31/05: 3A
    Senate warns against hasty division move 4/26/05: 1
    New University Senate chair ready to speak 4/26/05: 3
    Senate wants Western removed from Web site 4/28/05: 2B
    Senate votes to postpone discussion of retirement fund misuse 9/20/05: 1
    Retirement plan debated 10/18/05: 3A
    Meeting to address faculty complaints 10/20/05: 5
    Senate vote asks Western to defend benefits 10/25/05: 1
    Senate wants oversight on reserve fund 11/22/05: 1
    Money conflict discussed at meeting 2/16/06: 9
    Senate addresses concerns 2/21/06: 3
University Senate (continued)

    Health insurance to remain untouched 2/21/06: 7
    Retirement funds up for vote 3/16/06: 8
    Skipping class may soon earn students a failing grade 3/30/06: 5A
    University Senate may vote on several bills 4/20/06: 3
    Ransdell differs with Senate on retirement 4/25/06: 5
    Math professor to be new Senate chair 5/4/06: 1A
    Senate will meet to consider move to I-A 9/21/06: 3
    Senate fears I-A move would take focus off academics 9/26/06: 1
    Resolution passed to support library’s serial subscriptions 9/26/06: 1
    Plus/minus study concludes 10/19/06: 1
    Senate discusses I-A, committee reports 10/24/06: 5
    History faculty set example for involvement 11/16/06: 3A
    Some senators unhappy with committee members 11/21/06: 5
    Senate passes resolution to aid retirement 1/23/07: 5A
    University Senate to discuss plus/minus grading system 1/25/07: 4B
    Committee [athletic] members won’t be recalled 1/30/07: 9
    Grading debate returns 2/13/07: 1A
    Grading resolution protested 2/20/07: 1
    Child care issues mature in resolution 3/1/07: 11
    Plus/minus goes to vote 3/22/07: 3A
    University Senate approves plus/minus 3/27/07: 1
    Senators’ behavior negative, rude [commentary] 3/29/07: 4A
    Grading proposal rejected 4/24/07: 1
    University Senate elects new chair, vice chair 4/26/07: 7B
    University Senate considers plus/minus 8/28/07: 11B
    Senate to readdress plus/minus 9/25/07: 1
    Plus/minus review committee hasn’t started reviewing policy 10/23/07: 9
    University Senate seeks voting law change 10/23/07: 9
    Committee considering plus/minus suggestions 12/6/07: 1A
    Senate rejects plus/minus proposal 4/22/08: 4B

Upshaw, Erik
Group sells CD for tsunami relief 2/22/05: 6

Valentin, LaToya
How we roll 11/15/07: 1B

Valle, Benjamin
Student, pastor is part of evolving community 5/4/06: 1B

Van der Meer, Wieb
Apology [letter to editor] 9/13/05: 4

Van Meter Hall
Van Meter overlook getting a facelift 8/24/04: 1A
Some construction nears completion, more to come 10/11/05: 5A
Van Meter scheduled for renovations 10/18/05: 1A
Hill’s first major structure, Van Meter Hall, still thrives 2/2/06: 1B
Van Meter stage to expand 12/7/06: 10A

Vaughan, Matt
Students form chapter of global awareness group 9/25/07: 6

Venters, Darrell
Chaplain cultivates at Catholic center 11/2/06: 9A
Veterans Upward Bound
Back to the basics: Veterans Upward Bound 4/7/05: 8B

Vickers, Emily
Nursing student dies 4/1/08: 3

Videtto, Aubrey
TLC coordinator position filled 11/8/05: 7

Villarreal, Amanda
Marching to her own beat 11/10/05: 5

Volleyball
Veteran roster wants to repeat 2002 NCAA Tournament bid 8/31/04: 12
Volleyball team spiking competition 10/5/04: 1
Blotch’s injury may dash Toppers’ hopes 10/12/04: 12
Hudson looking for Blotch’s replacement 10/14/04: 10
Frustration builds as Blotch nears return 10/28/04: 12
Lady Toppers set for Blotch’s return on Friday 11/4/04: 14A
Western on cusp of fifth title 11/11/04: 14
Lady Tops search for cohesiveness as tourney nears 11/18/04: 10
The end of a long trip 11/23/04: 1
Incoming Lady Topper volleyball player honored 3/17/05: 6A
Western picked to win fifth straight SBC East title 8/30/05: 12A
Freshmen adjust together 9/13/05: 10
Kela’s Crew serves to win 9/22/05: 12
SBC title comes with scare 11/22/05: 10
Western draws NCAA joker 12/1/05: 10A
Lady Tops, coach earn All-Region honor 12/8/05: 10A
Lady Tops look to replace stars 8/29/06: 5C
Recruits refresh Lady Top roster 8/31/06: 8A
Kela’s Crew rallies for second go [column] 9/21/06: 14
Team members travel abroad to play in Argentina, Italy 8/28/07: 14A
Lady Tops sweep title at NIU 8/28/07: 16A
Piecing the East 10/11/07: 14
Volleyball: These women are good 10/16/07: 14
Correction 10/18/07: 2A
Teegarden’s time may increase 10/25/07: 16
Making the bracket 11/29/07: 12
Western’s Argabright Named to AVCA All-South Region Team 12/6/07: 10A

Wagner, Jessie
Wagner shines through tough times 10/21/04: 14A

Waldrop, Alex
Alumni: Success comes in variety of job fields 3/7/06: 5B
Western graduates shine as role models for new students [View of the Hill] July 2006: 12B

Waldrop, Mike
Officer, mentor to athletes retires 5/1/08: 12A

Walker, Katie and Kellie
Double Trouble 9/13/07: 10A

Wallace, Aaron
Engineering student passes floodplain management 2/7/08: 5A

Warren, Robert Penn
Western celebrates famous author 4/20/06: 7
Watkins, Robert
Watkins looks to fix problems 4/11/06: 7
See Rob run, win . . . barely 4/13/06: 1A
SGA president steps down 11/30/06: 1A

Watson, Benjamin
Student dies in car surfing accident 8/30/05: 7A

Weakley, Thomas
God’s CRU: Leading students in faith 9/9/04: 7

Weather (See also Hurricane Katrina; Hurricane Rita; Hurricane Wilma)
Storms cause damage, cancel classes 11/17/05: 1A
Weather systems project receives government funding 12/1/05: 3A
Western to link state-wide weather network 4/27/06: 2B
April showers bring problems 4/26/07: 3B
Bowling Green campus dodges storm damage 2/7/08: 9A
Ice, Ice Baby [editorial] 2/26/08: 4

Wedding, Chris
Travel book by Western alumnus published 11/30/06: 5A
Western alumnus publishes book 12/7/06: 5A

Weems, Laura
Weems gets strength, courage through faith 2/8/05: 6A

Wells, Abby
Student appears on Letterman 11/18/04: 1

Wells, Barry
Wells leaves Western for Dallas 11/11/04: 3

Wesolowski, James W.
Former professor dies of cancer 2/22/05: 3

West, Ed
Director leaves for home 1/11/05: 5A

Western Kentucky University – Centennial
Centennial tree grove on tap 9/21/04: 8
Western to celebrate “A Century of Spirit” 3/3/05: 6
Big Red Way might get name change 4/19/05: 1
Senior’s centennial logo selected 4/21/05: 4B
A Century on the Hill 11/17/05: 6A
Centennial Celebration begins with dedications 11/22/05: 1
Museum exhibit shows century’s spirit 1/24/06: 8
Legislature honors Western, Eastern centennials 1/24/06: 8
Western signs deal with Pepsi 2/9/06: 7A
Centennial celebration continues with March the Hill 2/28/06: 6
Centennial Mall project to be completed by fall 3/9/06: 12
Centennial book debuts tonight at Barnes and Noble 4/6/06: 10
Campus fountain to be transformed into tile mosaic 5/4/06: 5A
Western recalls past during centennial year [View of the Hill] July 2006: 14B
100 hours of life at Western 9/19/06: 1
Centennial celebration comes to a close 11/9/06: 2
Bon Appetit 11/16/06: 1B
People poll [on Centennial Sculpture] 11/21/06: 4
New sculptures are out-of-place eyesores [comment] 12/5/06: 4A
Wharton, Becky
   Student finds a passion in working with elderly 2/12/08: 3B

Whitaker, Camryn
   Senior duo say Diddle goodbyes 3/1/05: 12

Whitaker, David B.
   First journalism head dies 8/30/05: 7A

White, Aubrey
   Couples commit to lifelong love 2/9/06: 1B

White, Steven
   Role in Honduras lures professor 10/19/04: 1

Whitson, David
   Many attend funeral of slain officer 11/7/06: 1
   Officers’ use of force deemed justified by KSP 3/22/07: 8A
   BrewCo to host benefit concert for slain policeman’s family 3/27/07: 12

Wilborn, Elgrace
   Wilborn trying to jump Tops into conference lead 2/3/05: 14

Wilcutt, Terry
   Alumni: Success comes in variety of job fields 3/7/06: 5B
   Western graduates shine as role models for new students [View of the Hill] July 2006: 12B

Wilder, Joyce
   More hands learning to speak 9/15/05: 1A

Wilhite, Matt
   Wilhite playing the waiting game [column] 5/3/07: 12A

Wilhite, Michael
   Memorial to honor Wilhite 8/30/05: 12A
   Memorial to honor Wilhite 1/31/06: 14
   Ceremony for Wilhite memorial is Saturday 4/27/06: 10A
   Tops dedicate memorial 5/2/06: 10A

Wilkinson, Brent
   Wilkinson is an artist with a different beat 2/1/07: 9A

Williams, Bruce
   Freshman arrested for theft in PFT 2/16/06: 1

Williams, Megan
   Junior overcomes family diversity 2/22/05: 6

Williamson, Chuck
   Nomad finally finds a home in writing 9/9/04: 7

Willis, Joshua
   Soldier readjusts to home 10/14/04: 9

Wilson, Hunter
   Journalism student nominated for Pulitzer 4/27/06: 1B

Wilson, Marqus
   Internal search brings individuality 9/22/05: 8

Winchester, Anthony
   Winchester: It’s my turn to lead 10/11/05: 8A
   Winchester honored as SBC player of the year 3/2/06: 12
   Winchester to play in amateur tournament 4/6/06: 12

Winkler, Elizabeth
   Teaching isn’t professor’s only responsibility 4/17/08: 4B
Winter Term
Western wraps up preparations for winter term 9/27/05: 1
Winter woes [editorial] 9/29/05: 4
J-term more popular than expected 12/6/05: 1
J-term enrollment higher than UK’s 1/24/06: 1
Winter break provides opportunities 1/24/06: 9
Winter term forums to be held starting Feb. 7 2/2/06: 7A
Opinions divided on winter term 2/9/06: 5A
Winter term class offered to faculty 11/30/06: 2A
More students to study overseas 12/5/06: 3A
Wilderness course offered for winter term 12/7/06: 5B
More students attend winter term 1/23/07: 5B
Winter Term becoming more popular with students 12/6/07: 7B

Wiseman, Brian
Broadcasting major adjusts to college life 2/9/06: 8A

WKYU-PBS
Campus television station gets makeover 9/13/05: 1
WKYU-PBS wins Emmys 8/28/07: 11A

Wolke, David
Inside the injury 11/8/07: 1A

Womack, Chris
Student inducted into Krystal Lovers Hall of Fame 4/11/06: 3
Student rewarded for loyalty to Krystal 4/13/06: 1B

Women
More women going to college than men 3/2/06: 1

Women’s Studies
A look inside Vagina 2/24/05: 1A
Film to examine domestic abuse, justice system 10/11/05: 2B
‘Sexy’ sitcom inspires talks on women’s issues 11/17/05: 1B
Students defy gender stereotypes 12/1/05: 3B
Students, faculty join local protest [“give pants a chance”] 1/31/06: 1
Performance spreads women’s awareness 3/9/06: 11
Panel focuses on gay families 3/30/06: 4B
Gay families struggle with daily challenges 4/4/06: 8
Low-income women given chance 5/2/06: 5B
Students empower others through ‘Monologues’ 3/1/07: 1
‘Monologues’ aim to empower participants, audience 3/20/08: 1B
‘Monologues’ bring high turnout, raise awareness 3/25/08: 6
Event to honor influential women 4/15/08: 9A

Wood, Willson
Former English department head dies 2/21/06: 8

Woods, Ingrid
Employee sues Western for discrimination 11/17/05: 1A
Doctorate optional for many advising heads 11/22/05: 1
Woods drops portion of pending suit 12/1/05: 1A
Discrimination case delayed 2/14/06: 5
Woods trial delayed 5/3/07: 8A
Discovery process continues in discrimination lawsuit 8/30/07: 3A
Woods hearing postponed 1/29/08: 6
Woods, Ingrid (continued)
   Discriminatory lawsuit postponed for third time 2/26/08: 9
   Five lawsuits against Western still pending 5/1/08: 7A

Worker’s Compensation
   Employees to be insured by school 9/13/05: 7

WWHR-FM
   Students can recover fee 1/11/05: 3A
   Revolution 91.7 rocks out 4/7/05: 1A
   Concert to ‘Rev’ audiences 10/4/05: 9
   Rev Fest goers rock out 10/11/05: 2B
   Morning after, no regrets 3/16/06: 1
   Mayhem relocates to Fountain Square Park 4/11/06: 6
   ‘Morning After’ to reach radios nationwide 8/31/06: 1B
   Western radio station teams with Jordan station in November 9/19/06: 9
   Raise your voice [RevFest] 10/19/06: 8
   Student seeks change in ‘hillbilly’ prejudices 11/9/06: 11
   Revolution gets new spin 2/1/07: 2B
   Revolution 91.7 brings ‘mayhem,’ music to square 4/10/07: 11
   ‘Guitar Hero’ tournament invites students to rock out 3/27/08: 5B
   An 8-band revolution 4/15/08: 1B

Yates, Amber and Blake
   Couples commit to lifelong love 2/9/06: 1B

Yearbook
   See Talisman

Yearwood, Felicia
   Surviving the storm 3/22/07: 1B

Yeddo, Alan
   Freshman leads students to ‘haunted’ bridge 9/25/07: 7

Yen, Patrick
   To Cuba and back 1/23/07: 1B

Young, David
   Theater professor spends life under the lights 4/4/06: 9

Young, Sam
   Young leads from behind the mask 5/4/06: 10A

Younglove, Jeff
   Hard work, planning, folders go into Homecoming 10/26/06: 10B

Zacharias Hall
   Fire causes evacuation of Zacharias 9/18/07: 1

Zaragoza, Tiffany
   Lady Topper hit by motorcycle 9/12/06: 16

Zeibak, Naim
   Teacher dies of heart attack 1/25/05: 1

Zhang, Junlian
   Visiting scholar alleges civil rights infringement at research center 1/24/08: 3A
   Five lawsuits against Western still pending 5/1/08: 7A

Zielke, Larry
   Zielke returns in new role 8/24/04: 11A

Zimic, Muhamed
   War Torn 12/9/04: 1B
Zirkle, Shannon
Leaving her mark 4/27/06: 1B

Zoellner, Bob
Mechanic keeps Western rolling 3/30/06: 7B

Zulcic, Nihada
War Torn 12/9/04: 1B